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DIVISION oF,PUBLICSaHOOLS

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

of

Report of the Gifted and Talented Program study



01.

The Burea Ci 4 Education for Exceptional Students, Division of 'Public Schools was, given
the respohsibility for conducting a study of gifted and talented programs n Florida, as
requireti,py. the .1983 Legislature. A panel. of nationallknown expert in thd field of
gifted education,serVed as consultants for the study and prepared the f al report. The
panel members :were. Dr. Willi Durden, The Johns Hopkins Univ rsity, Dr. Mary
Frasier, ;University of Georgia, Dr. David Mealor, University of Ce trail Floeida,..and
Ms.'Gall:Smithi,'Novith Carolina Department of EdUcation. Support wasprovided. by the

01/4ersight 'Committee and staff. from ,,the Bureau of Education for
Exceptidnal: Students. The coniplete 'report provides details, including the history,
methodology,. and.strategies used foethe 'study, and copies of commissioned papers.

Personnel from the Division of Public' Schools have -reviewed and, analyzed the report
with respect to the ,appropriation language.' 'The analysis led to recommendations for
specific actions to be taken by the State Board of Education, the Department of
Education, and the School Districts of Florila; .

ANALYSIS OF PANEL'S REPORT

Increasing Minority- Representation

The panel indicated that the, current depnition of general intellectual ability severely ",

limits minority students., from
comprehensive screening pr ,

consider ion for sifted programs., In addition, since
there is no minority and disadvantaged students are
frequently excluded from consideration. :< he heavy reliance upon oneopiece of data for
screening or for identification severely lithits access'to gifted programs.

, ..
The panel recomrnended that modifying, the definition to include those who demostrate . t

Lspecific academic ability /mould allow . increased. participation of minoritids, the 1 -
,appropriate identification of specific academic talent, and a more comprehensive
eyaluation of a broad specirufn of the student's talents. ,

This
,
panel concluded' that the use' 01 a statewide systeni of screening would allow more,

minority students to enter the "pool" for further, evaluation.- 3 The deielopment of a
multiple criteria matrix would dispel he prevailing attitude that minority students are
not ,capaklepf the lei'rel of superior ihtelleoiyal performance required forrparticipation,,

in gifted programs.: Much of the testimony asserted that if talented were added rasa
ocategory t the ,deliatiori, minority representatior2 could be Increased, implying that
"'minority sjt dents could not be fdund as intellectually gifted,, but could be found as
talentedinr e yisual and performinarts.g,

0Florida's d finition as stated and practiced, precipitates unfortunate 0 tcopes for
minority students. One, they will infrequently be referred for gifted proga s and two,
they ewill ofterv.,fail' to,,meet such a rigid and _limited requirement. .ather than
recommend two sets of criteriaikone for gifted and one for talented., , the panel
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recommended a:,*setileS of changes ,which, taken together, would increaserepresentation of minoritidgroups.
jtp

The panel 'recommended that minority representation, In gifted progriMs could bNincreased by:
.a.1,, modification of the definition to Include specific academic ability,

r-

b. requIrementi'for systeinatic screening proCedures, using multiple criteria,
c. use of a statewide standard checklist of gifttil characteristics In stvdent

evaluation, and s,,

d. ukeof a multiple criteria matrix for determining eligibility.
These recommendations are discussed in subsequent sections of this paper.

Criteria for Eligibility 4.

Florida's definition of a gifted student's "one who has superior Inteliectual developmentand is capable of high performance" The mental development of a.gifted student is two(2) standard deviations or more abbve the mean." (Rule 6A-6.3019,,,FAC)

This current definition emphasizes general intellectual ability. Although the criteriafor eligibility require the student to have a majdrity ,of the charapteristics of a giftedchild and to have a need for a special program as well as a superior intellectual

A

quotient, the implication is that eligibility is primarily contingent upon afrirrrjbed
score on an individualized test of intelligence.

The panel
recommended that the definition be modified to complement general

intellectual ability with speCific academic aptilude, thereby identifying a Population ofstudents. who have tt ability to excel in One or several educatiortal experiences at alevel and pace distinguishd fioni the regulars student;, No specific wording' was
suggested, but a revised definition would also be reflected In thecriteria for eligibility.

The panel recommended that a multiple criteria matrix be developed and used in thedetermination of eligibility. The ,matrix would include objective and subjective dataand would 'provide fot. dentification of specific areas of exceptionif ability, therebymeeting the intent of an expanded definition addressing specific academic aptitude. In .!addition, the matrix ,),vould provide the staffing committee with a student-,profile onvarious attributes used in determining eligibility.NThe panel recommended that a
specific.thecklist of gifted behaviors be dei!elArted arevalidated in Florida. to measure .charaCieristics of giftedistudents, and ,that this checklist be used by all schdoVistrictsin the prbcess of determining 'student eligibility. This would .ensure uniform , and
consistent practices thrOughout theState. jyIN

These rec mmendations would provide for,the introdUction of specilicliacadernic talentwithout e cluding the developMent of processes subsumed under general intellectual .'ability, and could 'dispel attitudeg that minoritytskudents are not capable of the level of
superior intelleotual performance required for participation in a' gifted progra0- The si



panel concluded that this dichotomy of "gifted and talented" terminology has created a
conceptual hierarchy where "talented" Is perceived as not quite as good as gifted. ,The
panel did not recommend separate criteria for those 'students talented in visual and
performing arts,'citIng the pervasive attitude that it the definition Included " talented"
(i.e. visual and performing arts) more minority students would be eligible.

Extent to Which_ (lifted Programs Have Been SuCCesskul
, .

Florida's' national leadership In services to 'gifted students was recogniked by the( panel
with specific 'attention drawn to the legislatively mandated program and sOccial funds.
The panel attributed much of the progress and potential growth of gift programs In
Florida to its placement within exceptional student education. The pa el specifically
recommended that the Individualized Educational PlanAlEP) be use to design a
continuous program bf studies for a child's exceptional abilities, y employing
appropriate existing educational optiens to create an optimal match between the
student's ability, and the level and pace of the student's instruction, regardless of
whether those optiorfs are'available through regular or. exceptional eduCatl n programs.

.,1

The panel found
,

'that current ,practice in Florida ha& resulted in expanded' eituilitionai.

opportunities for lifted students. Thr ghout the State, ,highly qualified and-It-rot ated ,.
teachers' offer consequentia and continuous instruction for gifted students. '' f. is

' -ti A ,,'e. .

,..
. . h'

The panel commended Florida for a ber of programmatic efforts which de
.

, trate1'

an imaginative atiErnpt to create an. ptanal match between a student's ability and the
nd

level and pace of instruction.' Greater 'Use of these existing options, such as dual
enrollment, advanced` placement courses and subject level exams, would permit greater
flexibility in program delivery models and allow students to takeladvantage of)courses
not necesSarily designated as gifted. The panel recommended increased use of. these
options thkough joint eyorts of exceptional and regular education personnel. :

p
Student Achievement and Broadened Educational Opportunities

The panel noted thanthe heavy `reliance on general intellectual ability for identfidation
of students has Made it difficult for schoo istricts to develop an apprOpriate scope and
sequence of awrickplunn. Curricula has mm-fly been defined as models :6f thought

the
1

(Bloom's Taxonomy, Guilford's Structure the Intellect, etc.), making these models
sObject- of instruc and crezing ar :, rarily determined educatiAnal experiences
which do- not interfe with the regula . cation curriculum. Present rograms are
based upon the treatm to of topics within traditional ;academic curriculum and rely
heavili upon the streng, tof hn assigned ,teacher. r'S`thel than th?.'student's specific
academic Strengths and 'akridsses.

0

The panel,ecommended increased applicatio of existing mechani s',for acceleration,
curse 'modifications, summer programs, et . to create 'greater ility in planning

ograMs and in broadening the education opportunities available gifted studerrtso
. ,Current .achieverneir gains. could be i creased `if ..assessment; ;programmin'

`panel
focused bn a :student'S specific academic abilities in sche situations

panel alio recommended' additional use of tions such as mentorships, magnet so

.;.



consultative models, out-of-grade placement, dual eriollepent. for students from ,junior
and Senior high Schools and advanced Placement courses. The appropriate use of these
options'should be reflected in the Individualized Edu6ational Plans.

The :panel concluded that student achleement and thb'., broadening of educational
kopportunities can' also be increased througlr systematic program evaluation. With a

1p

definite statement of philosophy kind objectives related to expected student growth,
betten program evaluation would be possible and. would assist in the identification of
reoUt;ces. needed to 'enhance educational opportunities for 'gifted students. within the."
district. ,

Cost Factorl . .
P . .

Although Florida Is the only state that funds gifted programs on an' FT asis and
provides more funds for gilled education than any state &tept Pennsylvania, the panel
discovered that the cur\rent system In the Florida Education ,Finance Program is
perceived as ,a constraint to initiatives that provide a variety of program delivery
rnoilels. A separate cost factor for talentecl, was-not recommended by the panel as an
adlltPtable solUtion for' t needs of minoritVeglIted students. The panel recommended
that to promote more , lexibillty in c velolo(ng programs for gifted. students, the
weighted funding gen ated, by a gift studelit follow the student, regardlesk of the
Instructional ?rogr , provid that the fieeeds of that student were being met The ,

panel recommen d that the needs of artistically tOlented be met through "after- '
school" classes r the Govern° 's Surnmpi ProVam. ' i

.',-..
,

r) ,.
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DIVISION RECOMMENDATIONS

Iiav g conildered the panel's recommendations, the rationale for those
recommendations, and the papers prepared for the study, the following actions are

. recommended by the Division; of Public Schools. Panel recommendation) for revisions
in definitions, criteria for eligibility, and program improvement have been accIpted in
concept. Specific recommendations for these concepts arc presented WO/. The
panel's suggestion thht the -weighted funding lollow the gifted student throughout the
day regardless of proOm membership is not recommended. A section deVeloped'by the
Division of Public Schools regarding funding of gifted programs included in these,

- recommendations.

Florida Legislature

1. In 1984, it is recommended thai the Florida Legislature adopt proviso languagik
which authorizesthe DeParlment of Education to use funds from the Challenge
Grant Program or other fund for the purpose of implementing the activities to
develop and field test the folio Inv

. .sAtematic screening procedures,

. standardized checklist of gifted characteristics, nd

. multiple-criteria matrix.

'2. For the 1986-87 year, it is recommended that the Florida Legislature adopt,
modifications to the cost factor and FIE projections for gifted programs, as
needed to implethent a revised rule. ..

Statelioard of Education
.

It is recommended that the State Boird of Education adopt a revised rue for special
programs for students who are gifted, to be effective for file 1986-87 sch i year. This
rule would include: ..

a. a new definition which includes emphasis on specificacademic ability;

b. criteria for eligibility based on

4

1. A multiple criteria matrix of various student attibutes, such as,
6-intellectual functioning, acadernicrengths, behavioral characteristics of

gifted, and other data. (Weighted ca-off scoring would be adopted based .
on data obtained through a field'test of the matrix. Two sample matrices
are shown in the appendix.)

2. Weighted scoring intended to. identify 2-3% of the statewide,population;
and



c. Systematic screening procedures to anew° equal access for consideration for
gifted programs.'

Rsaugnsiardissiisto
The Department will coordinate the 41eveloplrnent of a systematic screening
procedure to be Incorporated within the District Procedure* which are required
by Rule 6A-6.341, PAC, and are reviewed and approved by the Division of
Public Schools.

2. The Department will coordinate the development of a standardized checklist of
gifted characteristics for use statewide. This checklist will be part of the
rtirluired District Procedures. ,

,..,

3.. Thl Department will coordinate the development of the variables to be included
In a multiple criteria matrix which will be used in determining eligibility for
spec! !programs for gifted students.

. ' . 'I'
4. The Dpartrnent will conduct ,a field test of the multiple criteria matrix,

includhitsufficlent raclaf and student data analysis to determine weights to be
used in obtaining a criterion score and tTi recommend a weighted score which
would identify 2;3% of the statewide population.

o \
5. The Depart ent will disseminate the panel's concern regarding program%

evaluation w th those responsible for the Special Project on Program Evaluation
in Polk ty Schools, and will assist districts in the expansion and
improveMent f their implementation of existing requirements for program.
evaldation.

\
\

6. .Aftr State rd adoption of revisions to Rule GA-6.3019, FAC, the
__. Department will m for school systems through the review and approval of the

District Procedures\ and through the Division Comprehensive Audits, to ensure
that revised screening and identification procedures are being accurately and
effectively implemented.

7. The Depar ment will "conduct a systematic review and make recommended
for any approPriate changes in policies or , procedures to ellhilna
administr the barriers to effective implementation of statutes and rulei
regarding accelerated programs, and shall disseminate. technical assistance
materials to encourage- effidient use of these altetnatives.

S. The Department will encourage provisions for . special instructional
opportunities for students whO are talented in the visual and performing arts
through the out of school learning program, the Governor's Summer Program,
and advanced courses.

These tasks will be Completed with assistance from knowledgeable professionals,
parents, and community members.

p.



School Diltrict

1. All school districts will have* opportunity for input into the Department tasks
related to developing systematic screening procedures, developing a
standardized checklist of be0aviors of gifted students, and In developing .4
multiple criteritt.matrix.

2. On a compefttiVe grant basis from -funds allocated for the Challenge Grant
program, selected districti will carry primary developmental
activities in the tasks mentioned above.

3. School districts will be jsked to increase tha number of enrichment and
acceleration options made avaliabl$ to gifted students and to consider the use.
of the IEP for designing a continuous program of studies, which is responsive to
the student's pace and levet of learning.

4. School districts will expand and Improve evaluation of programs for gifted
students based on asslitance provided by the Department and the Statewide
Program Evaluation Project.

5. School Districts Will adopt and institute procedures to ensure compliance with
Rule 6A-6.3019, FAC, after the State Board of Education has adopted revisions.

Funding for gifted Program

1. Priorities for 198445 Challenge Grant projects will identify the specific tasks
related to development of systematic screening procedures, of a standardized
checklist of behaviors of gifted students, and of a multiple.criteria matrix, and
funds shall be used to support these project activities.

/`

2. ngle cost factor for special programs. for gifted students would continue and
sho id provide adequate accommodations for the revised rule which is adopted
by t the State Board ,of 'Education. For the 198647 implementation of the
revised rule, the part time (PT) limitation for use of the weighted cost factor
should be removed.

3. Beginning in 198546 the Challenge Grant program will be redirected to prchfide
support for gifted programs on a student formula basis. These funds shall k)e
used by districts to accommodate instructional support needed for uniqUe
program delivery options.

4. Funds for the Governor's Summer Program should continue to provide support
for the enrichment and acceleration of students with advanced abilities during
the summer on college and university campuses.

The escal impact of these recommendations'ares

. 198445 No change in funds requested

-8-
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08)46 No change In funds requested. but Challenge Grant funds to be chanted
frontgrant to formula distribution.

1986-487 Any change in FTE would be based on estimates resulting from the change
of "Gifted - PT" funcling to "Gifted" funding.

"imam
198344 - Activities funded, (thiough appropriation for Gifted and Talented Program

Study
." Cpnduct the Study.,

Contract for Design of
,
Fi:ld Test of Multiple Criteria Matrix and Design

of StandaftlizatiOn of Checkliat

1984-81 - Activities funded through Challenge Grant Program
. pevelopment of Systematic Screening Procedure
. Development of a Standardized Checklist of Gifted Behaviors
. Development of a Mtiltiple Criteria Matrix

- Activities without special funding
. Plan for ,redirection of Challenge Grant Program to student formula

basii
. Project Weighted Full-Time Equival t dents (WFTE) and request

, funds for 1985-86 ,

1985-86 .1 Activities funded through general revenue ..

. Conduct Field Test of Multiple Criteria Matrix and set weighted, score
for eligibility'

. Standardize Checklist of Gifted Characteristics

. Rewrite Rule 6A-6.3019, FAC ,. ,

. Print and disseminate the rule with appropriate technical assistance
materials for implementing in school districts

.4. . Review and approve District Procedures for 1986-87 implementation
. Distribute Challenge Grant Funds
. Project WFTE and request funds for 198647

198647 - Activities without special funding
'. Monitor implementation to ensure that revised screening and

identification procedures are being accurately implemented

- Activities with fiscal impact
Remove the part time limitation for use of the weightid 6st factor
(Districts will beasked to consider this in FTE estimates for the 1986-87
year.)
Project WFTE and request funds for 198748

-9-
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Attachment A

Samplo Matrix
k
North Caroling

IDENTIFICATION OF ACADEMICALLY GIFTED

Division for Exceptional Children
State Department of Public Instruction

July 1979, 1981 and,.Ociober 1983

Programs for the Academically Gifted

le Definition: AcademicanY Gifted students are defined, as.those students
who (1) possess demonstrated or potential intellectutlt_ereative or. I

specific academic abilities and (2)need differentiated educational
services beyond those being provided by the regular school program in
order to realize their potentialities for self and society A student
may possess singularly or in combination these characteristics: gen-

eral Intellectual ability; specific academic aptitude; creative or pro-
ductive thinking abilities.

Identification Standards: Identification of, students must be accomplish-
ed by multiple means. These methods inClude, but ate not limited to r
teathdr, peer and/or parent nominations; assessments of intelligence,
achievement, performance, and/or creativity/divergent thinking; anecdotal ,
retards; and biographical data. No child shall be denied entry into the
program on the basis of only one method of identification. ConSideration
must be iven to the total minority populations ih theitchool in making
up the racial composition of the classes. Gifted' chilfren who are handiz

capped are not to be discriminated against in placement.

Data on identification of academically gifv,,c1 students for placement into
prograMIs and services shall include the following:

a. 'standardized ach evement or aptitude total or subtest scores.
ft

b. an intellectual assessment score. Individual intellectual quotient
. tests, such as the tanford-Binet Form LM or the t.:echslerkeOles.

are preferred over group tests.
4.

c. superior demonstrated ability,in one or more content areas as indi-
cated by grades or by demonstrated gills (products such AS science

1

projects, creative writing, etc.). 0
4

d. recommpndations by one or more school personnel. BehaVioral scales
and checklists-may be used.

.1,

Procedures- for the Identification of Academically Glfted student?, ssued
by the Division for Exceptional Children, must be 41110c1 by all ,local educa-

tional agencies in student identification. The'Stadent Identification
Profilo found in these Procedures shall be used to evaluate' each student
new to the program.

*Identification Guidelines were first issued for giftec an' talented in 1979,

'reprinted in 1981, reprinted in 1983 to show programatic-n:me change to

academically gifte,I./

is 1.2



A-local adminitgtrative ik4eg#ecti-gatille'r addition z1.
. daiaAtee Procpchires for:specifics' POr.nsscssing.
qtudentg --who .have narrowly missed, thc,..cutOcR..)oint- and to
insure non -di.tOrimination.

i.

11erir4ssfon: to Oeviatp from .t he Derinikri i ana
be .given by.the.DirOCtor4.-Ortailon

1
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Proceddes for the Identification of Academi-Cally Gifted'S.tudents
a a

I. General Information

Acc6Ngg to the Governing PrograYs and Services for
_Children' wi --Special Needscua "child with special needs" must.
have an annual-review of the GM"' to see that placement and ser
vlee are appropriate. Each child-will have an indepth reassess-
ment at aeast every three , .

1. The earliet the id6ntification, placement and service the
better. The statewide testing- program grades one, two, three,
six and nine.gives baseline achievement data in every school'in
the State. An administrative unit may retest a child following
du, process procedures, if desired, to. validate existing test
data. Recommended tests ,cane be found in, these Procedures; As
a studentoprogress in the academically,gif.ked program from
elementary grades into the secondary grade% mOre evaluation
!attention for placement can be given to demonstrated skills,
Individual performance and self nomination than to previously
collected data. Task completion and academic success may
carry more, weight at this level thah standardized test data.

Deviation from the Definition and Procedures Must be_ap-
proved by the irector,'.Division for 4xceptional Children.

Identification. Proced res

Identification pr cedures including observation initial
scree'ning, referral, etc. are eXplained in. Rules.... Those
applicable to the academically gif-Ed program shall be followed.

In beginning the identification procedure, 'a pool Of possi-
ble candidates will be developed. This pool .can be deyelOped,
through the use of the "Teadher Observation and Recommendation
Sheet" (included in these Probedures),. the listimg.of a top.
percent' of, white and non-white students, and/or sel and parent
nomination. Development of such a pool will Insur that children

\

.

who are academically gifted, who are creative and -roductive
thinkers, or who manifest gifted potentials will..e included
in the pool from which children will be evaluat a for placement
and service. Inclusion in the pool does not of itself consti-
tute a formal,gtudent referral requiring parer)/ hotification.
Initial Kreening of the pool will determineithe students for
whom formal referrals will be 'made.

,

In order to administer additional tests, parental permission
must be obtained-using your exceptional children's permission
form. Careful data collection on all students to docUMent that
children who are culturally diffe?ent, experientially ,deprived,
or handicapped have riot been disc criminated aninst must be main-
tained.' It is recommended that the Special pests egretion in
these Procedures be 'considered for 'ose with these students;

*Group Education program



Using these i>rocedures and the included Student Identifica-
tion Profile, theiSchool-Based Committee will collect the data
to be used to-evaluate students and to identify those students
eliqple for the gifted program. This recommendation will be,
giveri,o :the Adthinistration- Placement Commi.0'ed for final dew-.
cis ion,. Tfiose students meeting the State criteria and cutoff
point mill ba offered Pr9grimp and services,;Lfollowing receipt
of parent permission for placementand preparation of the
student's GED. 0- 0

A. Achievement or Aptitude.Test Data:

Within the point system established in these PTocedures,
"( more weight is given to the achievement/aptitude component
than to the other'three 'components. The rationale for this
additional weight is that, as time passes, more and more
local educational agencies will use the data provided by 'the
atewide testing program'which'becomes a:common denominator
ross the state. -

At the secondary level PSAT or SAT test data may be used
in lieu of the statewide test data.

The chart ,bblow*will be used to 'obtain the points a
student receives on standardized'achievement or aptitude test
data; Total reading or total math .scores or .a composite
score may be used depending on program goals. However, as a
child is not necessarily gifted. in all academic areas,, dis-
cretion must be exercised in selection of these data to match
the child's area of giftedness--for example, use math scpret
to assess a child highly gifted in math alone. Each student.
must be. evaluated on his/her -'.rea(s) of giftedness and re-
ceive service in this areas) ". Matching the child's area of
giftednes to-service,will require flexibility On the part
of the Schbol-Based Committee. If a child is gifted in one
or two areas, data 'collection throughout th(tidentification
procedure will reflect this -- achievement test-data,
grades, demonAtrated skills, and biographical data.

The statewide testing programs,for grades one and two
do not give composite scores and are, in addition, resulting
in many high scores. It is recommended that LEAs use the
highest levels of reading and/or math percentiles for
screening; to the children receiving high scorestadminister
a standardized achievement test to obtain the child's points.

Achievement or Aptitude ,Conversion.Chart: Uselthe stategide
test data or other comparable tests of this type.',

4% and up = 8 points
93% - 95% = 7 points
89 %' 92% = 6 points
85% - 88% = 5 points
77% - 84 % = 4 points'



Intelligence Quotient-Datat
r

An administrative 'unit tia's.the option pusg
test data, which are preferred, or group test data.,, Individual
test data are more discrete.

IhtelligenCe Q &tient Data: Conversion Chart:.:

6-

C. Per forinance .Data

96$ and UP = 5 points
93% - 95% = 4 points
82% - 92% =. 3 points
85% - 88% 2dooins
77 %. 84% = 1 pcint

Grades in a specific subject such as math or an average
of academic grades may bekuSed for student evaluation. Grade
averages - should referNt.o the past year oliwork.at least. In
classes not using numerical, averages, the School-Based'
Committee will convert the grading system into percentiles or
equate letters to the scale A=5, B=4, q:=3.

If demonstrated ability/interest (such as routstanding
science projectSio superior creative writing Products, etc.)
is used rather than grades, this ability should be listed
with a brief accompanying explanation (anecdotal records or
biographical data). This option will enable a child success-
ful in product production but lacking grade score success to
receive consideration for servi

Evaluation in demonstrated ability/inte est (sUpeOor,
very good, etc.) will be compared with the age student's
performance.

D. Recommendations:

One of the following checklists or behavioral scales
appropriate to the child's grade placement is to be used
with all students through grades '8 or 9 and be'included in the
placement folder with other test data:

Early Childhood Checklist, K-3
the Buncombe Behavioral Characteristics

Scale, K23 and 4(-12
the Weiss=Guilford Teacher Rating Scale, K-12
the Charlotte-Y.ecklenburg,Checklist, K-12
the Renzulli-Hartman Scale, 4-12

Students are evaluated by piPokessional personnel, usually teachers
who are familiar withthem, on predetermined characteristics of
gifted child behavior in the area of ability to learn (academics),
motivation and perseverance traits, creativity and productive
thinking abilities, and leadership characteristics. Use of these
instruments channels teacher opinion along the lines of what is
a gifted child and helps to avoid lack of knowledge of desirable
characteristics' or an !opinion that is too openenaed. Useof a
behavioral scale or checklist will reveal student behaviors



k

_4

in.a,broader-vista than just academics. reccnmended.that
more In oneoperson rate tile student to avoid a 'ainglesubr,
jeckly opinion; an average of the personnel rating for the-studen.
coin :be used'. Profesiional' personnel need training:in,theus4 of
.scalestand checklistsTiO'Nk*, acCuratelY'asSesS' the st-0401.0.''.

Additional data may be.gathered an evaluated by the'
School-Based Committee on prospective g fted,t.students through:: .

the collection of anecdotal records or iograPhical data.z. These
data may give insights into poteptials a child may have. Data,

the child should'be evallbated when tompared- with average
en on a superior 5,.very good' 4.7.400d 3, average 2,',
aVerage Upoint range. If such data are used, these points
e averaged, with those from -Wiles andcheCklists to arrive,
more than °the maximum pointskall(*able in the Student!
if ic ion Profile sheet and will be tiled in the student's

folder. Use o.f these recommendations wilt provide
the SchOol-Based Committee with data on a personarlevel 'that-

,-may not be-generally-I:now',"

-After grade nine,thecklists or scales'are not required
iput may.be..used if depired:'

Maximum Points acid Cutoff - .Score

use:of the Proceduresand'Student'Identitication;Profile
sheets will reS4t'in a maximum, score of 23'po/ntS. '_All
:Students-:who receive 19 points.-are to be offlred prc mei

'and service. These ProcedUres wil_' mean tiatA.Nt'eftation
sitandards becOMe cOnSiftent-:state-ade. -. '-,° ,.

,,

At the secondary level, as performanOp becotes .more
importapt and sch001 districts ma:' decide not teusebe,
Jhavioral Scales,rthe point system may be adjustesd by 'either

. of these twotmethods:

A. pmit the behavioral scales, double the points for
performance to keep the 23 total-points, and use.
the same cutoff and option.

B. Omit the, behavioral Scales and use 18 total points
with 14 points reguir,ed_for placement an<d 13 points

r. for the option (see IV below).

I . Identification Option

A local educational agency.may re-gvaluate all students
who receive 18 points according to this,formulai

If a student's achievement o= intelligence quczientscore
caused a lack of points, another appropriate test may sub' .

stitutedi.taken from thegift of recOmMendedtefts given-in
these Procedures, to ascertain :if the student receives. the'
necessary 19 paints.
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STUEENT'S NA:1E

SCHOOL

TOTA 'NUMBER OF POIN

AGE

. viupENT ,IbENT.;rt cATIoN.Z.ROFILE

,

dicate points a elWer adh item.1 Add the tot
udent,

'FULRED DATA_

I. , Achiegment

TestJVame.
. ,

Subtest Used
(if applic ble)

f

Date. Given';/-

Aptitude

Composite. or Subtestls)
Percentild:,Score,

.

Intelligence QuoAent

Test Name.

Data:

.Subtotal. (Ilaxitum 8: oints)

o

ate. Given

icentile Score

Pe fobrmapce Date:

Gradei (average or
subject)

specific

or

Detonstrated Ability

Area

ubtotAl .(Maximum :5 pc:ants))

5 , 3 2
96%+ 90-7.-5% 86-89% 80 -85%

( '),.

1'
(

1 7 ...

) , . ) ( - ) ,

. e _ y

Superior Go:d Gobd Average
( -',.,) ,,( .),, (, ,,,°) ( '' )

1

°Selow '79%
(

)

Below
Arerage

( )

Sub:otal°' (Maximut 5 .poin't)
/

A-4,

V. Recommendations':

Name, of Scale or Checklist
, y

nts

School Personnel

(Adecgotal Recorft/Biographical Data.
9 1

:mts,

Su!:total (Maximum 5 points)
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Step

4:-

X'TEACHER OBSErtynION/RECOMMENDATION

All teachers .of the' child's pr
inay be asked -to Alit a, certaitn
Classes in reratAtEElhip to the
the grade, or-school who may be

most creative children;
b. cllildren° With most leadership ty;

I 4r

c.. most 4scienti ally or mathematric lly oriented
. children' who t.hel,best Cri4gal'.., thinking;

A)" °

evious or present grade level
number ,of, children in their
ethnic/racial cqmpossition 'of,
the: -

children;

children ho db the most detaiieCi Panning and can follow
through-with

f.' the decision makers:
247''

g. the ones who take uplike.ideai:a*create a new idea;:
h. most able children whqqarethe t inConsiderate:of others_'

in terms 4f Iehavior.

Together with principal, gUidance :staff etc. compare lists to
determine number of freguepcies in which: names .appear and list

Step '3 - Consult achievement and inte,ifigence data on students 'listed
to this point to compare recommendations wit .'past peiformances

15,4

Step Make recommendations as necessary based'on findings,, keeping
inmind the racial composition. and total number of Children:.to
be placed.

Step 5 -Begin referral proceis.

'17
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RECOMMENDED TE$TS/INSTRUMOTS*
e . .

,

,

Intelligence. 4,'J'

..
?

t-.

4

A. Individup (Preferr
.

v / .

_Stanfor n'ed5telliAnce Scale (owns ancL,over).., .

Houghqn Mifflijk Company;° c, N ..::

ender
', . Q ".

'. -Si' 4

Vane l gartentTe4.t (ages '4..:6) 4 ,,

Cl Cal Psychology Publishing Companyi.7Znc.
' A J ,

,.

lbr,Intelli?ence Scab for. Chi340reh'7 Revised Lelges 5-15)
q. '3 ,

Preschool and Primary Sbale of fInte4igence ,(ages 4-5-6)
. ,-. -.

,

Intelligence Scald- for- Adults (ages 16 - )

it

Group
4. '

Form Tdst of Academic Aptide or Test of Cognitive Skills°Sh tb
( '81) McGra=Hill a

'iC''Ogni?tive Abilities Test. (grades
Houghton Mifflin Company

llenmOnnNelson Tests of Ment.al Ability -(grades K-2,
:Houghton Mifflin. ComPany

Kuhlmann-Anderson Test (grades K-1,
Personnel Press

3-12)

3-6, 6 9, 9-12)

forge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, (grades K
0.% Houghton Mifflin Company

OtiS-Lennon School Ability Test ,(grades
Harcourt Brace A

CI. Achievement Tests.

California Achievement Tests , (forms for all grade levels)
CTB/McGraWrBill

q.

Iowa Tests of Basic. Skills (forms fOr all grade levels)
Houghton Mifflin company:'

Metropolitan Achievement Tests, (forms fOr all grade levels)
Psychological' Corporation

SRA Achievement Series,..(grades 179)
Science Research AssoCiates, Inc..

Stanford Achievement. Test (forms for grades 1,5-9)
Psychologibal Corporation

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. (grades 2-12)
CTB/McGrawl:ill

*.As tests are revisei and undergo name changes, they are considered a
C A.:, 1 4 18
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-Wide Range Ac4evement Test, Revised (WRAT).:(ages 5-11, 12+)
GuidanCe Associates ofdDelaware,

. VpeabOdy Individual AChievemeniw.Test (PIAT)
American Guidance, Inc. -

III., Aptitude

.Academic*Promise Test (giades 69)
. abstract reasoning, language, numerical verbal and.nonverbal
Psychological Corporation

e, c

Differential Aptitudt'Tests (grades 8-12)
Psychological Cotration

Guilford-Zimmerman Aptitude Suryey (grades 9-16)
She::idin Psychological Services, Inc.

IV, Special Tests to Give Additional Data ,

S.O.I. Learning Abilities,Test
S.O.I. Institute, El Segundo, California
'( "this is not an intelligence test ... It is ,a test of
special learning abiliiies... to form the Toundation clustee-fOr
a student's learning reading and arithmetic." It-will help pick
out-the able student. .and is a diagnostic instrument which can be
used individually or in groups. It is based on Guilford's
Structure of Intellect factors.)

Guilford Creativity.Tests,for Children (specific IQ testsgrades -6)*
.SheridanPsychOlogicallSerVices, Inc.

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking - Vetbal (grades 4-12)
Personnel Press

Torrance Tests of Creative T king --Figural (grades .1 -12)
personnel Press -(use Frank lilliams'shorter key) .

ROSS TesIt of Higher Cognitive, Processes (grades 4-6).
Academic Therapy PubliCationS
:Designed to assess child's higher-level thinking skills; may be
administered to groups or to an individual.' Can.beused as -a
screening-instrument and to assess individual student performance:

SOMPP System of Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment)
Institute for Pluralistic Assessment Research and Training -
ages '5-11

-

This insrument requires speCial training of the evalUator 'It
can be u ed for children who areexperientallY deprived. Its re-.
sui:s ma . be averaged witOr other data or used i lieu of other in
stkument .

Alpha Biog aphical Inventory (grades 9-12) 41.

Ins:itAit for Behavioral. Research in Creptiviti Salt Lake City,
Utah

1



t41)

Biographical .Inventory, 'Form.R (grades '9 -12) Keys' for creativity in
-art and music, academics, and leadership; 300 items; North Carolina
.Department of Public Instruction

-(A 1,00- item instrument develope4: from the BI, Forr R may be obtained
from the Institute for Behavioral Reseaitb in Creativity, Salt Lake
City, Utah.).

eultUre Fair Intelligence Test (ages 4 -3,.8- 14,'13-16) Cattell and
Cattell. institute forioPersonality and Ability Tespng (IPAT)

Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test (ages 3r51) "Draw-a-Man-Test"
Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich

StallingeEnvikonmentally-Based Screen (S.E.B.S.)
This is a measure which can to used for initial screening of
ulturally different children.. "SEBS is a quick'supplement4to
existing instruments of intelligence testing; it is not intended
to replace any existing. instrument now available." It is especially
useful with children who attend neighborhood schcols.

Dr. Clifford Stallings °.

U.S. International University
San Diego, California

Used with permission of the North Carolina State Department of Public
Instruction.
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RALPH D. TURLDIGTON
001111111510R13

STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIO

Muth 8, 1984

TALLAHARIBIBE $2311

The Honorable Ralph D. Tuilingtax
Cannissioner of Education
Florida Department of Education
The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32301

Deag Ccranissicner TurLington:

WINDT N. CULLA* WAD.
OMAR OF ROUCATION

POI IIRCIPHONAL STUMM=
DIVNION Or PUIIUCIIIC11001A

This letter serves to transmit to -your office the study of gifted and
talented programs, as provided in Item 396A, Chapter 83-300,, TAWS of Florida.

e..s.he panel recognized Florida's national leadership in the field of
education, and enjoyed the opportunity to work with staff from the Flo
Departnent of Education, and to hear the testimony of Floridians: "'the
Department personnel \and representatives of local school districts and

other agencies who participated in the hearings, and the .cannissicned
provided valuable information for our. study.

The reocumandationl contained in s report have been made consider-
ation of all data and-input available to the stud i panel, and. it is hoped

that the' recamendations will provide assistance in the continued growth of
quality education' for gifted and talented students in Florida.

Sincerely,.

/
William burden, Director
Center for the Advancenent of Aciademically Talented .Youth, John. Hopkins University

.y#

)))/1:ti ../(//act.,,f/iF(
Mary Fr iser,'Associate Professor

t of Edtration Psychology, University of Georgia

David .Mealor.
School Psychology Program, University of Central Florida

(
Gail Smi. , Chief Constitait
Gtfted Programs, North Carolina Departrent of Education

DBC: jps
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REPORT OF THE GIFTED AND TALENTED
PROGRAM STUDY

,ee

Prepared for the
Commissioner of Education

Florida Department of Education
Divjsion of Public Schools

Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students

March 1984

Consultant Panel:

Dr. William Durden, Johns Hopkins University
Dr. Mary Frasier, Universittof Georgia
Dr. David Mealor, University of Central Florida
Ms. Gail Smith, North Carolina Department of Education
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PREFACE

A. History of the Study

4

The 1983 Legislative requirement provided Florida an opportunity to
review and, examine gifted and talented programs. For over twenty-five
years the state has proVided, exCeptional education pregraMS for gifted
students. These programs have become increasingly defined and expanded
to meet the individualized needs of the intellectually gifted stale*
with the advent of the 1976 mandate.

Florida continues to serve as a state of distinction within gifted. and
taldnted education. State expenditurgs for gifted education are the
second highest in the nation. Special legislative initiatives, such as
the Governor's Summer Program and the Challenge Grant Program, provide
incentives for school' districts to work in tandem with colleges and
universities to provide innovative educational programs and summer
opportunities for gifted students.

This study addreises a concern of national importance, that of
identifng minority gifted and talented students. The potential of
these students is. often missed and thus lost to us as a society.
In some school districts in Florida, minority students, primarily Black
and Hispanic, comprise the majority of the school age population.
HoweVer, they continue to be underrepresented within gifted and
talented programs.

Item 396A, Chapter' 83-300, Laws, of Florida, provided an appropriation
for a' study on lifted.and talented programs in Florida. The
appropriations language reads as follows:

THE LEGISLATURE RECOGNIZES THAT MINORITY STUDENTS HAVE
NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY .IDENTIFIED AND GIVEN OPPORTUNITIES
TO BENEFIT FROM GIFTED PROGRAMS. THEREFORE, THE
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION SHALL CONDUCT A STUDY WITH THE
FUNDS PROVIDED IN mom APPROPRIATION 396A OF THE
MEMBERSHIP IN GIFTED PROGRAMS AND TALENTED PROGRAMS,
CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR GIFTED PROGRAMS AND
TALENTED PROGRAMS, AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH PUBLIC SCHOOL
PROGRAMS FOR THE GIFTED AND TALENTED HAVE BEEN
SUCCESSFUL IN INCREASING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND.
BROADENING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FORTHESE STUDENTS.
THE STUDY SHALL ALSO ggcommEND A COST FACTOR 'AND

SPECIFIC CRITERIA FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR TALENTED
STUDENTS FOR ADOPTION BY! ,HE STATE BOARD LW EDUCATION.
THE RESULTS OF THE STUDT,SHALL BE SUBMITTED BY MARCH 1,
1984, TO THE STATE BOARD `'AND THE CHAIRMEN OF THE HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES AND SENATE COMMITTEES WITH
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGESUN STATE LAW, STATE BOARD OF

(.,. EDUCATION RULES, OR SCHOOL DISTRICT PROCEDURES.

The Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students, Division of Public
Schools was given theresponsibility for organizing and implementing

25



this study'. Four consultants with expertise in the area of gifted and
talented education were selected to conduct the study And prepare the
final report. Support was provided by the members of the Oversight
Committee (See Appendix G) and staff from the Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Students.

The following individuals served as consultants for the study:

Dr. Willian Durden, Director
.Center for the Advancement

of Academically Talented Youth
The Johns.Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland

Dr. Mary Frasier r
Associate Professor (

Department of Education Psychology
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia ..

Dr. David Mealor, Director
School Psychology Program
University. of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida

Ms. Gail Smiti
Chief Consultant
Gifted Programs
North Carolina Department
Raleigh, North Carolina

B. Panel Activities
4

I

of Education

4

The study panel was assembled during September and December of 1983 to
review data, conduct a series of statewide hearings and analyze

information. An organizational meeting was held in conjunction with the
Fall meeting of exceptional student education administrators. During
this meeting, the panel reviewed information, met with school district
person ml and organized to 'carry out the task. The next meeting was a

series 'of hearings held in Miami, Orlando and Tallahassee for the

purpose; of collecting information from various school district
personnel, parents and concerned community members.

A final meeting was held in January,1984, in Tallahassee to develop the
study report. The panel reviewed information. contained in papers

commissioned for the study:

Increasing Minority Representation in Programs for the Gifted and
Characteristics of the Home Environment of Potentially Gifted

Minority Children by Dr. Mary Frasier, Associate Professor,
Univeisity ok,Georgia, Second Vice-President, National Association
for Gifted-eilldren (See Appendix C)
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The Challenge: To Nurture The Full Developmericbf Potential In All
Gifted Students by Or. Joanne Rand Whitmord, Assistant Dean for
Teacher Education, Kent' State, Univetsity, President, The
Association for the Gifted (See Appendix D)

An International Perpective on Gifted and Talented Programs by. Dr.
Dorothy4isk, Profedsor, University of 'South Florida, Secretariat,
World Council for Gifted and Talented Children (See e-Appendix E)

Additional data collected from a questionnaire sent to 230 ioandamty
selecte4 public schools was analyzed by Dr.,David Meal& and pretented
to the panel for review.- The purpose of the questionnaire, was to
collect information concerning school level perceptions of gifted and
talented programs..
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INTRODUCTION
4.

Florida has long been recognized as a national leader.in providing programs

and services to identified gifted students. Legislative mandate and
special funding have been complemented by varying degrees of commitment at

the local levelcommitment that includes public advocacy, financial

support, and engergetic innovation. Testimony Provided to this panel has
documented'and applauded these strengths when 'appropriate, but has also

indicated inconsistencies and inequities that Must be vigorously confronted

and corrected to ensure that Florida -remains a bellwether-0 the beit

practice for the education of gifted youth. Much of the progress and
potential for growth for the gifted program should be attributed to its

placement under the broad umbrella of Florida's exceptional student
education program where there is a documented sensitivity to the special
needs of gifted students. Efforts to maximize the sensitivity by increased
contact with regular education,for the'purpose of implementing programs for
exceptional abilities is recognized and applauded.

In responseto the Legislature's: recognition that minority students have

not been sufficiently identified andAiiien opportunities, to benefit-from

gifted education programs, the'Commlisioner of Education ettablished; with

fUnds provided under Appropriation 396A, a panel of'eXperts. Theittatk
was to Investigate membership in gifted programs and, talented .programs,
criteria for eligibility of ?,gifted and talented progams, and. degree of

success of gifted and talented programs to increase student achievement and

to broaden educational opportunities for these students. .

Two specific issues addressed in all activities
were to answer the following questions:

1. How can minority representation in gifted and
increased? and

of the panel of experts

talented programs be.

2. What are the effects of the current school program for the gifted and

talented?

Results of all inquiries are organized around four essential areas:

1. Definition of Gifted and Talented.
2.: Sereening,Evaluationi: and Eligibility
3.: Programming'ind,CurriculUM

4. Program. EValuation.

It is thete.four-areas which,
initiative:and, at once.cause
excellent activity on behalf of
its, youth..

then, lend substance to Florida's :'current
concern for the maintenance of thVmost
one of the state's most precious resources,

The state's .mandate to reexamine' its =gifted :programs -atAithit moment

'underscoresthe'commitment of Florida to educational excellence. While the

nation calls for higher -
standards of excellence Florida responds with

legislative effortsH to guarantee high levels of :expectatiOns and

performance for its citizens.



This study and.iti consequent impTAmentation directs itself to that area of

excellence that guarantees the most responsible and Accountable response
from-those youngsters who have the highest potential for, the fulfillment of

excellence. ,

.1



,DEFINITION OF GIFTED AND TALENTED

According to Florida's State Bpard of Education' Rule 6A-6.3019, FAC, the
gifted 'student is one who h0,,super1or intellectual development and is
capable of high performance. Thiltmental development of a giftecPstudent is

two (2) standard deviations above. the mean." This definition liiits
giftedness to general ability and implies that only a

prescribed score on a test of menti ability can determine that ability.

Wh4le general Intellectual a legitimate category as specified in
the U.S.O.E.!s defintion (1971) and is a popular descriptor of mental
ability, it is very difficult to accommodate its development in a gifted'
program. We applaud Florida's attempt to develop this trait but suggeit
that attentidn to the specific area(s1 of exceptional ability may result in
more well-defined, and aCcountiAle gifted programs as well as increase
minority participation

.

EFFECTS OF THE DEFINITIONAPON MINORITeltEPRESENTATION

Two observations regarding the intelleCtual ability of .minority students

cause this definition to hive ..a seriqua and limiting effect on the

representation of minority students in 'gifted 'programs. A prevailing

attitude is that minority students are °not capable 'of the level of

superior intellectual performance requirOd for participation in gifted

programs. Much of the oral and writteh-testimony recei ed during the
statewide hearings Asserted that if talented were added as, a category to
the definition, miAbrity representation could be increasti. That isl

minority students could not bejound in gifted (i.e., intellectual) areas
but they could be found in talented (1,e., artand music) area

Secondly, it has frequently been repdrted that blacks tend to score. at

least one standard deviation -,,belowthat of whites on measures of

intellectual functioning. This, repotted difference often leads to or
stimulates descriptions of minority students as being irreparably deficient
in academic areas.

Florida's definition as stated and ptacticed both precipitates and

exacerbates unfortunate outcomes for gifted; minority students. One, ,they

will infrequently be referred for gifted programs and twe, they.will often

fail to meet such a rigid.and limited.requirement.
1.

It should be noted that part 2 of this,rute (6A-6.309, FAQ -describes the

criteria denoting eligibility to inclUde three categories, of data: 11)

'superior intellectual development, i.e., an ,IQ of twO standard deviations,
above the mean, (2),a'mojority of characteristics of,gifted, children, and

(3) the need for a sptcial program. Aowever, betides the limitations
implied by the definition, written and-oral testimonYas well, as evidence

of daily practice, indicate that the operational definition of gifted
participation is restricted to evidence of two standard deviations above

the mean as determined by a standardized test of,, Oterlgence. The

addition of the variety of cognitive and behavioral haracteristics
specified in part 2 'appears to have littleeffeet on theAeOrMination of

who will be eligible, to participate.



Thus, the presentation and incorrect interpretation of the definition
severely limits minority students for 'consideration for participation in
gifted programs. It does not allow for consideration of other information,
despite evidence of potential intellectual abilities 'that can be'determined
through other and legitimate means. In addition, the reliance on one piece
of data to determine eligibility severely limits the amount of information;;
available to make instructional decisiOns.for participat$ng students. This
practice,', then, not only limits the oppor nities for all potentially

c

eligible students, especially minority student ) , to be fairly' evaluated for
participation in gifted programs but it als limits their oppprtUnity to
have an appropriate instructional program planned for.them.

EFFECTS OF DEFINITION ON GIFTED PROGRAM SUCCESS

While general intellectual ability is certainly an acceptable area ofor
distinguishing characteristics among peoples it is a concept laden *ith
severe and conflicting opinions as to definition. Given, the difficulty in
coming to terms with the nature of general intellectual ability itself and
its capacity to be nurtured effectively within an institutional setting;
one can expect discord between the definition of the identified groups and
the eventual form of Program deliveN.

Such discontinuity was clearly evident during the statewide hearings.
While 'the gifted population is identified principally_ on the basis of IQ
scores to locate gen
this group, When. it-
educators to ,devise an
In addition,, there is no
ambiguous educational pursuits.

While some school districts haveplanned and implemented a K-12 curriculum,
others, however; have based their gifted programs on a , series of
educational experiences for the students that are often a superficial
treatment of topics within the traditional academic curriculum. There is.
the added disadvantage that the course of instruction is developed more
upon the curriculum interest and strength of.an assigned teacher rather
than the identification Of a student's specific academic strengths and
weaknesses.. Often it appears that students are assigned to special classes
without evidence ofextraor:dinary ability in the subject. The result of
this inability to translate general intellectual ability to the practical
contingencies of schbol instruction relults not in the systematic
advancement of the intellect but rather in only a half-hearted treatment of
special academic .subjects among a populatio most randomly iialifted for
tensive participation.

al intellectual ability, the curriculum 'response for
oes exist, reflects the in bility of .scholars and
appropriatescope.and seque ce of K-12 course work.

ay to effectively'eval the success of suche

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The population to be served in gifted programs should be redesigned to
designate those who have the ability to excel in, one or several
edticational experiences at:--a level and pace distinguished from thy.



regular student. ch a perspective would permit increased
particlpation of, minorities in gifted programs) as a direct result of
the appropriate identOication of special academic talent rather than
the more ambiguous category of general intelledtual ability. Stith a

perspective might also suggest concrete initiakives to include more
comprehensive evaluation r a broad spectruM.of legitimate talents

2. The definition should Jmodified to complement-generat'Intellectual
ability with specific academic aptitude. Such a definition will permit
school administrators° and teachers to respOd educationally to

extraordinary children in-a manner which both fulf$11sa-desperate-need
in our country to provide44 comprehensive and challenging education in
both the fundamentals an Slibtleties of math, science, and the
humanities--and' ii-,consis ent with their primary task to convey
disciplined knowledge a d pgnitive skills from one generationto the
next. Of course,. nt uction of specific academic talent to the
target population ould exclude the development of those processes

subsumed under, endral tellectual ability, Nit rather from the

methods of possible 4,0qui ',within the,specific discipline of academic'

thought.

discussion of multi' cri eria for determining participation in the
3. The criteria for e ig y!!.should allow for the more thorough

gifted prbgram.

SCREENING, EVALUATION, AND ELIGIBILITY

As* delineated in.Rule *76.4019,: FAC, Florida defines gifted students as,

those who:

,-score two (2) standard de ins above the mean on anAndividual test

of intelligence, 1 admin ed\py a certified specialiSt in school
:,

psychology; P. ;

-have a majorit o aracteristics of,gifted children'. according to a

standard scale of #,fist; and
.

-demonstrate a need fu a special program.

Testimony has,revealed that while a multi-criteria approach`/to evaluation

is indicated in these rules, most school systems focus primai-ily on the IQ

score at the expense of the other possible components bebause of the
existing definition. This strict adherence to the use of IQ in the

evaluation process excludes certain minority and disadvantaged students
from eligibility. Responses to a questionnaire sent to randomly selected

schbols \in the State of Florida indicated the use of a. Wide array of
standardized group achievement and IQ tests for screening (iee.Appendix F).

Current literature points out that while screening is a much-needed
preliminary step in the evaluation process, limiting this screening to

standardized. test results will serve to exclude many minority and

',disadvantaged students from consideration.



A comprehensive screening process would assist in the development of a
large pool of students who will be ,given further consideration as to their
eligibility for the gifted and talehted program. Inclusion in the pool
should be based on a wide. variety of ,available data collected in a

systematic manner: standardized test scores, grades, informal checklists,
,parent/teacher/peer nomination, anecdotal records, etc. The use of both-
objective and subjective data will help ensure that minority and
disadvantaged students would not be denied entry into the pool. A review
of each stUdent's data would then determiqe which students should be

referred for further testing or additional datA collection.

Multiple criteria should also be used in the total evaluation' process to
determine student eligibility. By utilizing a combination of data (e.g.,
standardized test scores or subtest scores as well as other indicators such
as grades, parent/teacher behavioral rating scales, anecdotal records/case.
studies, etc.),. a profile of each student will emerge that reaches beyond
the current one-dimensional definition of giftedness and allows for
recognition of specific subject area strengths. The.use of both objective.
and subjective data benefits that student who, performs well in'clasS and is
motivated to achieve but whose test scores do' not indicate exceptional
intelligence. The use of multiple criteria in student evaluation brings
with it several ad4ahtages: increased minority representation without the
establishment of dual. criteria (i.e., separate eligibility standards: for
white and minority or disadvantaged 'students); improved recognition of
specific student strengths, carrying with it implications for expanded
placement opportunities; and increased consistency' with a broader -based
definition.

A separate but related issue involves the screening and evaluation process
in the primary grades. When applied in the primary grades, the screening
and evaluation process can become clouded by,outside factors even when a
wide variety of data are considered. It is not unusual for a kindergarten
child from an advantaged home tw seem to have the verbal skills and

behavioral characteristics that may make him eligible for' the gifted.

program. Conversely, a minority student with potential might be overlooked
because he does not demonstrate these traits. Special care is required in
early identification. Better utilization of. Florida's Primary Education
Program (PREP) has the potential for improving screening, evaluation and
programming in these early grades.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. School systems should develop specific screening practicei to encourage
nondiscriminatory and uniform review of existing data (e.g., background
information, teacher.uarent ratings, achievement test totals or subtest
scores, grades :n specific academic subjects, previous accomplishments,
etc.). Early identification could, be assisted through the PREP
assessment of students manifesting' exceptional ability in one or more
areas.

2., An _identification criteria matrix that includes objective and
subjective data should be utilized as a means of- ensuring an



identification process consistent with current literature and practices

in gifted education.

The development 'and validation' of a speciiichecklist of gifted
behaviors to be used by all school districts WAretermining student
eligibility would help ensure uniform and. Consistent practices

statewide.
.e. ,

4. School systems should be monitored, to ensure that the screening and

identification procedures are being accurately and effectively

implemented. These screening and identification procedures should be
consistent with program definition to ensure increased program

effectiveness.

PROGRAMMING AND CURRICULUM

In A Resource Mantalior T

For Exceptional Students Volume II-G: Gifted. any successful
instructional program Is characterized by the need to have its philosophy

firmly established, and, further, that such "a philosophy must be based on

theoretical models that have been repeatedly shown to capitalize on the

specific characteristics of, gifted students." Recommended models are

Bloom's Taxonomy, Guilford's Structure of the Intellect and Renzulli's
Enrichment Triad, with reference to an example of a Possible philosophy it

is stated that "the overall goal of the gifted program is to encourage and

facilitate higher levels of thinking, communication,' independent study

skills, leadership abilities, productivity, creativity and self-awareness.

The curriculum is characterized by the urgency to establish specific goals

and objectives designed to meet the unique needs And learning styles of

gifted students and by necessity becomes oriented about such models.

I IAL

EFFECTS OF DEFINTION UPON MINORITY REPRESENTATION IN GIFTED AND TALENTED
PROGRAMS AND THE EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT SCHOOL PROGRAMS

FOR THE GIFTED AND TALENTED

The comments below apply equally for the effects upon minority

representation in gifted and talented programs and for the effectiveness of

the current school programs for the gifted and talented. Conspicuously

absent in the current Florida, definition of a curriculum and instructional

program Is a treatment of the specific abilities normally treated in the

school environment. No mention is made of actual investigation in English,

foreign language, science-or mathematics and yet; most existing programs

for the gifted try to accommodate the gifted in specific academic subjects.

For example, a social studies course may be offered to all identified

gifted in a particular grade, regardless of a student's specific ability.

The course is on very poor pedagogical footing, tryingto introduce and/or

reinforce theoretical models of intelligence without wandering too far into

specific academic abilities. Exercise of theoretical models of thought
without a discipline base in a content area is, according to this panel,

best conceived as extracurricular in nature. The cumulative effect of

defining a curriculum for the gifted solely on adherence to supposed models

of thought is either to make these models themselves the subject of



instruction and thus to deprive high ability youth of essential experiences
from which they could profit or to forego any attempt to cultivate thinking
skills by creating arbitrarily determined educational experiences which do
not interfere with the regular curriculum but, in consequence, are rendered

superficial.

Despite this general characteristic of the education of the gifted in

Florida, it must be stated that, current practice notwithstanding, the

gifted program has resulted in expanded educational opportunities for

children. Indeed, throughout the state one finds highly qualified and
motivated teachers offering Consequential and continuous instruction for
their gifted students. Nevertheless, this positive disposition toward
giftedness in Florida and the current individual successes of the program
could prove even more extensive if assessment and programming procedures
focused on student specific abilities in the school situation. Attention

to these various abilities would also permit expansion of minority
participation in exceptipnal programming.

A,reasonable feature of a course of study for gifted children, one which
would permit students exposure to much needed knowledge in mathematics,
sciences and the humanities, for example, is. one that assesses, the

individual abilities of a child and then offers challenging instruction in

that particular content area. The knowledge presented is combined with

theoretical thought models as an ancillary element emanating from the
subject itself. Indeed, the most current thinking in the field of gifted
and talented education strives to resolve the apparent conflict between the
implications of the terminology "gifted" and "talented" as shown by a quote
from National Report on Identification: Assessment and Recommendation for

Comprehensive Identification of Gifted and Talented Youth, by Susanne

Richert, with James Alvino and Rebecca C. McDonnel, 1982.

The consultants at the Identification Conference asserted that
"talented" should be used to refer to a specific ability as
opposed, for example, to general intellectual ability. Therefore

the more the field of gifted education recognizes, that exceptional
abilities--in whatever area(s)--need to be applied.in a specific
content so that the result is a performance or product, the less
sense is made by creating an implicit hierarchy that engenders
elitism: "talented" is not qUite as good as gifted.

The difficulty with thh regular curriculum for the gifted child is not that
it contains the wrong subjects, but rather that it presents this material
often at the wrong time, in the wrong way and for the wrong reasons.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. In order to construct,'aOesonible and comprehensive curriculum for
gifted students permittl' syo ,Acope and sequence from grades K-12, the
content, pace and order .....1.zinstiruction in various coursework must be
made to reflect an indli4dual student's or group of students' peculiar
exceptional abilities .and level' of learning.
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2. In order to ac ieve thd objectives of "I" abOve, Florida educators
should take ad ntege of existing regulations permitting flexibility in
offering progr delivery models and responding to student learning
patterns. The panel of experts discovered, regrettably, that Florida
educators wereo either unaware of or reluctant to use measures already
present to adjust the educational process to reflect a student's
individual pace aid level of learning. These include the use of
acceleration mechanisms and' alternative. programs of graduation, dual
.enrollment, ;secondary level subject area examinations and advanced
placement.

. To meet the above requirementS for considerable curriculum flexibility,
StOents must take advantage of courses not necessarily designed
specifically as gifted% For example, an eighth grader who by various
approved means, demonstrates competency in Algebra I and II could be

r enrglle4 in a regular tenth grade geometry class. While the class
itself "Is not "classified as "gifted ", the placement of.the eighth
grader tn this class, meeting his advanced abilities is in appropriate
treatment of his ability. The same situation would hold for younger
than normal age students enrolled individually in Advanced Placement
coursework.

4. To accommodate curriculum flexibility the funding formula for gifted
education in Florida must be altered to follow the individual student
and. his or her needs rather than a general, and perhaps inappropriate,
program. In addition, the current funding sYstem by FTE is perceived
to constrain initiatives to provide a variety of program delivery
models that would advance apprepriately a child's specific abili9es,,r,,,
therefore, must be reexamined.

5. The IEP (Individualized Educational Plan) should be used imaginatively
to -design a continuous program of studies for a child's exceptional
abilities. \To accomplish this task most effectively every effort
should be made to exploit appropriate program delivery models and
educational options to create an optimal match between the- student's
ability and the level and pace of his or her instruction.
Administrators should be sensitive to, a "smorgasbord of educational
opportunities" which. includes "after- school" and Saturday classes,
mentorships, magnet schools, summer experiences, consultative models,
out-of-grade placement in regular courses, multi-county program
initiatives, dual college enrollment, and Advanced Placement programs.
Florida is to be cited for' a number of programmatic efforts which
demonstrate an imaginative attempt to match student ability with level
and pace of instruction; however, school administreitors and teachers
must be encouraged to pull together an appropriatelechallenging course
of studies for a child which employs a variety of these options and in
so doing continues to match student ability with pace and level of
learning. Response to the gifted child should be primarily fixed on
the youth's ability and the application of various delivery systems to
nurture-that ability. In this effort,,more extensive use could be made
of " after'- school" classes or the Governor's Summer Programs. These
options provide a most important supplementary opportunity. for
instruction to those students possessing visual and performing arts
talents. Dual enrollment of junior high school or high school students

9
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In college coOmework provides a viable option for many students who
possess talent developed to such a degree that the regular school
personnel or curricula cannot accommodate that child. However, caution
should be exercised by remembering that the focus here is upon an
individual child's ability and not a group of students. That
individual child must be permitted special student status at a lodal
college or university when feasible.

The implementation of recommendations cited by the Panel of Experts
will require Florida educators to be willing to exercise responsible
imagination and flexibility in school programming. The o erall result,
however, will be a more appropriate course of study fo gifted and
talented students that matches,their ability and program ne s.

2. Implicit in program effectiveness is the selection of teacher . Again,

administrative flexibility is essential. The appropriate tea er for a
gifted and talented student may not be found in the .home s hool but
rather in a neighboring school and/or special summer program. In

addition, the regular education faculty through inservice or university
training programs must be made sensitive to the traits and needs of
gifted and talented students since this target population may be placed
in the regular classroom to-obtain an optimal match between ability and
level of instruction.

3. Training programs for gifted and talented teachers may need to be
reexamined to ensure that teachers completing such a program have the
knowledge and skills necessary to respond to and foster each student's
abilities. It should also be realized that teachers at elementary
grade levels have differing needs from secondary level teachers whose
knowledge in one or several requisite content areas is as important as
a thorough grounding in gifted and talented education.

4. A final implication has its roots in each school district where

concerted efforts to provide an appropriate program or program options
for,each gifted and talented student becomes more clearly defined.
ThroU6K a defined philosophy, instructional goals and statements, and
K-12 'scope and sequence, the quality and effectiveneis of that program
can be seen.and evaluated.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

One of the major features of any program evaluation is that the program
have a definite statement of philosophy and a clearly stated and reasonable
objective for the course of. study. The absence of measurable instructional
objectives for specific gifted and talented programs was noted in testimony
received by this Panel but it should be pointed out that gifted and
talented program evaluation nationally isjan area with more questions than
answers. The most frequent method of evaluating program effectiveness
cited during testimony was the use of informal questionnaires' or-
checklists, a method of evaluation that is relatively simple and provides
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information which can be easily handled. The information obtained,
however, seldom provides any significant insight into overall student
progress and rarely leads to any programmatic change.

A second method of evaluating effectiveness is the use of 'norms- referenced
tests -- Inadequate when one considers that gifted and talented children are
often functioning at the upper end of the scale (98th-99th percentile)
leading to the conclusion that the school is unable to measure student
gain. Off-age testing or specific criterion-referenced measures may
provide more meaningful informetiun relative to desired student oUtcumes
within the gifted and talented program. Information provided _from the
assessment process should be included min the development of a specific
program to meet the individual needs of the student.

It must be kept in mind that in order to maintain programs and services 'at
high; vets, honest evaluation of the program is crucial. Programs cannot
overlabk.wetudent progrest, yet actual program evaluation is often
overlooked or ignored. Gallagher, at al. (1981:158) noted that gifted and
ellented Oogram evaluation has been criticized for:

1. over-reliance on attitudinal data for assessing program worth;

2. use of inappropriate (invalid) tests for assessing studedt achievement;
and

3. lack of careful documentation and evaluation of actual cUrriculum
implemented in the program.

While a number of school distrids have developed a'continuous and
sequential program, others lack continuity and coordination between schools
and grade levels which limits any attempts at precise program evaluation.

There is needed a clearly defined system of program evaluation that should
include:

1. what the program intends to accomplish relative o identified student
abilities and needs;

2. how the prOgram will go about accomplishing this; and

3. what the benefits to students will be.

With an evaluation in place, the district will be in a position to monitor
and determine If any changes or modificatidns are needed. A planned
program evaluation assists the school district in determining if gifted and
talented students are motivated through the existing program, offerings. At
the same time, the reevaluation of individual student goals'and objectives
would be made easier if such an evaluation system were in place.

Specific measurement devices used in this task should not be limited to
paper and pencil tests.. For certain students the desired outcome may be'in
the development of a product or presentation. Performance levels could be
stated to determine if the student is making progress toward the attainment
of a particular objective. Because,program and student evaluations are

1'7
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interrel ated, data must be , col lected and analyzed (that address individual
student performance as well as overall program design.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the recommendation of .this Panel that Flptida school districts design
and implement a system of program evaluation for their gifted students.
This /evaluation program should focus on the monitoring of student progress
and overall program effectiveness.

IMPLICATIONS

I. Program evaluation allows districts to determine if ptograms have been
successful by measuring student achievement in specified Ability_ areas.

. PrOgram evaluation assists school districts in determining what
additional resources are needed to enhance educational opportunities.

Program evaluation provides documentation of overall program
effectiveness and includes student performance further justifying the
need for continued legislative support.
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F.

The following report is submitted as a part of The Study mandated by the Florida
Legislature to study the membership of its gifted and talented programs and to assess the
effectiveness of current programs. Two separate issues are involved; therefore, the report
shall address each in turn.

In regard to the first issue, the evaluator used the following general method in obtaining the
information presented in this report. First, general information (SBER, Resource Manual for
Gifted Programs, and the Plan) regarding gifted education in Florida was. read. Then there
was an analysis of each school district's procedures as submitted to the Bureau of Education
of Exceptional Students. Each procedure was examined in order to obtain the following
information:

1. Criteria for eligibility: tests used or authorized, kind of checklist used, documentation
of need, other criteria used, "flags" for atypical gifted students.

2. Screening: referral devices, tests and cut-off scores.
3. Philosophy of program: acceleration, enrichment, career development,, development

of cognitive and affective skills.
4. Curriculum: elementary, middle, junior high, senior high.
5. Number of hours in program: elementary, middle, junior high, senior high.
6. Program delivery: resource center (bused in), fulltime basic, fulltime basic with

consultative services, itinerant teachers, regular class with pull-out resource, fulltime
gifted, advanced placement.

7. Program evaluation : teacher, student, parent, administrator, tests, other devices.

Items 1 and 2' deal with the first issue of minority repres9ntation,raiscd by the_Legislature;
the remaining item are concerned Wititi'peogrim effectiveness:- °

Membership II,/special programs is restricted by the law which defines "gifted" as "one who
has superio/ intellectual development and is capable of high performance. The mental
devel . t ' tht of a gifted student is two (2) standard deviations of more above the mean." It_4 2,

is perhaps pertinent at this point to observe that the legislative mandate refers to Florida's
gifted programs. The national revised definition of gifted and talented reads:

"Gifted and talented children" means children and, wheniver applicable, youth,
who are identified at the preschool, elementary? or secon evel as possessing
demonstrated or potential abilities that give evidence f high performance
capability in areas such as intelligence, creativity, pecific academic or
leadership ability, or in the performing or visual arts, and who, by reason
thereof, require services or activinot ordinarily provided by the school."

From this, it may readily be seen that Florida has selected a definition of gifted as one of
intellectual ability. Talented, under this definition, is not represented in the state mandate.
There are a number of obvious advantages to such e narrow approach. One, the State's
financial resources are focused into an area traditionally 'reserved to the school, the
development of the intellect. Two, when its definition is limited the population of the group
will be reduced, and the quality of one program may be enhanced. Third, intellectual, ability
can be empirically measured by standardized tests with 6bjective decisions as to who does
and does not enter a program.

One disadvantage of a limited definition, however, is that which. Florida is facing: low
minoriy representation in gifted' programs. Minority children, culturally different children,
and the disadvantaged are not as likely to be identified on standard measures. Expert
opinion as to possible causes and factors for this situation may be found in the review of



,/
related literature, attached separately. aThe statistics themselves speak to the ccu_aY

cy
such a statement: In 1981-82 only 6% of the membership in Florida's ?gifted programs
represented the minority/culturally different.

The'general screening devices employed liy the school districts, in;or et to'conduct a Search
for the potentially gifted reflect measures appropriate for programs,emphisizing atademic'
aptitude. While all schoOl district's did-not report the exact meaSures;usedNpproxirnately
95% described referrals for evaluation as based on a combination of achievement test; ic' reS
(8th or 9th stanine), teacher observation, cumulative records, parent referral,.etc.

_.,,

Achievement tests. measure precisely what the name states: Acaderni4 chievernent thin'
the context of specific subject matter such as social studies, math.1 To put it another ay,
an achievement test measures the skill or knoWledge that an individual has,,gainettas a result .
(presumably) of instruction and reading. Regardless'of the subject,thatter, th student must4be able , to read and to comprehend the instructions, the questions, and the an very. ,
Achievement tests become, therefore, a measure of a student's language sk . If a student,
however innately bright he may be, has poor skills, the resulting scores: Will lie IOW: and
perhaps not indicative of the student's real knowledge and/oro abil, in the ;;areao,
Additionally, the student with a wider exposure to, varied stimuli and learning eiip'erienCes,
outside the school setting will likely score higher on a test and will appear tO have "learned ...

more" than his disadvantaged peer whose extra school. enrichment ,bras '''keen? minimal.
Another problem in the use of achievement tests is in the scoring. The-,scores ih'dicate the.,
students' relative position in relationship to others. The critics of ,achieVement tesf6Lheld
that the norms are based on the white middle class and that the 'miriOrity;studentrWhile
perhaps vastly superior to his peers within his/her minority groupi, may not score well in
relationship to those outside the minority group.

In regard to teacher observation, it must be pointed out that this is on of the least' reliable e:
methods of referral. Research indicates that teachers nominate the high aChleyers,who,;,.'-',
make excellent grades and display approved social behaviors, not always the student ;;

. ,

identified as gifted. Furthermore, the usual checklist of such be avirs 'apply, to
the atypical (minority, culturally different, disadvantaged) gifted. hie' a Mpanying.
review of literature recalls some very real differences in the characteristics of the ,., ,

disadvantaged and the culturally different. These dissimilarities could; result in stich a child',
not scoring well on a measure intended for the "typical" gifted. .. )' i.

Nearly all the school districts reporting give a Slosson Intelligence Test;(ii :itot previdusly
administered) after referral or an Otis Lennon Mental Ability TeSt. Cuy-oiL,sco s,fOr..
referral for additional psychological evaluation were, for the great majority,,13p a d125.
respectively. Both the Slosson and the Otis-Lennon have ,134-en termed gboditr-e.d" tOrs Of
school performance, because both measures are highly verbal in 'nature. Such Wits,
however, do not indicate potential, a factor pointed to in,Fldrida's defytidn of gifted ais,q116

, , ''.: 41'who is "capable of high performance".
e .

From the review of the general screening practices used in th hoof distrits, it 'is the ,

opinion of the evaluator that said school districts are Usi g metho 'pprOpriate t prOgramsq
of- academic aptitude. High general intellectual' func, oning should not be eval ited 'with
academic excellence. A search fOr this characteristic oes ndfappear to be.,"evi n in the
procedures as given.

Approkimately 16% of the school districts reporting are sensitive to th'e cults rally diffe ent,
the minority, the disadvantaged, and the underachieving., These districti-feport,th'uflag" or 'a
look-out for said students as a part 'of ,their referral 'and /or screening process. This Is,
hoWever, too small a representation to ',make .any real statewide increase At minority



representation. Onlitcounty did report a matrix approach for referral, a promising approach
considered furtherqii the annotates:I, bibliography.

A more encouraging statistic lies in the tests used to determine intellectual functioning. A
little over 50% repbrt the use of either the verbal or performance scores on the Wechsler
scales 'sin special circumstances, the Leiter International Performance Scale (for the
culturally different), non-English language tests such as The Barsit or Spanish WISC-R, or
the SOMPA (System of Multi-Cultural Pluralistic Assessment which includes the WISC-R).
All districts report testing students in. native language, if indicated.

Only a few districts,seem to addresi local concerns in regard to the required statement of
"need for a special program." Many of the distrias seem to feel that an IQ score,
demonstrated need. While such a need may be difficult to document in/observable language,
that very need lies at the heart of the justification for differential education for the gifted.
The delivery of special-services to the gifted should state clearly why the student needs the
program.

Based upon the foregoing observations, the evaluator makes the following recommendations
in regard to minority representation in gifted programs:

1. If Florida continues its definition of gifted as one of "superior intellectual
development", the district screening procedures should be adjusted to reflect this'
definition.
Teacher observation and re4erral (in the traditional sense) should not be relied upon
heavily.

. The checklist of gifted characteristics used in the district should be carefully screened.
for allowance of the atypical gifted behaviors.___Consideration should be given to the
development of alternate checklists of behaviors peculiar to aparticular group (see
attached bibliography).

4. ,Districts who do not include provision for special test considerations for the
underashieving/culturally different should do so.

5. Districto should address themselves to the problems of the need for special programs,
especially for the atypical gifted.

Before turning 'to the second issue of program effectiveness, the evaluator wishes to note
that there is no requirement, in the district procedures that the districts report on all the
items addressed in this report. A number of the districts; however, in the interest of clear
communication, did report the number of teachers, the hours in the program at each level,
the curriculum at each level, and the delivery of services at each level. These districts are
to be commended, and the other districts are urged to follOw this example of specificity.
Because of the lack'of clarity in many reports, the evaluation may be somewhat imprecise in
certain areas..

Program philosophy in Florida is largely geared to the enhancement of cognitive/affective
skills. Less than N96 mentioneleration as a goal, but 'a larger percentage than that (21 %).
did mention advanced placent- or early college entrance courses. Enrichnient is the
philosophy espoused by 30% of the districts. Approximately 20% of the districts report a
combination of philosophical approaches.

The curriculum across the educational 'levels is less clearr No report of any differential
programs for kindergarten was made. Elementary and middle schools use the usual models
such as Bloom, Guilford, and Renzulli. Most districts appear to use the learning center -unit
study approach. Independent study is also mentioned. About 10% of the counties' use the
Duval County Curriculum Guide, a sequenced curriculum with criterion referenced tests to

c.
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measure progress. One county mentioned a teacher-made cur iculum ;planned in connection
with the student& IEPs; another developed a guide with tl assistance of a parent council.
A few schools report the use of,SOI for' a profile of strengths and weaknesses. At the junior
high/Iggh school level, there appears to be little In the way of differential programs. Most
schools report honors courses, advanced placement, and the like. A ,few districts' with
nearby colleges have devised a system of early college admission. . One county reported a
sequence of study for the secondary level. Under 20% of the clistricti report having some
type of mentor program. These prograrns varied from district to district in terms of hdurs
spent but, at the minimum, the student spent several hours a week with someone in a
profession or an executive capacity. A few districts mentioned the use Of Thinkology and

1Computeronics. Group and individual counseling as an integral part of th curriculum were
reported by several counties. TwO districts referred to the cooperation nd assistance of
advocacy groups in providing special services. g',2,, 6

Delivery of services is accomplished as follows: pull-out programs wi0 a school=based
resource room (7796), resource centers (40%), full-time basic class with cb ultation (22%),
advanced placement (22%), and itinerant teachers (20%). Only one fulltirAe ifted program
(grade 4 -l2)' Is reported.

Less than 50% of the scLool districts reported the number of urs p r weelc in gifted
programs. These schools ,appear to provide services one full day a week hen the students
attend a resource center and approximately 5 hours per week otherw e. High school
students enrolled in internship or mentor programs might spend considerably more hours per
week with the total hours dependent on the type of arrangement. ,

The reports on program evaluation indicate district reliance on questionnaires, checklists, or
opinionnaires completed by the students and, sometimes, the teacher. !Schools using the
Duval County Curriculum report the use of CRTs (criteria tests) to measure
student progress. A number of the districts report observation as th :means of evaluation
with the principal and program director serving as the evaluators. Disthcts use the review
of the students' IEP as an evaluation measure, but only one clIstriik reported objective
criteria for student attainment. Some schools use gradies and repor "Cards. One district
reported parent questionnaires; another sonsidered the affective do n;in its eValuation.
No district reported a systematic system of data coIlection with tj is and measuring
instruments clearly set forth or a means of reporting the data to t pklic. No specific
documentation appears to exist regarding student gains a result of gifted

,

The last statement reflects a specific concern of evaluation in reg rd ti) Florida's gifted
programs: the lack of a clearly defined system of prograin evaluatiork i Giiv)en the depth of
commitment to gifted education and the talent of those in4olved, this :ga in the program
can be-remedied. The accornpanying bibliography contains a number of'conCrete suggestions
for ways to carry out adequate program evaluation.

The second major concern is in the area of, the curriculum, especially at the secondary level.
Few differential programs are reported. This concern is share, by the ;school districts and
the Bureau, as evidenced by the number of Challedge Grants aiiarcled to secondary
programs. If gifted secondary education concerns itself with only honors courses and
advanced placement which are open to all students wi academic Otiengths, It may find;
itself in a position of retreat. Those involved in the Ch lenge Granti are tObe commended
for facing this problem and seeking' a solution. '''A

0

Another curricular concern lies in the use of the IEP's. hoes Florida Wish too continue their'
use? If so, it would appear that more consideration of the, IEP must gien, and this will
require a greater in-depth individual assessment of ea5ah student than aprarently is :being



conducted at the present. If the IEP lies at the heart of the gifted education program,/then
special care must be taken to modify the 'overall gifted curriculum to each indiVidual
student's needs. The evaluator did not find evidence of this practice at the present time.

\in4Fl /) rida 4,,indeed to be commended for Its desire to improve what Is already one of the
nation's outstanding gifted education 'programs. Such vision can only make. what Is good,
better. It has been both an honor and a pleasure to have been involved in such an endeavor.

,
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The following Items address themselves to.the question of:

What factors currently influence the membership in gifted and talented programs?

Bruch, C. Assessment of creativity in culturally different children. gigilliggattsk,
1977, 21(2) 164-174.

Bruch identified these areas of concern in measurement of IQ and achievement as they
relate to cultural differences.
1. IQ measures middle-class culture and values and does not address itself to minorities.

The need, then, is to find and use measures where the focus is on the characteristics
held in value by a particular culture as well as those of the mainstream culture.

2. Language modification needs to be made in standardized instruments in current use so
that account may be made when a student gives a culturally - right but mainstream -
wrong answer.

4. ,
3. Educators, test administrators, and the testing instruments.'themselves are based in

favor of traditional IQ and non - accepting of cultural pluralism and its measures as well
as other cultural values.

4. Change must be made in the attitudes which hold that giftedness can only be measured
by objectives measures, that IQ measures are valid and reliable for culturally different
children, that IQ measures innate ability with no influence due to experience, and that
IQ measures a unitary ability rather than a multi-intellectual approach.

Fitzgerald, E. 3. (ed)., The First National_ Conferee e on the Disadvantaged Gifted.
National/State Leadership Training. Institute on the Gifted and Talented. Los Angeles,
California, 1975. Ed 131-619.

(NOTE: this is an excellent summary of research, etc. in, the area.)

Remarks by D. Sisk:
"Some of the most serious deficiencies in .the disallvantaged child occur in the area of
cognitive functioning, language skills, . and reading Studies concerning disadvantaged.
,children indicate that they are often apt to manifest a variety of linguistic disabilities such
as limited vocabularies; and nonstandard grammar school records also indicate their
incapacity in 'such cognitive processes as the ability to observe and state sequence of events,
to perceive cause and effect relationships, or to group concrete phenomena into classes of
phenomena.

"Presumably, individual potential is evenly distributed among all groups of people. If there
are differences among groups with respect to functioning intelligence, the causes must be
environmental conditions which inhibit or fail to facilitate th5 conversion of potential into
functioning intelligence."

Gallagher:
"...If the values of the school favor the docile, task oriented, polite, verbal child who is
adept at sensing adult needs and playing to them, then the culturally different child who
May have a different life style, individual in its own way, may appear strange, stubborn,
anoncoopera ti ve lazy, etc."
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Recommendations for innovative procedures were:
Moreno recommends a criteria for selection (K-3) for the Identification of mentally gifted
chicano children in which the top 3% of these students In each school is selected by GPA,
teacher evaluation in 11 areas, and achievement test scores.

Suggests teacher inservice as training for, recognizing the characteristics of the culturally
disadvantaged. Teachers haSI input Into °screening devices from their own observed
behaviors.

Gallagher, 3., The gifted child in elementary school In The Intellectually Called: An
Overview. W. Dennis and M. Dennis (eds). clew York: Grover and Stratton, 1976.

Gallagher noted the impact of superior socioeconomic status on, proportions of school
populations at various levels.
1. For IQ 130+ in an average community the percentage of gifted is 2-4%, but -in a

superior community it rises to 6-12% ow

2. At IQ 115 in an average community the percentage is 16-20% while In a superior
community it is 45-60%.

So he recommends that a school administrator might wish to lower IQ cutoff scores where,
lower socio economic differences prevail.

Gallagher, 3. The gifted child In elementary school in The Intellectually GlfVech An
Overview. W. Dennis and M. Dennis (eds). New York: Grover and Stratton, 1976.

This author observed that one cause of underachievement may be a reflection of the parents'
anti-intellectual and anti-educational views.

Gallagher, 3., Teaching the Gifted Child (2nd edition). Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1975.

The disadvantaged:
1. Interest and attitudes may differ in that disadvantaged tend to action and competition

in sports.
2. More likely to play musical instruments 4nd to want higher status occupations.
3. More home tension.
4. More likely to perform substantially below potential.

Reviewed research indicates that IQ may be affected by environment. A deprivedtatbackground and circumstances will not yield that linguistic development neces ry for
success in a culture built on linguistic and verbal systems. The term "disadvan ed" will
generally refer to persons weak in these skills. These students, however, frequently
demonstrate fluent, flexible responses; nonverbal originality; adeptness at visual art
activites, creativity, in movement, dance, physical activity; strong attraction to games,
music, sports, humor, concrete-objects. .

(---
In an adaptation of work by Riessman, Gallagher delivered the special characteristics.of the,
culturally different:

1. Physical and visual, rather than aural, learner
2. Content centered rather' than form
3. Stimulated by concrete external forces rather than introspective
4. Problem centered not abstract
5. Slow, careful and patient,
6. Needing structure and control
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Suggested Bruch's criteria for identification
1. -Otitstanding ability in one or more abilities valued by his culture as primary criterion.
2. Ability and achievement on standard idehtification measures at "bright-average" as a

secondary criterion.
3. Special consideration for demonstrated creativity.
4. Special consideration for social leadership potential.

Gonzalez,. G., Language, culture and exceptional children In culturat DivenIdtirsi*,_ Id the'
15xcentional Chlkl, G. Bransford, L. Baca and Karen LiOie .(edah ReStOnf Virginia:
CEC, 1973.

Gonzalez summarized these articles in regard to language: regardless of the cultural group
language is a system of local sounds, is systematic, is symboliC, and undergoes constant
change. Spoken language, therefore, is not innate, and all languages are "good".

Most IQ tests rely on language which is the standard English of the white middle class. Even
translations should be in the ,dialect, not the overall language that the child speaks7 Blacks
often speak in special sentence forms or speech patterns.

Suggest that scores on traditional IQ measures be only 1 of the measures in assessment of
minority students.

Havighurst, R., Conditions productive of Superior Children. Teachers College Record, 1%1,
62, 524-531.

In summarizing studies Of underachievement Havighurst draws the following conclusions:
1. Home environment may be emotionally inadequate in some ways apd is often broken.
2. Homes tend to be from lower socioeconomic level.-
. The environment has failed to stimulate in the student a desire for educational

excellence and a need for academicachievement.

Whitmore, 3., Giftedness, Conflict, and Underachle\fement. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1980.

Points out that group intelligence tests such as the CTBS or Otis-Lennon will not identify all
mentally gifted students but williiiistead, point out the high achievers. Group tests rely on
reading and following directiOns and are thus dependent on school learning. Of the
individual IQ measures most widely used, the Binet primarily assesses vocabulary,
comprehension, memory,, some logic, and perception of relationships; the Wechsler scales
assess the same abilities but add performance skills in such tasks as puzzles, picture
completion, block design. Neither test identifies ability in specific subject matter; neither
predicts social leadership or creativity - all a part of the USOE definition of gifted and
talented..

The following items address themselves to the question of:

.What factors could increase minority membership'in gifted and talented programs?

Kirschenbaum, R., Let's cut out the cut-Off score in the identification of the gifted. Romer
Review, 1983, 5(4), 6-9.

"Evidence has I been presented to show that taken by themselves, each and every published
method of identifying gifted and talented students, is seriously flawed. Neither intelligence,
achievement, nor creativity tests have shown predictive validity for adult productivity or ..
success. There is also very little experimental evidence concerning the validity of



identification procedures and student outcomes or progress in gifted prOgrams, and much of
that Is based on an Inherently faulty design. While totally subjective and unsystematic
identification proedures are by no means advocated, It is recommended that More reliance
by placed on the use of locally"designed and normed methods at the expense of test data."

si

Ketchum, W. A. and Daoud, M. R., How should the gifted be defined and identified?
Innovator, 1976, 8, 10. V-,

". . .the most dependaide Identification procedure is probably screening with a cut off score
as low as possible . . . additional consideration can then be given to the inclusion of
exceptions involving characteristics other than intelligence and cultural differences and
teacher, parent, peer; and self-nominations. But the number of exceptions should be limited
only after extremely careful and thorough case studies."

LeRose, B., A quota system for gifted minority children: a viable solution. Gifted Child
Quarterly, 1978, 22, 394403.

The Racine Public Schools set a quota system of proportionate numbers of white and
minority, students. Intervention was at the K-2 level because early identification Is crucial.

,
Hewrsberger, 3., and Asher, W., Comment on "A Quota System . .." Gifted Child Quarterly,

1980, 24, 96.

While these authors agree educationally with the decision to use a quota system, they ask,
how does one choose the students to be included. If the measures used are not adequate
initially, then their use: cannot be justified as instruments in a quota system of selection.

Llanes Gurule J. Social and racial desegregation in gifted and talented education:
The W.LC. Magnet,ichool,experiment. Roeper Review, 1981, 4(2), 31-32.

The authors report on an experimental firograrn which successfully identified a nearly equal
number of black and white students for a gifted program. Nomination for the program was
based on standardited tests scores, both state and local; Renzulli-Hartman Scale,
performance in .siailY school activities. Student' achievement is measured academically,
socially and kinetically.

Richert, E. S., Alvino, 3. 3., and McDonnell R. C., Assessment and recommendations for
gifted and talented youth. Roeper Review, 1982, 5(2), 48.

This was a report on a national assessment of the procedures used to identify gifted and
talented students in special services. "In spite of more than half the states' adoption of the

liroad federal definition, identification practices are often arbitrary, elitist and restrict
services to academically achieving rniddle class students . . . In effect, many disadvantaged
students ... are being excluded from services."

Among the major recommendations of the study was that a variety of methods which go
beyond measures of academic ,achievement must be employed in identification and that
teachers and other educators must be strained to identify gifted and talented in a
comprehensive and unbiased manner. Because of limits in funding and due to the need of a
variety of program options, cost-effective approaches such as retraining of existing staff
and modification of existing resources should be given top priority.

Sisk, D., Issues and future directions in gifted education. Gifted Child Quarterly, 1980, 24,
29-32.



". identification of the gifted should be started early, and Should be a continuous process
with the goal being Identification of multiple talents. Under no circumstance should one
instrument, be utilized to identify gifted children, and the information sources should be as
broad as possible - Including parents, teachers, psychologists, peers, and the child."

Samuda, R. 3., Psyche. loAlcal Testing of Minorities: Wang and ConaeOliena*. New York,
Dodd, Mead, 1975

Samuda pointed to the need For expansion and elaboration of psychometric approaches to the
testing of minorities: u -

I. Culturally ,Sfferent are, tested unfairly. (Note date of study.)
2. Test admimitrators need to be better trained and to be sensitive to the special

problems of cultural diversity.
3. Need to use measures of environmental factors to supplement IQ scores.
4. Relevance of pluralistic models (such as SOMPA) for testing minorities so that

individual characteristics are considered within the context of family and sociocultural
group. -
Need to develop norms which use the unique language features which are a part of
some minority groups.
Instruments should be considered as a tool to describe and diagnose not to select and
predict.

Vassar, W. G. (ed), Conn-Cept JE: Practical Suggestions for Gifted and Talented Program
Development. Hartford, Connecticut:. Connecticut. State Department of Education,
1979. Ed 179-042.

Baldwin Identification Matrix is recommended for schools preferring a broader definiticin of
giftedness. This matrix lists the assessments used combined with the scores earned. This
presents a total score for the learner as well as the profile.

Renzulli urges for identification based on a wide variety of information. Present evidence
indicates that the case study approach is less costly and is more sensitive to identifying
academically able students in schools serving minority populations.

The following items address themselves to the question of:

What additional or different procedures or criteria should be considered for eligibility of
students for gifted and talented programs?

Cummings, W. B., Cummings- Checklist of Characteristics of Gifted and. Talented Students.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: CEC, 1980 ERIC No. Ad. 187-065.

The checklist was evaluated with x516 elementary students. Teach4s used the checklist to
nominate students for the gifted program. CC items were taken from research.as indices of
minority gifted and talented 'Children. Despite a lessening school population, the author
reports an increase of over 200% minority, membership in gifted/talented programs in the
five years of using CC. Aiio, when group. IQ scores were the screening measure, only about
30% of those screened and testql qualified; using ,CC, 68% were identified. (copy of
instrument is in the document.)

Davis, P. I., Community-based Efforts to Increase the Identification of the Number of
Gifted Minority Children. Eastern Michigan University: Ypsilanti Michigan ip ERIC
19111 No. 176-487.



This reports on a study done, in Ypsilanti, Michigan Where nominations for the gifted
prOgram were made by black community leaders who came" in contact with middle school
young black people, e.g. ministers, directors athletic programs, scout masters, White
leaders in touch with .black youths. Referril was done by 'questionnaire to school principals.
The three general areas were coghltive superiorItY, pikcho-Social superloritY and talent-
specific superiority. 66% of those identified demonstrated superiority in all areas. Fifteen
students were identified as 'gifted.

Khatena, 3., Educational Psychology of the Gifted. New Voila Sohn Wiley, 1982.

Khatena addressed himself also to the pioblern of the identification of the minority gifted
and observed that the. Torrance measures of creativity held the greatest proMise in the
identification of talent since studies indicate that these tests appear to assess abilities that,
are little' influenced by hereditary abilities. Khatena dOes point out that 3ensen, who has
written and spoken: on hereditary black-white diffettences, sees the racial differences as
being one of the complexity- not Me content of the IQ measures and also as a matter of the,
developmental log of black youngsters behind their white peers.

Khatena spoke of the expanded -concept of giftedness (USOE definition) which has led some
in gifted education (Khatena himself among them) to contruct creativity indexes as-
indicators of giftedness. These are open-ended measures which permit the 'students to

com
respon

fort
d in terms of their own experiences and in whatever language or dialect they find

able.

LeCompte, M., Bordge, 3., Kress, P., Pyper, 3., -Selig, H., Evaluation <of the Vanguard
Program: A New Approach to Assessment of Programs for the Gifted and Talented.
Dallas, Texas, Southwest Educational Research Association, 1981, ED iO4-938.

Vanguard is an interdisciplinary, multi-instructional level program which made traditional
pre-post test designs inappropriate. It is a part of the magnet school program designed to
achieve racial integration. Required ,racial ratio is 35% White and other and 65% Black and.
Hispanic. Students must demonstrate outstanding ability in 2 of the following areas:
intellectual ability, creative thinking, leadership potential.

Etaluation is in the form of ethnography. Ethnographiei are analytical descriptions or
reconstructions of intact cultural scenes and groupszwhich delineate the shared beliefs,
practices, folk knowledge and behaviors of some groupi-of people.

At the time of publication, this approach was in the 'planning stage, and the document
outlined the proposed steps. If the timeline was followed, the yearly plan should be
complete and the district ready to share its complete procedures.

Maker, C. 3., Curriculum Development for the Gifted.
Corporation, 1982.

Maryland: Aspen Systeins

Recognition of, the characteristics' of atypical gifted can lead to a readier identification of
these students. Maker- distinguished between the two factors of cultgre and socioeconomic
status.

Characteristics of children of lower economic status:
1. Weakness in knowledge and vocalxilary due to laCk of exposure to reading materials

and information.
2. Strengths in observational skills and memory or recall, creativity and leadership.
3. Motivation appears to decrease during school years. Tendency to depend on external

motivators and to attribute success to luck rather than ability.



Characteristics of black students:
1. (Note: This study done with all disadvantaged subjects), low In cognition, evaluation,

convergent production, figural content, and semantics; strengths In mastery and recall.
2. Tendency to excel In physical activities, sociability.
3.' Strengths. In arithmetic and /digit span and abstract reasoning Independent of

semantics.
4. Tendency to lose early motivation and to show weaknesses In task commitment; need

for external motivation.

Maker, C. 5., Curriculum Development for the Gifted. Rockville, Maryland: Aspen Systems
Corporation, 1982.

Reported on an experimental program for early childhood &signed 'to meet the needs o
potentially gifted students in an inner city.area. Because of the low, school achievement in
the area, the staff concluded that few students would be identified In the traditional

any one or more of the areas of genera intellectual ability; creativity, and leadership.
fashion. Potential giftedness was defWed as performance significantly above the norm In '

Screenlng devices were vision, hearing, home bilingual usage estimate; parent interview;
oral language, speech and hearing screening (OGSH); Boehm test of Basic Concepts; peer
referral interview; TTCT - figural; teacher referral checklist; observation; Benal Checklist
with parents and teachers; Draw-A-Person; and Otis-Lennon. After this information was
collected, frequency distributions and means were computed. A weighting, system was
devised and a matrix was develOped to determine the children to, be referred for additional
testing.

This assessment consisted of the Leiter International Peeformance Scale, a nonverbal test of
intelligence used for children whose dominant language in not Engliih. Other students were
tested with the Wechsler scales. A second measure, given in either English or Spanish, was
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, an assessment of receptive language. This
information was combined with certain of the screening data to form a second matrix.
Eighteen students were admitted to the program. The author ft ported a high degree of
success for the children who participated in this program.4 (for further information see
Maker, C. J., Morris, E., and James, J. The Eugene field project: A program for potentially
gifted young children.) In Balancing The Scale for the Disadvantaged Gifted. Los Angeles;
National/State Leadership training Institute on the Gifted and Talented, 1981.

,

Rivera, R., The Nondiscriminatory Assessment of the Gifted Bilinmal Child.
Louisiana: CEC, 1981, ED 204-874.

School psychologists recodmend the use of the SOMPA with all appropriate children, even
the, white. While rarely using the SOMPA in its entirety; he always employs the socio-
cultural scales. This assesses 'a estimated level of potential while gauging her/his
school functioning level. He expresses the belief that such social factors as family size,
family structuie, economic- status, and urban acculturation have more to do with test
performance than ethnicity.

Thompson, C. Peg The Development and Implementation of Elementary School Gifted
Program Guidelines. Nova Universitya'1975, ED117-906.

Reports the use of a checklist devised by San Mateo County, California to identify culturally
disadvantaged and underachieving. Evidence of disadvantage could be environmental;
language, cultural, and/or economic. When students score above the cut-off in one of these
areas, a section on underachievement is filled in:. 5 "yes" responses out of & indicate



underachievement. When a student Is rated as both disadvantaged and underachieving, a
screening committee examines student behaviors for evidence of giftedness.

Taylor, C. w., Teaching Roc. Talents Oct Gifts 1978 Status_.- Developing tairtd
Mu It e Tale t T . Washington, D. C.: National Institute of EduciptIon, 19781

D

The multiple talent approach looks beyond academic and creative talent.. It believes that all
children have a talent.

One elementary school reported a follow-up study when students were In junior high. On 19
or 20 variables former special program students surpassed the matched control group.

A number of districts which use the multiple talents approach use the decision-making
talent as the focus for career education development.

Torrance, E. P., Discovery , and Nurturance of Giftedry ss in the Culturally Different.
Reston, Virginia: CEC,: 1977.

Torrance saw an urgent need for talent Identification among the disadvantaged and the
caturally different student. His approach has been noh-psychometriC, and his based on !the-

rationale of creative positives. He lists these following characteristics of creative
..

positivesk....
. ,

a 41,

I. Ability to express feelings and emotions. I.. t .,.

2. Ability to improvise with common place materials and, objects.
3. Articulateness in role playing, sociodrama, and story telling.

6. Enjoyment a and ability in music, rhythm anciW1Orth * ,7

4. Enjoyment of and ability: in visual arts, such -as ding, painting and 4ptileb:
5. Enjoyment of and ability in creative movement, dance,, dramatics, ando'? forth.

7. Use of expressive speech. -

8. Fluency and flexibility In figural media.
9. Enjoyment of and skills in group activities:froblem sOlvoing'etc.

10. Responsiveness to the concrete.
11. Responsiveness p the kinesthetic.
12.. Expressiveness of gestures, body language, and sb

language.
13. Humor
14. Richness'of imagery in informal language.
15. Originality of ideas in problefn solving.
16. Problem centeredness or' ersistence in problem solving.

*-)
17. Emotional responsiveness.
18. Quickness of wartn-up.
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The issue of the effectiveness of current programs for the gifted and talented raises the
very real problem in the, area of evaluation raisedin the report on district procedures. Until
.evaluation practices are upgraded, It Is difficult to give clear answers to the questions
raised. Alternative prograimmIng was examined, somewhat In the bibliography on minority
representation.

The &flowing items address themselves to the general areas of the effectiveness of
programs in the 4Ifted and the current recommendations as to program validation and
assessment.

Colby Public Schools, Colby, Kansas.

Reported on at NAGC, this school district has recently completed a thorough program
evaluation of Its gifted and talented program.. A copy of the procedures may bc obtained for
$5.00.

Carr, R. A., Goal Attainment scaling as a useful tool for evaluating progress In special
education. Exceptional Children, 1979, 'i6, 88-95.

Too often reports in effectiveness of programs point to numbers'observed, personnel, types
of programs - not to whether the programs achieved their goals. Goal attainment scaling
(GAS) focuses on outcomes and measures individual progress as well as class or program
achievement.

GAS is similar to behavioral objectives in that goals are specified but in GAS the specified
butcomes are placed on a 5 point cOntinuum with each position representing the degree of
achievement of the goal.

Fundamentals of GAS are:
Goals must be mutually determined by the persons Involved. (Student, parent, teacher,
principal)

2. Goals must be assigned relative weights - also by mutual determination - to total 100.
3. Outcome behaviors must be perceived as best guesses as to what behavior, can be

expected. These are also arranged on a point contio,rum for better than expected to
worse than expected. 0;

A scoring system must be developed.

The article gives specific examples of a goal attainment scale, baseline _data
calculations of attainment level.

Evans, E. D., and Marken, D., Multiple outcome assessment of special clasireplacement for
v,gifted students: A comparative study. Gifted Child Quarterly, 1982, 26, 126-132.

,
Set up 2 comparable groups: on subjects in spbcial classes for the gifted and the other
gifted students with regular age-grade placement This provided a basis for real
comparigon.

and

4
Issues and implications for gifted education evaluation; .

1. ,LAVhile, the thrust of the program is clear (nurturance of higher order cognitive
. processes and skills),,, there is a real lack of specificity or precision in formulating

program objectives. This creates grea0 t difficulties in measurement.



)3.
,

.
ji, ,

Program evaluation needs to encompass implementatiOn stu y!,, 'Pld the intended;I

treatment occur? Flow adequately, coinpetehtly or cOmple, eli! as the intended
program delivered? ,

' 11,1 il
3. Gifted education must consider Berin's. "goal-free" evalUatio . '1! 'What were the

:,, Punintended (positive and negative) outcomes of the program? !ies . What 43- the
Impact on students not selected for the program? / d

Gallagher, 3., The gifted child In elementary school In The IntellectUsliv gited:
Overview. W. Dennis and M. Dennis (eds). New Yolic: Grosse aind 4itratton, 1976.

1 _,,i,,

Gallagher cited results of studies Comparing special progliam gifted with ,those equally bright
but not% enrolled In special programs. Results are us(laily favorable ',i.to Ispeclal program
gifted. ' ' 0 .,'

Ganapole S. 3., Measuring the outcomes of gifted programs. Roeper Fie ti Ivo. 1982, Xi), 4-
7.

The author states
objectives.

Traditional assessment instrunitiffist

at the outset that gifted educa4rs must set precise, measurable
, A

1,1

'1. Questions and checklists do not measure changes in learning behavior or performance.
They do, however, give Instht Into aspects of a program and Itki nature of course
offerings, administrative support, but do, not give data on the students progress In
meeting objectives. .

s ,

Norm, referenced (NR) tests are also used frequently.
1, I

a. Content of NR tests are unlikely to meet that on content, skills and abilities In
gifted:programs.

b. Based on desire to rank and compare Individuals.. While excellent In some
purposes, this does hbt tell whether the program has beenkeffectiye.

c. Many NR tests are designed to give data for the mid-range of ability. They may
not be valid for the uppee end of normal curve where increases will be more
difficult to show.

Two suggestions or recommendations are made:
J. Criterion referenced tests (CRT) describe behaviors and set terms by which a teacher

can measure 'CRT attainment. Do not rank, but reflect objectives and CRTs should be
constructed by teachers. The author suggests the use of inservice, rele time,
shortened days, and extra money for extra time, in order to give, teachers Um to
develop these measure. At the beginning assistance with test d!velopment show be
given by experts in measurement.

. Alternate assessment strategies should be devised totmeaSure diverse objectives. ey
should include those with constructed response: essay, oral exam, or performance a
task (criteria for scoring set in advance). Constructed response Items measur
higher taxonomic levels.

(Note: An additional article by this author on the writing of clear, measurable objectives is
Ganapole, S. 3." The specification of objectives of gifted programs. Roeper Review, 1982,
4(4), 26-27..

Gear, G., Effects of training on teachers curacy in the identification of gifted children.
Gifted Child Quarterly, 1978, 22, 90-9

Teachers are frequently asked to assist in the identification of gifted students. These



referrals are relatively inaccurate. This experlinental study used a training packet and a
five - session series on such topics as the characteristics of gifted ,children. Teachers who
participated in this training were twice as effective In making ,referrals as was the control
group, and their referrals were more accurate.,

George, W. C., The talent-search concept: An identification strategy in the intellectually
gifted. Journal of Special Education, 1979, 13, 221 -237.

This article reports on talent search at Johns, Hopkins University a' method of Identifying
academically gifted students In the areas of mathematical and verbal reasoning ability.
Identification Is in 2 steps: 1) top 2%-5% of achievement tests results as a screening device
and 2) scholastic aptitude test (SAT) - mathematics and/or verbal (7th and 8th graders). The
latter battery may be varied but care must be taken to select an instrument which is too
complex to be coached. Cost of the program is reported at approximately $10 per child,
considbrably less thanothat for 'the usual gifted program.

A handbook for gifted program evaluation. Draft. Springfield, Illinois: Illinois State Office
of Education. 077.

program
136-7111.

3 main stages In program development cycle: planning, Implementation, evaluation.

Planning: 1. What does program intend to accomplish?
2. How will I tgo about accomplishing this?
3. What will be the benefits to students?

If one is very clear about intended outcomes, then it will be easier in the evaluation phase to
see if the program has achieved these outcomes.

Implementation: formative evaluation
h Are things going as planned?
2. Are changes and modifications needed?
3. Are the appropriate students being identified?
3. Are students motivated by program materials?

Evaluation: 1. Is the program achieving Its objectives?
2. How well are the component parts working?

"Ideally, gifted programs should specify at least two types of outcomes. They should make a° (
difference in student behavior in the area of giftedness which they address, and they should
incur positive attitudes on the part of 'students, teacheis, parents, and administrators. If
Your gifted program is content accelerated in nature, student behavior might be measured in
terms of growth or progress through the subject matter. If our gifted program is enrichment
oriented, student behavior might be measured in terms of quality of products or projeci
produced."

A sound evaluation design should inclUde:
1. Performance objectives - outcomes of the program in terms of students, parents,

administration, staff. Should include individual exhibiting the behavior, the behavior,
and the objective of the behavior.

2. Measurement devices - names or descriptions of instruments.
3. Continuum levels - statement of successful degree of attainment,of objective.
4. Data collection schedule - timeline.
5. Data analysis procedure - How the data will be analyzed.



This document contains a number of Sample instruments..

Painter, F., in glitaggybria. Gibson, 3. and Channels, P. (eds) London, Watimer, 1976.

No dIfferrtial programs for the gifted exist in the' United kingdor9r.

He compared a sample of identified gifted students with a control group of average bright
with the exception of IQ, the subjects were paired. Underachievement occUred in 28% of
the gifted while in' only 9% of the average-bright. The finding was significant and suggests
the real, need for differential programming.

Renzulli, 3., ik ...".....,!,. E . 1.,; P . ; rams or the -! ±J.: . , t . Ventura
County r n t o - .711 . 4, tr: . , .

Special problems in gifted and talented evaluation are:
A. Presenee of higher level objectives which are difficult to measure easily and precisely.
B. IEP's for the student. (The author is opposed to the Use of 'behavioral objectives in

gifted programs and believes that it forces its concern for easily measured behaviors.)
C. 4. Measurement' and statistical problems in the use. of 'standardized tests because' of

gifted student's scores at high range where gains appear to be slowed because norms
were done on "normal ", population - "Regression to themean" may also occur.

D. Points out the real need for evaluation to be considered an integral part of the
program from its inception' Serious "attention must be paid to and resources allocated
for evaluation procedures. There may also be problems with evaluation as seen as
harsh, judgmental, or dictatorial.

Product evaluation:
1. Tests: standardized (NRT) and CRT
2. Attitudinal tests/surveys
3. Logs, checklist, school records of "frequency counts"

Process evaluation:
Systematic observation instruments
a. teachers - flanders interaction analysis
b. students - student rating: class activities questionnaire.

Intrinsic evaluation: Renzulli and. Ward's DESEG model has a chapter devoted to the
decision making process and the four steps in developing an evaluation design.

Stanley, 3., Educational Psychologist, 1973, 10 133-146.

This study took academically gifted (math) largely 6th grders. They were given,18 hours of
instruction in advanced math '-,algebra, plane geometry, trig, analysis geometry. Tested on
standard measure of achlevement,in algebra, all but 4 scored 60-99th percentile.

;Storms, W. W., Cost effective:MO Jutted and talented education. Columbus Ohlo: Ohio
State Department of Education. 1975. Ed 112-550.

Cost effectiveness, in this study, Implies the same concept as accountability. Goals are set
to provide benefits, and objectives are fashioned to meet goals. "Cost effective analyses
are designed to measure the extent to which resources (costs) allocated to a specific
objective under each of several alternatives actually contribute to accomplishing that
objective so that different ways of gaining the objective 'may be compared."



Cost effectiveness Is determined by dividing the average increase in test score by cost per
pupil.

11 Illt

.

Cost effectiveness = Average increase In tes5 scores
total cost per pupil .

Schools may wish to pursue a multiple variable approach:
Student Achievements CRT or NRT
Student Attitudes: Self concept or attitude scale
Parent Attitude: Questionnaire or other attitude scale
Community Input: Quantifiable, measurable opinion scale
TeaCher Opinion: Quantifiable, measurable opinion scale

Raw scores can be conclled to means and standard scores. Weight or value can then be
assigned to the criteria, if desired. Weighted scores are summed to yield a total score. This
value may be used in the ratio formula. ,.;,

Tremaine, C., Do gifted programs make a difference? Gifted Child Quarterly, 1979, 23,
.500 517.

Study compared gifted high school graduates who had participated In special programs with

gifted graduates who had not participated. Results:
1. Enrolled gifted had significantly higher GPA and SAT scores than unenrolled.

2. Enrolled gifted had nonsignificantly more scholarships and awards.

3. Enrolled gifted were more likely to elect different, challenging classes.
4. Enrolled gifted had higher educational goals and more regard for students and

teachers.
5. Enrolled gifted were more involved in school activities.

"The study provided no data to support the contention that gifted programs breed elitism,
snobbery, indifference, conceit, or any other negative quality. On the contrary.... The
conclusion is that gifted programs do Indeed make a difference - and that difference makes

program development and participating vitally worthwhile."

Thompson, C. P., The development and Implementation of elementary school gifted program
guidelines, Nova University, 1975, Ed 1 '117 904

"It is important that school site personnel develop their own idiosyncratic to syncratic
learning objectives and activities which meet the desired learning content of a particular

community." .

,. Evaluation was Conducted by: .

1. Process evaluation -,A series of informal interviews with children,*arents, teachers,
and administrators where the writer had questions in mind which were used in various
forms to encourage the Interviewee to express opinions. Interview comments were
grouped by category and reported in tabular form. I

2. Product evaluation - Each activity or unit was rated by children, teachers,' d parents

as "liked it", "0:K.", "waste of time." Those units rating the most positi e responses
teachers,'

those with pupil involvement or participation of some type. Thos activities
which were quiescent or audience type received the fewest positive responses.

. .

In this program the district's instructional goals were used as references from which mole

specific gifted program objectives were developed. The local school selected 4-5 program

objectives and translated these into learner objectives. Specific learner objectives were
written to tell what learning would take place, it what level it would occur, and under what



conditions it would take place. The activities were the tasks the children performed in
order to acquire the learning stated in the objective and were defined In writing. An
explanation of the ways that the activity was quilltatively different from that of the
regular school program also was stated In the written plan..

With objectives written behaviorally, methods of evaluation were easily developed by site
personnel. Criteria used to assess the program were set In advance. (This document
Includes sample of written plans.)

Werta, R., and Kester, D., The Design evaluation, and _educational 'program Ruda oi
d tr ct-w .. -12 u -u .1 ram. Rowlands Heights, Californias
Row rrn strict. 10,

"An educational program audit is a performance control process based upon external review
conducted by qualified outside consultants. it is designed to verify the results of the
evaluation of an educational program and to assess the appropriateness of evaluation
procedures used for determining the effectiveness of the operation and management of the
program." This reports on the procedures used to develop such an audit program. Such a
procedure separates the person responsible for the implementation of the program from its
evaluation. Personnel for the program audit were obtained from the Division of Program
Evaluation, Research and Pupil Services of the Los Angeles County Superintendent of
Schools Office.
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Since the formal inception of programs for the education.of gifted
children in American schools, minorities - especially Blacia, - have
been minimally represented. Despite the signal efforts o researchers
and writers such as Dr. W. E. B. Dubois, Dr. Martin E. Jenkins t and
Dr. Horace Mann Bond, the recognition that Blacks are capable of the
level of achievement generally required to participate 4n' gifted
programs has been infrequently acknowledged. Yet there is glaring
evidence, as exemplified by the vast number of adult achievers that
many gifted black children and youth do indeed exist.

What, then, are the problems? If there are, indeed, black children
with gifted potential why are we not finding them? Why do they appear
so difficult to find?

Three difficulties immediately come to mind. The first can be
attributed to the longitudinal study by Lewis E. Terman that included
less than 1 percent of blackA, in its sample. This study also
contained strong negative assertions regarding the genetic inferiority
of Blacks and certain other minorities.

The genetic inferiority theme has appeared over the years in various
ways. So deeply imbedded is it that Clark'(19113) observed that

A major problem encountered,in providing for gifted students
among the disadvantaged (a frequently used euphemism for
Blacks) is the attitude shared by teachers and parents
alike, that giftedness could not exist in lower-class
(another frequently used label for Blacks) populations (p.

333).

The final difficulty is that the findings regarding black giftedness
as reported by researchers and writers such as DuBois, Jenkins. and
Bond'has largely been ignored by writers and resew hers. The purpose
of this paper is to discuss ways of increasing mi ority representation
in gifted programs' by 'suggesting ways to eradi ate these and other
difficulties.

Approaches that Won't Wor

Over the. years Various approathet have been suggested to solve the
problem ofkminority representation; in gifted OrograMs. Examples of
some of these ,suggestions and brief-reasons why they won't work
follow.. Fuller. discussions of these approaches will be included in
later sections of this paper.

Using language,or procedures that imply, a lowering of the standards
used to admit "other" potentially gifted: students is not the answer.
Though' it is often reported that minority students, especial/1y Blacks,
score lower on standardized tests than their nonminority counterparts,
an Arbitrary adding of points to make up the'deficit is not the
answer:. This approach ,would,. at best, symbolize an artificial
solution to complicated psychometric problems that may be caused by
the inadequacies of-tests.



"Other'V shall be used to refer to those students admitted to gifted.

Programs using.- traditional procedunes (i.e., IQ scores, achievement

test scores, and teacher. recommendations) as infallible measures of

gifted potential'. In addition, the act, of "lowering standards°

creates more problem§ than it solves.
.

,-Adding a "talents". ,dimension to a state or a district's- definition. of;-

who will be served only sidesteps issues' and perpetuates the notion of

minority inferibrity. This approach ,not only implies that minority

children are not gifted academically but it also demeans the efforts

that should be made to identify. :children areas other than those

presumed to be measured by intelligence test

For example, the recent National Report on Identification (Richert,

and McOonnel, 1982) concluded that

. !gifted' wag tatan to apply only ".to,,,;the first

category of general intellectual ability (in the 1971 U. S.

Office of Education Report) and italente,E1' erroneously to

refer to the other, implicitly less able, T'second class' or

not quite 'gifted students.'" (p. 115)

Using preParatory programs to try and bring minority students 'Am to

the IQ cut-off 'score set for admission to gifted programs is also not

the answer. Besides the fact that these efforts usually don't work,

they don't respond to the real problem of the inadequacy of. the IQ as

Ws single determiner of gifted potential. Efforts,-,suCh as this also-

further indicate to minority students that "something is wrong with

them."

, Using language that suggestt ,.that minority :children should be

identified according. to .abilities valued'. and emphasized by "their,

Culture" is an example of another. approach7tpat doesn't work. -Gifted

children are _said to be.those that. have capabilities that 'far exceed

,the-,;taverage, In addition,. since it IS expected that they are more

likely. to assume adult: leadership they must be .,prepared:.t0

participa 1n .world `:affairs that transcend boundaries of ethnic .group.

or,rac.r ,Aentifying minority children ,,,acCording to cultural : values,,

immedia i4..serves to .liMit their potential to develop the ;broader,'

skills 'o eadership required outside of anyone cultUral group.

,These sand other such approaches generally won't wor

.
represent. temporary 'panaceas to", parts of the. problem,

that is 'destined to work- should 'be true to two-, fundam

undergirding. programs for I the gifted:* .11I The efforts
locating those children who., have the 'potential -to .excel

end of an ability continuum and (2) Gifted children can
in all groups within our society.

ause they
approach
premises

e ai ed at
at th .upper
be identified



Relevant Traits of Gifted Minority Children

A fairly standard practice in the screening and selection process for
gifted programs is to ask teachers to nominate stUdents whom they feel
belong. Teachers are usually supplied with 'a list of characteristics
in the form of a rating scale to = aid them in ,the evaluation of
potential candidates. Many lists have been developed, some based on
research and some on observation. Terman's logitudinal study of
gifted children is the genesis of many of the items on rating scales.
Because minority children were not appreciably included in the
devising of these rating scales, it can be said that they do not
provide descriptors of giftedness among minority groups.

What, then, are the traits that distinguish the minority gifted child?
In order to answei4, this question some researchers have identified
areas of strengths 43mong the disadvantaged. For example, by using an
abbreviated version of the Stanford-Binet, Bruch (1971) identified the
following areas of strengths of the disadvantaged: visual and
auditory figural content (e.g.,. art and music); memory; convergent
production in practical problem-solving- situations;- awareness of
details in descriptions; fluency of ideas; spontaneous categorization
and classification of spacial items; and awareness of natural
relationships or s'ystems.

(f-

Torrance° (1969, p. 75) believed that there were certain creative
strengths among the disadvantaged. He has identified a list of
creative positives he feels are indicative of the talent among the
disadvantaged. Included area traits such as high nonverbal fluency
and 'originality;, high creative productivity in small groups; adept in
visual art activities; highly creative in movement, dance, and other
physical activities; highly motivated by games, music, sport, humor,
and concrete objects; and language rich in ,imagery. In suggesting
that these traits be sought, Torrance was responding to his
delineatiOn of the basic issues that should determine how we seek the
disadvantaged gifted. These issues in the form of questions are

"Should, -we'' seek to identify and cUltivate those kinds of
talents 'that the dominant society values, or l)Ook for
talents' of the .type that are highly, valued in the particular
subculture? Are there important kinds of talents commonly
existent among disadvantaged subcultures?" (1969, p..73)

to diffeqntiate between lower and upper class ,gifted
ude ,rierson 11065) 'found, that they, differed in the quantity and

'quail -their' -reading, in their awareness of parental aspirations
for college ,at,tendabce in their' osit.ive attitudes toward school, and
in the preference for schod;I-,:ports. However, Frierson also found
that lOer class's d in a special program based on their
gifted ass by rthe, isecond Ar, differed markedly in 'achievement,
attit es, aspirations. fraw, ot ort lower class gifted' children by the
time,,they reached thea upper' grides.

Sick (1973) stated' that the most serious deficiencies of the
isadvantaged 'gifted are relted to their cognitive functioning. For
example, they lack the ability to observe and state' sequences of



events, to perceive cause and effect relationships, eneto categorize.

She also feels that they possess deficiencies in language skills

(eig., limited vocabularies and nonstandard grammar), and reading.

Riessman's report on the culturally different child (1962) described

their differences in learning style. He concluded that they were

spatial - not temporal; physical not aural; content centered - not

form centered; inductive - not deductive.

The above findings typical of the literature descriptions of the t

disadvantaged children. Clark (1983) concluded that it would be

difficult to plan foe characteristically gifted children when

disadvantaged children are also in the program. She -also concluded

that such

"deficits may result in classroom behavior we seldom

associate with gifted students: negative attitudes toward
school, toward teachers, and toward their own achievement;

inability') to focus on long-term goals; and the use of

violence in resolving problems" (p. 335).

. Such descriptions of the disadvantaged make the identification of the

"disadvantaged gifted" very complex. Yet identify them We must!

N; long as we View,minority students as a monolithic smbpopulation the

problem of locating minority gifted children ,will continue to be

complex. Frasier (1980) suggested that one way to simplify the

problem is to classify the students in minority populations so that a

more focused iearch can occur. As long as, minority populations are

considered as an homogenous, group, inapPropriate procedures will

continue to be applied. She offered the following categories:

Student A

This culturally diverte gifted studdnt'comes from a:middle::

Oats horne'where the Ltarents:are well educated and hold high

educational aspirations "fOrtheir- children. Students of.

this type have attended good schools where they Were:
superior academic performers.. They are mature, well,

adjusted, and goal oriented. They also have confidencethat:
they can accomplish their goals.

Student B

This student comes from a Tower class but' well organized

home. °Despite socioeconomic handicaps, the parents hold

high aspirations for their children to achieve academically
and occupationally. Parents are active encouragers and

reinforcers ofreducational pursuitS. _Sacrifices are made in

order tkat their' children may have ,certain educational

opportunities. Students of this type have high aspirations,
and are usually'confident that they can achieve their goals.

50



Student C

This student comes from a working "class home. .The parent
express a deiire for 'their children to Obtain an education
though they may lack the skills to assist them. Adhievers
from this type of environment are usually well cared for and
have a positive self image. 'They are 'confident that they
can achieve, although their aspirations may be somewhat
narrow.

Student Di

This student- comes from the kind ,of lower . class home
typically described in research literature. The parents.
have little education; the father. is .UsUally _absent; the
mother usual ly- works at a low., level job; and there are oftem
a large'nUmber of siblings.

There is a liMited. educatiOnal tradition in, the hOme, and
the clay-to.Aay -preoccupation with survival. tends ..to divert
attention away from planning for the future.

Implications

Culturally diverse gifted students like Student .A should have very
little difficulty fitting into traditional programs for the gifted.
Their abilities and experiences wilt be very much like those of other
high achievers who come from similar backgrounds, regardless of race
or ethnic group.

The motivation to excel is a typical characteristic of Students B and
C. The achievement of both is above average, with Student B possibly
achieving at levels closer to Student A. Both of these students may
face problems if teachers base expectations for; their performance on
assumptions they make about low socioeconomic environment. It is most
important that they be .given opportunities to demonstrate their true
abilities to perform.

The attitude of Student C will be an important factor to consider when
implementing gifted programs. The level of motivation exhibited by
students of this type will depend upon the degree to which the
educational environment is perceived to be responsive to their efforts
to perform according to their capabilities.

Students of this type described as Student D present the greatest
challenge. Greater efforts will, have to be expended to provide new
and broader_ experiences for them.- Many opportinities will need' to be
provided through which theirs ability to achieve is encouraged and
supported (pp. 59-60).

Another .approadh AS to conOdethe findings of studies. that' have
focused On .minority ..9roupt, to determine. CharacteriStics of achievers
rather than 'ctinUe.' to modify, :ada0t, or adopt traits of nonminority
groUps. There hlye been' only -a few, studies of Findings:
from only one are' cited .here.



In 1970 Glaser and Ross conducted a udy concerned 'with jidico6stul

persons. from seriously diSadvantageelm0Orounds.- From Thiteary°--anth
.

survey analysiS,they'identified fourteen traitS that can: beHused,to

distinguish disadvantaged achievei's frog'inobachAeverS.. s:These traits

are 1is4d below:.

IDENTITY: Having'a strong sense of self,4V1d. and worth,
..,:.

ALIENATION: Experiencing some degree of detachment from th41 cObfines

of their immediate environment.

FREEDOM FROM CONDITIONING: Exhibiting a kind of 'freedom from routine'
brainwashing normally,succumbed to by others (i.e., escape-from those

routines of thinking, and acting' that produce a sense of guilt,

inferiority,-limited perspective, absence of hope and the like).

PHYSICAL REMOVAL: Exhibiting the ability to break dependency ties
with, social norm pressures.

LUCK: Exhibiting the ability to benefit from occurrences which help
them to find constructive outlets and relationships.

SUPPORTIVE, INSPIRING RELATIONSHIPS: Receiving assistance from

special people who believe in them, guide them, and stand for a new

set of strards.

IDENTIFICATION MODELS: Identifying with "folk heroes" and even

ordinary people who symbolize identities other than disadvantaged.

QUESTIONING ORIENTATION: Asking at critical points' ink formative

years, such as "Who am I?" or "Where am I going?"

AWARENESS OF ALTERNATIVE PATHS: . Discovering that there are other

routes than being a. slave or hustler. Such goals as self-

determination, money, creativity, or status become attractive to them.

Actions such as hard work or studying become seen as steps that pay
off.

NEW PERCEPTION OF SELF: Sees himself as someone not locked into one
fixed negative or limited identity; envisions self as having potential
for being a person different from what he is now.

EXISTENTIAL CRISIS: bramatic encounter of clear-cut choices and new

ways. Confronted a crisis head-on and resolved through a higher .form

of self and world affirmation. ,

RISK-TAKING CAPACITY: Being willing to endure the anxiety; suspense,

disappointment and humiliation of experimenting with new behiviors.

CHANNELING OF RAGE: earning to direct the rage over being

disadVantaged into str '40=actions effectively designed. to fight

one's way out of the,, etto; avoids burying one's anger beneath
defenses of passivity arid' self-deprecation, or firing it out, at the
world impulsively in ways: that provoke punishment.



REWARDS F,OR CHANGE: Receive support and acceptance for new behavior
and.-identity from key individuals, new peer groups or internalized
images.

Fi ly, Hirsch and Costello (1970) conducted an imPOrtant s u Y
explore the spectrum of personalitY dimensions in a grouP of ,black
innercity, children, to relate the obterved personality characteeistics
to academic performance in fifth grade, and to compare achievers and
underachievers -- boys and girls - in the black lower-class group."
(p. 81). A .significapt departure froth 'most studies was that Hirsch
and Costello comparedRthe children with their., peers rather than with
white middle - class agemates. Findings pertinent to locating
potentially gifted minority students follow.

Language development. There was no difference in language dpelopment
as evidenced by quality of speech and syntax among achievers -and

, underachievers. However, among, achieving boys especially, it was
noted that "their speech was not nearly so outstanding as their

ability to use language as a tool in problem,solving" (p. 82).

There was no special difference between achievers and underachievers
in relationship to cbgnitive development as, manifested in visual

Perception, auditory discrimination, awareness of time and space, and
understanding of logical relationships. But achievers tended to be
better organized 'in theff-approach to learning tasks.

Even though they were responsive to external rewards, achievers

exhibited an internal locus of control. They derived great

satisfaction from reaching internalized goals. Achieving girls were
more motivated by external approval.

r.- Not only did achievers of both sex have a solid definition of

themselves, and evaluatedl themselves positively, but they also
demonstrated a high de ree of =interp'erson'al skills. Achievers also
gave evidence of inte se relationships with caretaking figures
(usually their parents). These . significant others defined the
children as "special" and they were likely 'to be more consistent and
supportive. The achieve s also viewed' these significant others as
being competent. It was interesting that' achieving girls also
identified with competent- (usually professional) women outside of: the
family.

Achieving minority boys and girls demonstrated a greater capacity for
individual initiative, for setting reasonable goals, and for following
through to completion. They were more adequate in most areas of
personality functioning and scored higher on a rating of overall
.mental health.

A most surprising finding related to their fear of failure. .Whereas

underachievers were immobilized by failure achi evers were often
sttthdlated to greater effort and subsequent success. This is contrary
to/ the reported reaction to fear of failure among nonminority

students.

Though the studies dealing with achievers among minority groups are
litited, these exemplary studies at least suggest a more culture-

d,

.
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specific approach. The develoPmentt of rating scale items based on

literary and research findings such as these should allow us to make

more accurate observations.

In the 1971 O.S.O.E. Report the problems of identifying the gifted

from minorities and diverging cultures is described as being

complicated by, assumptions that talents cannot be found as abundantly

in-certain groups as in others - with the emphasis heavily,in favor of

the affluent. The report further suggested that these assumptions may

have influenced meager search and-identification among other groups.

While an exact cause for these assumptions cannot be stated, a

positive relationship between status and achievement expectations has

often been reported.

Gifted children are often described as coming from high socioeconomic

groups with well- ed,cated parents who provide 'a stimulating and sup-

portive home environment.' Books and educational toys are abundantly

available and trips to museums and other educational activities are

frequent. Overall, the atmosphere in the home is said to be

intellectually stimulating and supportive.

Children. from homes that don't have these obvious advantages are

usually felt to be less successful in school and are infrequently

thought of as candidates for gifted programs. Minority children,

especially Blacks, most often come from homes that don't have'these

advantages because their parents are most often involved in lower

social and economic occupations. Comparatively,' minority group

Parents tend also to be lower than nonminority groups in educational

attainments. ,

The results are that "researchers and scholars attribute much of the

underachievement of low-income black students to their

'characteristics'. . . these 'characteristics' are traced to the

family background and to the general environment in which low-income

blacks are reared." (Hood, 1973, 312.)

The low socioeconomic status of minority students has been eav

emphasized as a variable affecting their ability to achieve.

Reissman's (1962) very Popular book on The Culturally Deprived Child

became a popular source of information on the low income child and has

done much to crystallize attitudes regarding the learning capacity of

these children. Teachers and other educators, thus, have been

indoctrinated in thinking that low-income, or minority children have

certain educational limits. It is no wonder that the assumption
persists that there are no gifted children among minority populations.

The following discussion presentssome relevant research regarding the

effects of the home environment on achievement especially as it

relates to minorities. A reeducation of teachers and others regarding
'findings such as these would be invaluable in removing their focus

from irrelevant social status factors that hinderthe,identification

of minority gifted students. It should also retard the efforts to

only, look at "talent categories" as the only area where minority
children with potential can be found.

The oft reached conclusion is that the lower socioeconomic status of

minority, children which results in' disadvantaged ',environments obscures



the discovery of gifted children. But, have we considered the

appropriate home variable to reach this conclusion of cause which
would, thus, effect our ability to find gifted children among minority

'''group chjldren and Youth? I think not.

As Frierson (1965) has Pointed out "the more widely accepted thesis,
based upon research evidence, is that low status obscures ability and
prevents the full development Of Much Potential. Gallagher (1975)
exemplified suPport of this thesis when he stated that

The hard facts are that unfavorable environment and

circumstances do not p ide for the linguistic development
necessary for success n a Complex culture whose very nature
is built around verbal and linguistic systems (p. 374).

Kellaghan (1977), however, pointed out what may be an important

fallacy in this conclusion. He suggested that:

". . . most studies . . . used social status variables (such

as parental gccupation or education) as measures of the
home. However, we cannot expect such measures Ito throw much
light on the processes that may be involved i interactions

between behavioral and environmental facts."

Further, Gordon and Wilkerson (1966) also felt that too much emphasis
on social status_variables cause us to overlook that while adverse

conditions of life do not facilitate academic' achievement, there is no
evidence that such conditions preclude academic success. Finally, an

anecdotal observation reported by Poindexter (1973) in his

autobiography suggests that social status variables do not provide the
complete picture. He stated that:

"Hereditary and cultural environmental factors of this

family would promptmany a predictionist to forecast a dim
future in academic performances and accomplishments for this
family, of children. According to the laws of averages they
were right, but unexplained tenacity and motivations may and
often do defy these types of predictions (p. 3)."

Kellaghan (1977) :reported that a number of investigators have argued
that there should be more attempts to describe the forces and factors
in the home which surround and impinge On the child. A comprehensive
national study (Plowden, 1967) exemplifies s an effort when it was

concluded that "economic level ,.and socia class are much less

important than aspects of parental attitude attitude to education,
and attitude to books and reading, as dater of the achievement.,

and educationar progress of primary schOoltiiildren" (p. 382). The
Plowden Report also noted that, "literateltromes with good parental
attitude toward school may be found in the slums as well as in the

suburbs" (p. 382)w

Kellaghan (1977) concluded from study of the home environment
"that when a measure of ho 'proc sses rather than of social class is

used, considerable, variatio Is'fbu d'to exist in the homes of a group
of pupils that can be grossly define as disadvantaged."0



Kellaghan used six environmental process variables to assess the homes

of his disadvantaged subjects: achievement press - parental

aspirations for the education of the ,child;* language model - quality

of language usage of parents (e.g., pronunciation, vocabulary);

academic guidance - extent of general supervision and suggestions

regarding school work; family activeness - variety, frequency, and

educational value of the acitivities of the family; intellectuality of

the home - variety and thought-provoking elements in toys and games

available to the child; and work habits of the family - degree of
structure and routine in hbme management.

1Kellaghan's approach finds much support in studies that have attempted

to describe the home environment of minority achievers. Analysis of

these findings suggest ways in which the number of minority children

recommended for participation in 'gifted programs can be increased.

These studies also ,suggest information that should be presented in

inservice and, preservice, training programs "-to teachers and other

educational offici4ls who must nominate minority children for gifted

programs. It is through this process that we can,change the'attitude

of educators regarding minority children and gifted programs.

Coleman (1969a. 1969b), in his studies of disadvantaged children who

are successful in school, reported that "school success and dropout

are not class phenomena but rather are contingent upon' certain

parental school-reinforcement behaviors" (1969a, p. 95). He described

the home environment as follows:

There exists in this 'home a feeling of mutual respect

between the parent and the child . . . a positive atmosphere

prevails . . . characterized by helpfulness, stimulation,

reward and freedom together with parental concern and

guidance for the child. Parental assistance is always

available but is given only when required. Stimulation is

present in the form of overt encouragement on the part of
the parents for the child to do well in School, to read, to

have hobbies and to make friends. Stimulation is -also

provided by way of conversations between the parents and the

child. Parents of successful children reward their children
for accomplishments and usually the reward is ,praise:-- The

chin is allowed a good deal of freedom in managing ibis own

affairs, in his conversation with his parents and with

regard to the points of view hethooses to defend and to
maintain: The parents exhibit concern for their child by
being interested and involved in his immediate life, by

requiring that he meet certain obligations to them, such as
keeping them informed of his whereabouts and of his out-of-

-school activities,' and by insisting on a certain standard of

behavior. Punishments . . . are not of a physical nature
and do not Mange the prevailing positive 'atmosphere of the

home or tile feelingo of mutual respect which has been

generated between the child and his parents (1969b, pp. 302-

303).

Shade (1978) suggested that "the real difference between achievers And

non-achievers is not the :occupation and income of the family, but the
difference in the family perceptions of the world" (p. 82).. Slaughter
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(1959) found that families of achieving Black children maintained a
quality of communication that tends to stimulate the problen
solving ability, independenceand productivity.

Providing conditions that facilitate the development:of intellectual
ability is more difficult for many. minority parerits because. of, their
low socioeconomic:- status but it is not impossible.: The ',.search for

gifted children. *Mang' 'minority. grUups. must transcend. the barriers.
implied by what ',appears to be `,a. poor and therefore, unsUpportive,
unstimulatirig and anti - intellectual environment.
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Tests and Minority Group Students

Mak&A1983):tas Oerhap$ best described the problems associated with
tests andMinority gifted:Students when she stated that '

,

"It is difficult 4 4:to juStifyiincluding'inlhe'proOtam a
.Studettl- 4/hOse .,scores
-IdentificatiOn'are:10Werjhan:Itie 'sCOreS;of::ChildrenivhoAci

not "make i At"nto the--prograM:f*It.tlto for
Many individuals to:justifythe-use of, different test's to
identify children-10m different groups, even thOugh these
tests-have been Shown' be more appropriate (p. 317)4."

How, then,'do we find gifted children among minority groUp populations
when state and school districts use cut =off scores for gifted programs
somewhere in the 130 range And When it. has been:well documented that
minority group children, especially Blacks, score on. the average 15
points below most.groups. Attempts to answer this qUestion have been

Offered by a few researchers. For example, Bruah (1971) has suggested

the use of the Abbreviated Binet for Disadvantaged (ABDA). This
invOlves a special scoring procedure..,of items on the Binet that,she
has dbtermined represent strengths of the disadvantaged.

The' System of Multiculture Assessment (SOMPA) by Mercer and Lewis
(1978) has been suggested as a way to assess disadvantaged students by
comparing-their behavior to those in the social system -to which they
belong. Jhen there is the Baldwin Matrix (BIM)-:16 which information

from a variety of sources is weighted to *rive as an overall

:evaluation. .

This has not been nor was it intended to be an exhaustive review of
assessment procedures suggested to locate the gifted in minority

groups. Rather, the attempt was to sample some of the measures that
- various researchers have developed. The remainder of this section
shall be a discussion of promising procedures and instruments not
heretofore considered.

Using traditional measures. From 1934 to 1950 Jenkins conducted a
studyto locate superior Negro children. His studies were,, in a sense

a replication Of the Terman study. The methods that he used
demonstrated that traditional measures can be used to locate superior
Negroes. A brief review of his method 'follows:

A systematic search for superior Negro children in grades 3
to .8 of seven public schools in Chicago was conducted by
Witty and Jenkins. The method of selection was-tsimilar to
that used by Terman. That is, classroom teachers nominated
the following children: (1) the child thought most

intelligent, (2) the, child doing the best class work, and

(3) children one or more half-years under' age for their
grades. The McCall Multi-Mental Scale was administered to
all 'of the nominees, and the Stanford-Binet was given to'
every child with an IQ of 12d or more on the McCall Scale.
The New Stanford Achievement Test, Form W, ,was given to the
26 gifted children. The mean Binet IQ was 148.9. The
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averageoupil demonstrated subject matter mastery 1.4 grades

above the norm for children of his/her chronological age.

The highest subject quotients were in language usage (146.6)

and-in reading (143.8). The lowest was in arithmetic compu-

tation (126.5). Among the conclusions reached by this study

were the following: (1) Gifted Negro children may be found

with 'about equal frequency at :every; grade arid a9e leVel in
the elementarY school; (2) the educational achievement _cif

gifted Negro children was not consonant with expectations

based upon mental tests; and (3) the children demonstrgted
greatest educational superiority in those highly "verbal"

subjects which appear not to depend !greatly on school

experience (1934, pp. 586, 594-595).

Fitz-Gibbon (1975) reported on a procedure to identify the top 2
percent in ability among eighth graders in an inner citykschool. A

combination of the California Test of Mental Maturity, The Ravens

Standard Progressive Matrices, the California Achiemement Test, and

teacher nominations were used for screening. Selection was based on

results form the Ravens Advanced Progressive Matrice and the WISC-R.

These two examples illustrate that through the appropriate use of

multiple criteria, gifted minority children can be located using

'traditional measures.

Measurement of learning_ potential. "Potential" means possible as

opposed to actual;,capable of coming into being or action. As I use

learning potential to refer to minority. students, I mean those

students who have the capability of performing at above-average levels

if they'are appropriately identified. The earlier this identification

occurs the better.

There is ample research to document that

. . . left to the educational *opportunities available at

existing schools in lo#er class.areas, data shows that the
longer the-children arein these schools, the further behind

they become in achievement. Substandard performance is

expected. Even if disadvantaged students begin school with

relatively few problems, and their reading achievement is at

grade level in the early grades, these students fall

increasingly behind national reading norms. Although

arithmetic achievement stays close to national norms, these

scores also fall as the student moves through the school

system. Intelligence tests scores go down in proportion tO
time spent in school" (Clark, 1983-, p. 333).

It has been pointed out that preoccupation with the'"adverse" social

and economic conditions of minority children impedes the

identification of minority children with above-average potential.

Also it is interesting to note that Henderson & Lang (1971), Sullivan

(1973), Rubovits & Miehr (1973) and Shade (1978) have all observed

that Black achievers tend to induce negative, reactions from their

teachers.. Black gifted achievers receive' less attention, are least

praised, and most critized' in a classroom, even when compared to their

nongifted Black counterparts. These reports may ,help to explain why



potentially gifted minority students are not nominated for

participation in gifted programs..

There are methods that can be used to, determine the potential for

above-average performance among minority group students. One:Method

involves the use.of standardized_ test data. It is a twosterYprocess.

First, examine #g qUestions students:answered correCtlYj'ecaute they

should have *n : Oppsed toitW:Material through the curriculum.

SecOndevalUatetheAuettiOnSStudentsansWer correctly that

be-attribbted .:to exposure throOgh the schoOlrs curriculum, . This

examination will provide an assessment of the student's ability to.

exceed fact acquisition. It will also give information regardingthe

student's ;ability, to reason.-

The California Environmentally Based Screen (Stallings,' 1972) has

developed an environmentally based .screen that uses information from

the child's immediate environment to test his/her abilities to reason,

to remember, and to create. It involves the use of stimuli from the

student's familiar' environment.? In the paraphrased .Words of Plato,

"those who are not deceived have a vein of gold." It is that vein

that can be tapped using eavironmental'stimull.

By' using .certain sections of the K-ABC, a promising new assessment

tool, we can begin to assess fluid intelligence. Particularly

promising are the mental proces g posite, the' simultaneous

processing scale and the sequential proces ng scalp.

Instruments like the Test of Logical Thinking (TOLT) are:also useful

to determine capacity to perform. The following logical thinking

skills are measured by the TOLT: combinatorial, propositional,

proportional, controlling variables and correlational.

Achieyin9 minority boys and girls demonstrated a greater capacity for

individual intiative, for setting reasonable goals, and.for follOwing

thrgugh to completion. They were more adequate in MOO, areas of

'personality functioning .and,- scored higher on a rating -'of overall

mental. healM

A most surprising finding related to.their fear of failure. Whereas

underachievers were immobilized by failure, achiever$ were often

stimulated to greater effort and subsequent success. This'is contrary

to' the reported reaction to fear of failure among nonminority

students.

Though the studies dealing with aAievers among minority groups are

limited, these ex liplary studies at least suggest a more culture-'

specific approach. The development of rating scale items based on
literary arid research findings such as these should allow us to make

more accurate observations.
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.A NONBIASED ASSESSMENT PROFILE'

Thus:far, this ditcussion has pointed, to approaches .that won't work,

ability -;to identify those al,. delineated
described relevant: traits of minority children enhance. our.' ,

characteristida-Of environments that' support I Of1HOOfrOf9
_

and given examples of :-assesSmen.V:instruments::'aq, pro urettkpit

be ',used with minority children. :A large task. hoWeVer,:i*IttfiL
do you integrate this diverse information into the'teaditiOnal pro ss

(i.e., intelligence. test score,_ achievement test scores. and teacher
recommendation) used to certify children for participation -in programs

for the gifted? It As my contention: that the integration of this .new

data is not the answer: Rather, the answer is to develop a profile
that can truly demonstrate our use of multiple criteria in making

placement dectsiont.

Frasier (1983) has presented a nonbiased assessment profile that
allows for the interpretation of data from multiple sources. Data

from learning potent i al measures, cognitive .measures, creative

measures, psychosocial measures, and measures of motivation are

displayed on a profile chart. The data collecting instruments are

quantitative and nonquantitative. A scale at the top allows for
approfriate interpretations .according to the evaluation method used.

The profile provides a collective picture of , all relevant data on a

student. Instead of making a linear decision as has been done in the
past, a decision can now be considered on the basis of multiple data.

The profile is so designed that screening as well as identification

decisions are made on the basis of multiple criteria.

The profile has the added advantage of providing waysto make more
accurate conclusions regarding instructional and counseling needs. By

superimposing the initial identification profile over another profile

developed at formative and summative points, student progress and

program success can also be measured.
0

1For further information contact: Dr. Mary 1'4. Frasier,

Department of Educational Psychology, 325 Aderhold Hall, University of

Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 30602, (404) 542-4110.
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History will Undoubtedly .hote that the 1980' "s were ,niarked;,!:,
reviews of American education and a barrage iof demands
SchOols are .being challenged to provide greater excel le Ce4p;;:ife4c9!19'
that will .result in higher student achievement. Atco paiVing a Oen-
er41 desire for excel lence in 'our. society and its . schools has been-a,

, growing awarenes,s .;th, `0''; need to do more to challenge: and develop . "the`
full potential ot,StUdeqs with special. talent or lift .for learning
and creative prodUcti

*-4

f.

. .

Gifted ,ed4Cati hafj *come a foCal's:poiht of study'. scussi on, ,if
not an agenda .tp.riOrIty, in many state dePartments of education and
local school systemt. eve that:. this attention to the needS'Of
intellectually gifted ,'stu dents -and. efforts to :improve their; educa-J
ti Onal Vrograms can de ,the sttpulus and leadership necessary to'
accomplish ignifi daht.- improvements i Curriculum and AnstruCtiori for
al l .childr n,;.,-HoWeverVttleTgreareit potential gains from attention to
gifted, ed'u attOn,,Wi be lost if s ()oh do not include` n the

r.tion .seroed... thOge stUdepts'.:who . ye :,demons trated their superior
ab cities can(istehtly'qfhigh .deniic achievement but have evidenced
exceptional:' potential; he ..isCh OlS,41 expect : to be most ,"successful in
their responte to de d for-,! e?iee 1 leh4t,ind ihigher student acifi eve-
meht will be those dud on. developing the poten,-;
tea .r learning'. I* d nts;111).7:Search continuously for 'special. os,
gi t's in ldren; and': :nUrttire :gifted perfbrmance in studehts

V.I high7

he purpose.

Otenti al ,as<1,e rh:

't1) to: de educational leaders in the
tat* Flot 1,nform on : about gifted ',underachi evert

th chal 'e 4.-;wtue opportunity to 4 provide leader-.
demepstrati it't and develop- exceptional academicI'?

in .Stud,ents::,w thr cor of. "average or,-below average per-
p b

tent
formance. The 'con nt41. of . the ,ipaper will i clude , sections on
(a) definitibi) of term , (b) identification of gifted Under-
chitOrs ' ,)fl causes f . under., li, evemerit. that suggest methods

preventi reyersa an d) pi-ogl- thg, options for UAGs.
_i -. 4

1 ) E P14 1149 THE TER'
o 9, ,.

"9 4.) , - ,,-- .. e 4 4 r

RaPer I I will ,offer. co s. ,P.S.imtrie`-'.9et accurate. defini- .

. , -.
,:faci 1 i tate :the , disels ery of: UAGIP.,, First,- to .identify
1 e0.yers ad?riel must hal) an . accurate' ,Conftpt i P., Ql.. 4i f d-
.. 'reto tie: itilleVert- om.,pattetits;' 'COP.% '..,-7,, (nent.

,-.., of , d11972 F .. definition of ,"gi, ',--1' t laded
demohstr to ibi l ity, there h ---e-heek : g r O +no,

ce 'of thea fact that ,giftedness it quality t t
apayt _froM, e)cCept i °nil acconffill s hm t ; ', eiolfeCi ally

vert, schoOls, design G/T prog imS first -for
,` Ofted '.br academically talented who are high

:Jr- f er eleM tary grafts. , A precise deffnition of
Aesi" "is ° , he 'possession of exceptidnal poteht100 e ' 1

i tellecttral o cognitive--taskAo which .inc' undeir'
., ch-ild is -gifte cress 41ay. be -ft one focused area of
ognitive Processing, 'or in many areas and mental

":

sr,

'tort
tio 411k,t).
g grad
ness,.
Since wpr,
otentl . as a

aware s and' ac_cej3ta"
exit ; prior to7a
inn ldren. Ho

ifthe rntel lecttta
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processes. few mentally gifted stud
:excelling in all ,Subjects and on all

Ttio

e 'the. capability of truly
academic tasks.

.,,Undei7adhievement .can be \simplYdefi cadenitc /performance that .1t
Orificantly;,:loWer than', predicted based;--on some'. substantive.. evidence:

;,:Test 'scores anO''Ski II ed teacher'..Observations
06tti;oftett.,prOVide: the basis for judgt the 141s'Crepancy.)4

,1.$ a the ..dtStrepa preOsely 'measured,. h

..degree of,. significance statistiCally teited,: it is both prac-
ticiltHand reasonable. assume there is a range of mild' to severe

s,unde4achievement and Olie:need.l'not*quantify: or statistically:test the
Ldegree:,, of, significance design and .provide approPriate educational
interventioni., Such obstacles to identification generally occur to
limit ptogram access i bi 1 ity to numbers . manageable. . with funds.
available. AIL underachievers deserveAttention to their needi and
,appropriate. seRicestprogramning.

DPerationally,: a gifted underachiever who has evidenced excep-
ttonally high potential. 'for. learning and academic achieve0ont but is

:performing at a lower'level,,often "average or below.

IDENTIFYING GIFTED UNDERACHIEVERS

Common practices in the identificatfon of gifted students today
involve the use of standardized achievem and aptitude tests,
teacher recoinneklations, and grades. eon' chi evi ng gifte#- students
are easy to _recognize by their ,academ j p f ance. Underachievers
are easy. td miss, unless they'sperfo n standardized tests.

UAGs do '---not reveal ,their eteeption41 Ability on group-
dminTstered achiekement.,,or. aptitude ;tests; the individual* adminis-,

tterectsBinet; or ,W15F:. usually provides' the initial evidence of their'
giftedness UAGV,;',Wtio,,poisess exceptionally high aptitude irtyspecitic
areas,. such as math Ian science, Which are riot assessed errzthe,,.,Binet
or WISC, often 'At-e 'detec,ted;.through observation of their grvanced
'problem solving skills anework on special projects. Even the content
of standardized achlevement,. tests dbes not allow students to demon.;
strate their. exceptidnally 'high abilitiety

'v *4
DiscoVery 14 the-

a,
significant-numbers ofpmentall AglOed stuidents Who

have not been recognized and served . as foifted",has-,occurred over the .,
last two .decades because of three changes JO practices: (a) increased
use of tests and more sophisticatEt1 'assessment -procedures;
(b) increased teacher referral of students for t pedal ,edUcation
ices because, of learning or 'behavioral'', problems; and' (c) increased
effort to devel'op the potential of culturally different and minorit
chtldren. It has peen in the process .of assessing --or% working Wi
those ildisadvantaged" or "Problem" children that exceptionally gh

.

mental abilities--sometimed qyite ispeqific, soiietimes generalkave
been discovered during .. Ope-to-onet4 interaction between the
teacher examiner and., the pupil': Binet or WISC scores have ,revealed
exceptionally high -intelligence dome children referred for LD or BD
placement,,; particularly.

4
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As a result of these and the sharing of sull ,,,informatic
the profession has become sensitized to -Me fact that itlhats4ended
identify and -serve only a segment of 'the gifted poPulation,,"the hi
achievers. Some ,educators maintain that, it is ,apprOprlate only
serve those students who excel far beyond, the abi 1 itY Ail!' the regul
program, to accommodate. However,. the results .of the Cupertino pragr

emotional and behaviO at:-. problems::earlY in SChOol and fail to succe
(Whitmore, 1980).' (a,),. gifted , children who develops eVe

academically. ,are am ng,.:the ''MOS highly . gifted and creative, :a
(b) the . proVision of appropria, .,.. educational programming -revers
early patterns of school failureand results in 'patterns of hightnot
.Vation and..-achievement. There 1S.,.convincing evidence. that all ,--,you
Mentally gifted students want to excel ,. in 'learning, even in schoo
and that 'high achievement will result from providing appropilate pr
gramming. . The potential gains to school 'systems and society,Afigom pr
venting and reducing underachievement are obvious.'

In` order. to identify Intellectual'giftednest in students with avera
or lower performance, in the culturally -different, aiid 'in the hand
capPed, all teachers in the. system must, be sensitively searching f
!evidence of_ exceptional 'potential for.`:. learning and achievemen
Usually the individual psychological teS0j64 necessary for identific
Mon does not occur withouCjeacher r4e,teal. ..And, it is possib
that a ..'skilled. teacher may 'tap into a" chitlki,.po,tential-fbr exce
'tional aChievement in science and math tha CmaYsOlot:;even be evidenc
in the results of *a' test .battery. The rep terror of teache
in referrals for gifted programs bias, in . of a lack
training and, ccurate information about,'',s 40. that.'a
gifted ''students excel-- In Many.:',Itir al .,,.:..

.

, emotionally a

sociallx. more. m ture, are highly mott to School,School a
.:,, .

;';:;J,N,1,,-

unrecdgniZed... Tk.e,: v,a'

created stereotype
excel early: in r adi , se nd tifeit'4myths Ka

i 1.
i

3 :f 11
(IS anY. h gh.ly gifted itlidetIts., to

.

--oVer neralizati ons. of :lemon
research on high ac,bie 71'.-''' is d Profes3i on . , ''.:1..i,;:,,,.- ,
What.' character 1 sti es ctuat .giftedness in studen
who are not, high. ar..0 4. s.

u onus on those behaviors th
are ,relted to learning,. ectual /academic peiforrnanc
Intellectually gifted students can 'be diScriminated, from ntingifted
terms, of4haracterl ktics related to. their level of. cognitive 'develd

m met and the ualit .of tteir : . i a rocessi g or. -thought.. A-li
iirdtiscrimi.ila ing ' niellfgentppell. rs ' usually includesi:.: a):. co

. munication--the use -of )symbol 0 ems as 1 an uage; '.. (0). memoryf
facts and events; (c) the use quiredknoWl ge in pi4oblem solvi
and inquiry;. (d). skills of reaso' g -- analytic I :thinking;' synthesi
ing, inductive. and deducOv logic; -(e) flexibi 1 ity and_ . fluency.-
thou ht--ari ability 'to : ul ate . symbOls-kand? ideas, to.:.,,Jransf.

. . n ovation dross settin , to general ize. from ,s.peeif ics ,. tO':percei
relationthipt; arid" (f) the creative' production' of° new ideas' :image
objects. etc. .Gifted children, including -underaihieversanii:, t
handicaPped, can, te-:discrlininated. from nongifted students by the ea
and' speed with Whl,ch- they _acquire those intelligent behaviors and-

' the quality, as Well as quantity;. bf thOse. behaviors.- Except whe
handicaps or environmental foCtors I! inhitit .- development, gift

e ) -041.: F -

o
,
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children will be found to be accelerated in their development of those
abilities 'and the qualitY; complexity, and soOhisticatjon of; their
behavior will be noticeably superior to their agemates.

If one is looking for intellectual giftedness, one must avoid attend,'
ing to personality traits, social behavior, and emotional adjustment
characteristics and focus on cognitive processing: learning and
thinking. Traits such as high task commitment, initiative and inde-
pendence, leadership ability, and Self-disciplined behavior 'are not
reliable indicators of giftedness because theTh development is a func-
ti on of interactiOn between the chi 1 d' s -personal ity,. and needs and the
provisions of the environment. Most UAGs are not recognized 'as gifted %.
by teachers because of their failure to be,have "maturely," to appear
highly motivated, and to respond, positively to teacher direction or
influence. Similarly, young gifteci children sloly in acquiring reading,
skills or, motivation to read are not recognized *cause_ of _the expec-
tation that all mentally gifted children are qurck to learn to read
and to become eager readers.

Strategies' for identification begin with classroom teachers becoming
more ,skilled in teaching to stimulate and evoke the manifestation of
higher abilities in all areas of cognitive process ,
scientific reasoning, creptive thinking and % production,
critical/evaluative thinking, dtc. , It is obvious, that the identifica-
tion'. of UAGs -depends heily upon curricula and Instructionat *hods
that not only allow but 'encourage .childreri to reveal' their.exteptional
abilities., for thinking, learning, producing. , The' ,UAGs

will be impeded by textbook-workbook instructional modes; classrooms
without active inquiry and problem sop- 'and teacher; wh)) do not
engage students regularly in the s of icleas,creative and
critical. thinking, discussions and deba nitlibse situations, iden-

e..tification will ,depend, upon two other so es: parents and diagnostic'-

Parents can be ivaluable sources of information that lead ta;the
covery Of giftedness in underachievers. Reports by parents4 .of
advanced projects and interests purSlied at home abzei.p.important
indicator. Carefully structured .Parent ,questionnait404 -interviews
to provide: teachers; with inforMation- a6otit,the chilittaiout-of-schoolito
activities can'reveal interests and abilities that p,,rtVide.:!'olues to
the,, hild's-' giftedness., Certainly discrepancieS
schodl'-- performance on tasks involving intellectual abn Ity" ,n1

seriously e4lored.

T second source of information beyond teachers that can lead'"
entification of UAGs has been mentioneVearlier, sto.ecial education

assessment procedures There, is a critical need for sch41 Psychol-;
ogists and special educator'S'Ao become more inforMed about the i,nature
of intellectual giftedness 'and, about the characteristics' of ,.UAGs.
Often :_identification has' resulted from, the :sensitive perceptiOn of
exceptional intellectua1 potential in la, :child during testing by a
school psychologist. All school personnel need to be aware of the
reliable characteristics of giftedness, 'the interfering- stereotypes
that blind us to recognition of, giftedness in underachievers, and the

,



need to continually seek to "tap' into" the hidden potential of UAGs by
Providing opportunities for them to deVelop and manifest their special:.
abilities (Whitmore, 1982).

CAUSES OF UNDERACHIEVEMENT IN GIFTED STUDENTS

The ,CuMulative records of UAGs4and .the referral forms for PsYci*,;
logical assessment' typiCall3b are; .found". to deScribe the UAG student

.

lazy, doesn't ,try; assigned work is persistently tfe/kplete,
and what is done is often messy and careless; unmotiVated
and uncooperative; frequently disruPtive, aggressive or
withdrawn; perpetually "off-task," shows no power of concen-
tration during work periods.

Y. r
If a child has exceptional potentiartster.',1Mitning:. and has exhibited
early in life high levels of curiosity arialeiVes to know, understand;
and master knoWledge and skills, One; WOnders Why the child is
described by. the words ab0ve. Careful analysis of the individuals in
the Cupertino UAG .project revealed that the reported patterns of be-
havior were, the children's immature ways of coping with intense psy:-
chological Conflict ibitithe sChool experiencd. Their responses to the
Cupertino intervention program demonstrated that none of them wanted
to 'behave in ways leading to academic failure, teacher-criticism, and
peer ridicule or rejection.

What generated such conflict for these highly gifted children in
classrooms? It was the tremendous gap betWeen their levels of mental
ability. and actual performante,' between- their self-expectations and
their accomplishments, between their personal interests and the lod-
tent of '.the curriculum, and between- their educational needs And
instructionalself- concepts and self-esteem, which led to individual
patterns of withdrawal to avoid painful 'disappointment or aggressive
behavior to compensate and frantically assert *ohe's Worth. More.i;
moderately underachieving gifted students ,tend to .comply and conform,
working and interacting minimally, thus 4-never revealing the iritellet-
tua -potential',1hat would lead to higher expectations,;.- under-
achTeVefittleii,tendencies of gifted children to be perfectionistic,
Sel;f7Or:iticaland demanding, and -to.'e'be super-sensitive to others
produce g s of intense frustration, fear of failure and
rejection, and guilt over unmet expectations.

,-.-..- .

From another perspective, one might categorize UAGs according to the
prinkipal cause of the- failure to perform at a level closer to
his/ r ability. Four Classifications seem to include all UAGs:-

_Motivtional Problems- -conflict .between the child's personal
valuet, interests, and 1.needs add the school arriculuin; or a. gre-A 4,7 f'

4,1e occupatioh with other concerns, such as f,amily problems or social
isolation.

Lack of Environmental Nurturance of Intellectual Potential-:low
SES families that offer little exposure to bOoks advanced lan- -



guage, simulating !development of thinking skills; or culturally
differe backgrounds that do not italue academic achievement,
especia ly for.females.

Mild to Severe Handicaps; Developotental Delays, Poor Healthlow
energy , or inferfering hyperactivity; specific learnIng disabil
Wes or del,ayed perceptual-Motor skill development; specific
brain damage/cerebral dysfunctiok or neurological impairment;
hearing or vision impairment. 41

Specific or General Academic Skill. Deficits--difficulty writing
or reading; need to master, basic facts and skills (math,
spelling letters and sounds); lack of prerequisite learning,
e.'g., skills of composition.

Regardless of the categorical caul of the in'diVidual student's psy-
chological conflict that results 1 underachievement, the guidelines
for programming are the same.

PROGRAMMING OPTIONS.

In t past, UAGs have been regarded as emotionally disturbed or
posse ing psyChological or -personality. Problems. The common inter-
vention has been individual counsel int. provided usually during adole-
scence. -A mode successful aPproach 1 that of viewing the problem ,!and
need as,, .tundamentally educatiodal matters that can be effectiiVely.
resol4e4Yilthe -'Classroom,.," within e "normal" experience of thechild
There is no one way to meet the needs of UAGs programmatically,. but
there is only one way to begin. After identification, an analytiS
must be made of the dynamic interaction between the child's character-
istics and needs and the characteriStics and demands of the school
program. Then, one must design a program, 'Manipulating all available'
resourcet, to meet the child' s special needs and guide,;the development
of new achieveent-motivated behaviors. The program must address
three critical. needs of UAGs: (a) to grow in understanding them-
selves, the nature of their' giftedness and .their,:"Iiroblerqs"; (b) to
learn constructive Ways of 'Coping with inevitibte,nflict and frusT
tration;, and, (c) to develop: k healthie+, more realistic self-concept
and higher ,self*steem derived from realistic. expectations . and genuine
success. experiences; socially and academically.

There are five program components that .determine success in reversing
gatterns of unlierachievem t regardless of the program format.

1. k The Teacher(s) must ccept;- the facti that .the child is mentally
gifted, does not . want..., to underachieve or fail, haS
esteem, .and needs to develOp constructive coping Skills and self-
understanding. The teacher(s) 'must be skilled in !guidance tech-
niques, accurate in understanding .the nature ..of .giftedness, .`

positive in emotional' response 'to the, challenge 'of working w
the child. .

.
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The Curriculum must be . challenging', personally meaningful and

rewarding to the' AlAG child a high percentage of the One.' For

the. curriculum to :be appropriate,-)At must be balanced ..between
basic skill, developmentand the arts and sciences, infused 'with
career. exPlOration,.And .f development.. of personal interestS, and
designed for maximum challenge And SucCess

The Instruction )LmuSt, require minimal :memorization* and

drill /practice activity, and prOVide Max4010 opportunity for

inquiry,.- scientific investigdtion, and creative production.

Self- directed learning Activity snOuld be encouraged and student
self;disciPline niirtureiL The Tclimate created: by the instruc-
,tional' style, of tloe* teacher should be one of excitement, antic
ipation, personal satisfaction, and low pressure.

The Peer Group of classmates must include at least a few other
gifted -students, possibly other underachievers, who may become
special. friends. The group must be accepting of individua.lp

differences;diversity.

,SerOdes' Should' be' provided as needed; -for handicapping
conditions or remedial instruction, for gifted education, or for

- group counseling. In addition, supplementary "'psychological and
medical services, ofthn eei needed from the community, as may be

. family counseling.

Some keys to success can belidentified. Antervention wilt4m4more;
successful, in Tess time, the younger the student is. It fireitremelY
advantageous to begin -to identify and serve these children in the
primary grades. With 'everi` year of school, the child's attitudes and
behavior patterns become more deeply, set. One. must expect such change
to require substantial time, even in' the early: grades. The more com-

prehensive the aProach self-cOntained classroom), the more'

quickly change wiljl occur,,- 1.11ff continuity from year to year for, the

student will ensure lasting effects. , Another Icey to success is the
use of an inary of professionals working with the
parents for the benefit 'of the "'child. A wide 'range of expertise is
Sten :needed to help the child.

. Models' for delivery -of 'services are few: (a) the self- contained
Classroom for UAGs, (b) the resource room deliver., -of special services
with regular .classroom placement, and (c)-'an Igpapproach with all
services provided within the regular program. ''The self-Contained

classroom at' the primary level,:bAS been 100 perdeitt'successful; it was

not as successful (about 50 percetit) at the intermediate level. in.
Cupertino. Because of .t,he'-'relativeli-Arew- UAGs identified in Ostems,
most services have been delivered through resource' room support to
regular ;classrooms. In such4Cases -it is most important that the UAG
student .be allowed to receive.,40ecial services for his/her, giftedness

as well as for 4, handi cap Often UAGs, al ly LD/Gifted , are

deniOld .access to any special services because the 1,;Child's performance
is near 'grade- level, the effect of giftedness j'goiterating tile handicap.

The third model-;,_the IndiiAdUal Educati nalTlin, is .ohe in Which
specialists..asslst- the teachei-(s) with m ifigations in the regular



program, sometimes with, the child receiving additional instruction in

other classrooms for specific subjects. At the secondary level, most

prograMming is a homeroom or "core" period that provides for the
monitoring of student progress, group counseling, and. individual work

on remedial skill development.

It is my personal and profeWona;rbelief, that thePrOillorof-.4_,:,

challenging, rewarding currictilliim-deWered with theMotf,4044tYW
of instruction appropriate for gifted students will SiOtticantlY

reduce underachieving behayior in gifted students and benefit all

children in the classrOoMs.. In one sense, the problem is quite

simplistic, based on my experience. .HoweVer, the major obstacle is

the attitude of teachers, toward gifted Atudents'who,do not strive;

conform, and acquiesce. . . so ,we find theMoit severe underachievers
to be those who are most highly gifted and creative.

Reverstng patterns underachievement in ,gifted students requires

mostly commitmento'sensitive openness, flexibility, .patience, good

problem solving skills, and, instructional skills for gifted education.

Ignoring the. problem, or denying the' congibution of the .school to its

development, is counterproductive, and results in severe emotional and

behavioral problems in many gifted students mho could be high academic

achievers. In meeting the challenge' to nurture.the full development

of potential in all gifted students, I am'confident we. .an meet the

demands for excellence in our schools.
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Different countries and societies vary in their attitude ,toward
constitutes excellence. As a'result, the institutional arrangements made to-
develop excellence and to nurture talent,are equally varied.' This paper will
discuss a number/of progrAms for the gifted in selected countries, examining
the definition of gifted, the identification procedures, the program
offerings and where available, the evaluation, procedures. Following a
general discussion of programs, summarizing' statements will be ,made
concerning gene01 practices for the gifted onan international level.

i4

The Australian Schools ,Commission'(1980) publithed eCreport entitled Ilia

Education of Gifted Students, in which, they define gifted as students who.
possess to an 'outstanding degreeof' deMobstrate'd competence'orfpotential In
intellectual, creative and/or other abilities and need_dIfferttit education or
services beyond those provided by the reolae-sch"aollrogram. :The commission
explOred several 'issues related to tha49AnWAcatiOn of gifted studentstsuch
as achievement versus potential, ifiOntiWng gifted, among minority and
disadvantaged groups and underachievers. They recommended ''.that the
identification procedures be appropriate 'to 'the type of giftedness being:
served and that a range of procedures be used such as tests, teacher and*/
parent judgments andiperformance and product evaluation. ° Ability grouping,
acceleration, enrichment and curriculum modificatiOn wereythe organizational
and instructional options that were Itemized.'

.

The Commission listed several necessary and key provisions for:successful
programs for gifted. These were: teachers curriculum .differentiation,
student selection procedures, a statement of philosophy.and objectives, staff,
orientation, an evaluationplan, and -adMinistrative trrtngements:.

-. . .

A 4Urvey of existing programs in the AUstralian states includes ;. New South
.Wales has ;Opportunity classes, which are special classes made upVtif gi
children with IQ. scores of 125 and above and good ,school records; Vict

/
with a. Gifted -Children's Task Force .which provides. consultancy--to: teaihers

/ and schools; Queensltnd, whiah meets the needs and interests of t fted'

ithrough enrichment and uses community particfpation n th& schools t offerC
Wider variety ofeducational experiences; South Australia, meeting. the needs:.
of.the gifted in the regularclassroom through enrichment; Western'Australit,
with special programsjor creatively gifted,secondary.students and a variety
of programs in, primary schools ranging. from part-time clatses. to 'special
classes and advanced -placement' at the secondary level; Tasmania reported .

enrichment activitiesHand short-term pullout programs; Auttralian Capital.-
Territory, providing individual developOent,and progrestion in the regular
lassroom, and the Northern' Territory proViding for the gifted through
nrichmentin the regular7class.

,The Northern Territory 9f Australia issued a policy document through the
Department of Education concerned with gifted'children. They report special:,
attention ii given to modifications for Aboriginal' children 'and) children
whose ethnic/social ,background or personality chat;a6terlstics ni require
differentiated programming or identification proceduret. The .ILcuMent
.recommends full-time classes or in-class enrichment' as pladement. lotions,`:
depending on number'of gifted children needing service. A Principal,
Education Officer is responsible for the coordination an implementation of



`lo

gifted programs In the. Northern ,Territory.' Creighton (1961) O *cusses.

education for the gifted in the U.S.S.R. 'and observes the following:*
, , ,

Talent In the Soviet view, is,a))umanzapabillty'that. fins:MAW
expressimand AeVelOpMent in .a -definite activity requiring that
ability. jalent is specific, concrete And reveals 'itse f in

activity: it therefore requireC oppOrtunity and special
institutions and facilities for its,Aevelopment.' Soviet statesmen
and educators- have always /stressed the importante bf providing
such facilities; a Wide network of jOstitutconihas'been developed
and; large sums spent on them.

,_ _
This search calls for a constant ..*'effo on the part of the
teachers, educationists and persOnt workin 1 'your /people, and.
leaders ln,everrfleld. .Schools the Pioneer organ idtions, the
Young.:Communlit:LeagUe. trade unions, the Society f Inventors,
and 'the organization, of writers, architects, rtists, and
copoters ancobrage it;' while the ',Press l'v* zonsta ly impressing'
'its Importance on ilW readertAp. 247).

.

.

The,- Soviet system 'provides specialized secondary schools and speciaV
facilities and schools for the, academicallyvtaler

15
ed as well . s -far the

talented in' music; ,dance , theater,. art and sporti. All-Soviet nteats of
Olympiads are- conducted In mathematics, physics, literature, biology,

geography and philosophiy. The participation in these Olympiads is between',
10,000 - 20,000. In addition, there are a/number of outside) school
programs for developing' talents such as Pioneer Palacese.Pioneer Houses,
Pioneer Camps and Cultural Clubs, all of whlch provide accelerated and
advanced scholastic services,,recreational facilities and guidance.

./

Bulgaria, under the direction and leaderihip of Madame Zhokova, has

established a national program for creatively gifted which affords contests
in music, dance and theater which culminates in a/ week-long festival,
Called the Banner of Peace'and involves over 5,000 children from throughout
the world.. These contests and the festyval Are supported and attended by

**, the Organizations and unions of writerskarchitects, artists and composers
who function.as both mentors and teachers to the students. The children

',are identified through/ performance and product evaluation and teacher nd

parent recommendation. //-
BOrzym 09831 in a fall meeting In/Bulgaria reported[on education for the
gifted in Poland." She stated thatAin lnterdistiptInary commission whose
charge was to study, the problem of talented manpower with the objective of
stimulating activities .which- would lead to the identification of talented
people and the provision of/programs for them,- made the following
recommendations: /

greater demands on gifted
acceleration, of the, syllabus

4/

special nterests suc as sports, art, languages, and mathematics. .

, /
1. Primary schools curricula should pose

children and in individual cases allow an
leading to,their earlier school-leaving.

2. Create sfecial-prof1111 secondary schools or classes for children. with
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3. Allow talented students in 'colleges 'and universities to fdllow
individual ',broader and/or accelerated. courses of studies ... and
generally differentiate the demands made on students depending on.their
abilities.

The programs for the gifted in Poland .as well as other U.S.S.R. countries
are primarily for the intellectually gifted' and, they are identified through'
their performance and scores at..yarloia---jrxami nations and competit4ons,*
school work and information gathered ffrdm teachers' observations.
Psychological measures are seldom used and 'only as a subsidiary assessment.
Bulgaria has used the Ravens Matrices arid the Stanford Binet hai bee
translated by a psychologist named Pirov.

In summary, the-e,provisions for the gifted in the ,,u.s.s.tr. include
acceleration of courses leading to earlier school-leaving'; special blesses'
in secondary schools in Mathematics, physicS,. humanities, biology,

Up "chemistry, all taught by teachers who have been identified as having higher
prbfessional standards and --ranking; experimental mathematics classes which,'
are-taught by university professors; schools or classes in which a. foreign.'
language ts the language of instruction for all subjects (such as Russian,

French,, German, Chinese); coOtional. tutorials, which offer 'intensive'
work in: special 'interest subjects, similar to tutorials and seminart
provided. by university work; special interest nibs and 'associations, such
as physics and technology clubs and mathematics clubs;. subject. olympiads,

whith lead" tO._ annual national Competitions in 'matheniatics,:.bioJOgy;
literature, foreign 'languages,' and '-history; and a Patents. Bureau in ''Which
inventions and , designs of chi ldren can be assessed; accepted and, patented
to encourage creativiey and invention.

6 g

Teachers are selected for these various options and provisions on the basis,
of their. ,,willingness to experiment, expressed i nterest in gifted., and high
level of competence in-their individual subject .areas.

Eduardo plaza (1979) at the Second World Conference on Gifted in San

Francisco discussed programs, for the gifted in. Venezuela and reported on
'three Major projects_ undertaken by an Institute for EducationiAT, Consulting.
The first project is an experimental- open classroom :f.Orr "curriculum
enrichment; the second complementary education which kovides, out-of-school
oppoftunities for students to work in music, fine arts, expre;sive ar-ts and
sciences; and counseling geared toward gifted students.

Recently Venezuela has established 'a MiniStry, of Intelligence under the
leaderhip 9f Professor Machado which has as its -goal the enhancement of
the nation's tintellectualresOurces-; with emphasis on the 'gifted: The

provisions are offered in the regular classroom. -with an emphasis 'on-
/-NindiVidualization and critical, creative thinking. Intensive inservice for

all teachers > has been provided. under the leadership of DeBono from- the.
United Kingdom.- *

Brazilian programs. for the gifted are adeinistered t qugh the Nkgtionr-al

Center of Special Education of the Ministry of. Eduction -and A
Their 'definition recognizes several types of giftedness, , including
intellectual, academic, kcreative, performing arts and leadership. The



national policy co'vers identification, the need for articulation of

community resources and the provisioi of programs.

Adentification methods' include pgYcholOgicaf testing, evaluatiqn of school

' performance, parent and teacher interviews and observation. Special

curriculum has been dev'eloped fdr 'the gifted from' grades 4-8 and this

.curriculum has,been evaluated and expanded annually.

Fed'ral University under the direction of Professor,Maria Mira provides an-
accelerated-Iathematics program far gifted ages 12-14, as well as offering

teacher training in the area of the gifted. The Brazilian Association-for

the Gifted, founded in 1978 provides a number of services to oaeents,

teachers .and gifted children such as' national conferences educational

camps for gifted with an emphasIs ,on locating sminoritY and disadVantaged

gifted students. In the camp, there is emphasis 'an skill develoOment and

leadership, as well as creativity.
4

In July of 1983, Semiawan reported on an Indonesian Seven Year Plan for the

Educational Services for the gifted and talented at the World Conference

for the Gifted"in Manila. She stated that priority is to be given to the

development of the, gifted' in science and technology (1982-86), to be

followed by program development in the humanities and ,sOcial sciences

(1985-89).. A task force has been established and has 'recommended that the

identification of gifted be based on intelligence test scores, f, school

achievement, and teather nomination as .screening.. devices followed 'by

selection: based On'scores of intelligence, creativity, and standardised

achievement tests and a teacher,; 'and student questionnaire.c Continuous'

progress and .self-instructional rrodUles a being\ used to afford gifted.

. *

*

students opportunities. for acceltration. ellowships'are given to gifted

students who demonstrate higLeChieVemen both`' as' an incentpe and, bonus.

Teachert ere. being. iven sIPPtial inservice training. and the'. program is

fUnded through the Ministry 'of Eduaation.and Culture.

Israel has a Department of. Gifted Children which functions out of the

Ministry of Education and provides financial and logistical support'to help

them provide programg for, gifted and teacher training. Enrichmenttcenters

provide: for approximately 30-400 percent of the potentially identifiable

gifted population. in Israel, ages 6-17. The Centers are funded on a

'hared -cost basis by parents' tuition, the Ministry of Education and the

local sponsoring agent; whether it be '.a University, public school or

private agency. The programs tend. to focus on mathematics and sciehce with

computer-based- and laboratory 'experiences. Special_classes_ are providee__

for the highly gifted who' e viewed as needing a more complete and

intensive program. Speciall prepared ,curriculum have been .developed for

e of
theie classes a complet program of study is avai)able ,from-grades

three to twelve. The curric lum provides acceleration, a greater rang

learning opportunities.and an increased breadth of study.

Correspondence corirses.,t Trough the Open .UniVersity .mentor:programt and

priOte industy-sum sOredcoUrteS meet'the need fot .gifted students who

.. requite more specialization.

,,-

.

Teacher's j.12 gifted programsAn Israel,are selected from the general pool of

teachers having evidenced Compettnce inAheir fields and a sensitivity' to,

9 9
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the.speialPeeds of gifted. Teachers.are`Also provided with'appropriaie
inserVle;ttatning.: Israel is alsO concerned with 'gifted disadvantaged.

childre from low4nCome,culturally%different or minority populations..',

Smjlansky (1978)'And SChmUeli (1983)'at the World Conference of Gifted both
report on.the OlsAdvantaged and minority.giftecrStudent. Smilfinsky (1978)*
repOrW on the.JOhniques.of locating and Serving these stUddhts throUgh.'
centeh. Sixteen :schools in Tel AviV and Jerusalem are served in two
centers. Theschoolt:Serve the students who are in the upper .quart
the hoOf ,according to teacher judgment . and' test 'cri erias
.SlittlanskYHcall hiS a;-program for the gifted by assuming that these'
04T6en 'Are the more gifted in their/group. 'In other words, it is of the
,regUlar. astignMentpf: Oftedness:as.,theAupper .2 percent or the upper.of any

. ;,otner,percentage!AMorehat:s§Mebody uses,/ but it is the assumption that they are::

the gifted in their Ovin gro* AlthoUgh-the aVerage IQ of
the upper quarter' :Of the, group i s around. 1.02 the Wechsl er Intel 1 i gence

,an :Average group In terms 'of national norms in Israel,
they. are .the OOPOrgroup or the more gifted within' their own group:

The children meet twice a week In they tafternoon and' during the entire 5,
summer for grades:. six, seven and eight, six,.days a week. They meet in a
centers; usually a. high school, and the emphasis is on developing a group.)
,spirit and an attempt for build a, different culture which emphasizes'
intellectual deVelopment and giving priority -.to learning as 'a counter
culture to the dominant one in the disadvantaged area where other values
predominate.

AnOther model used is, the boarding prograp.;4 This is particUlarly usefti,1
with the gifted adolescent student who needs 'additional assistance
develop their potential. The program beg n in '1960 and, today includes
4,000 minorqy . and disadvantaged student:S. The results' show a that . a
boarding 'school program costs twice as much' ,as ,regular high School, 'but the
results indicate double the _level Of thos who graduate w'ho 'are ,1Col lege
'bound and double the proportion of thos ,.who they graduate from . the
LiniVeSitieS. "It, costs twice as much,, 'but. produces twice as, much."

.(Smilnsky, 1918, p. 45)

The dulTiculum for the boarding school is based on modular' units
emOhasiiing sex roles, career educati9n, r lotions with family,' leadership'.
and respo,nsibi lifty to the .community ountry. There is- also, a 4seavy
emphaSfs on counseling:

Lin,. and -.-Wu (1982j described eiperimental prodrams i n1 Taiwan (Republ ic of
China), as involsiing more thah 3,000 9studen s in 36 elementary° and 19' junior
high SthOitis. The goals of the program are:

study the -Antellectual characterisgcs. and 'creative
'df- the' gifted; to develop appropriate. curriculum and

. teaching methods, for. gifted students; to cultivate and develdp an
..:integrated and healthy personality of the gifted; 'and to
determine 'a suitable educational system for the gifted. (p. 54)

Students are seared in special classes or wi thi ns'the ,regular, classroom i f
',there are not -sufficient-students to ,forni a class of gifted: , The emphasis

is on enrichment; to broaden and amplify students' experiences and



knowledge. ''field. trips', socialactivities,lresearch emd,Advancedi.study as I

well as, athletic anCrecreationel activities are. provided during the'

summer. ., t : , -I.
Special education centers have been Set,.up' at *impel- University and

Teachers Gelleg to train teachers and professors. The Miniitry publishes ti

;t,a journal, Glf 4 Ed4cotio0 QuarterlY,I)andskiPplies materials, training,''

research,'curric um desigrrand Information to parents:and teachers,.,.

The,UnitedAingdom as reported byllarjoram (1981)e.stetes that there is'A
,

growing'aWareness Of,the'idea ofAiftedness and win reasing'apprecietion0

for the educational needs
of. the able.

, .

'One 'organization that has been very active in th' United KingdomHis the

National Association' for' Gifted (NAGO, They. fport.(1982) that 1 the

identification proCedures neve.become broader., and more.complex, with 'the

instruments including those measuring ,creativity; Aptitude, self-concept

and attitudes. They also Mention that there.is a, willingness, to view
identification and provislorvas inextricAbly,Anterrelated: In a, recent-

survey, NAGC found, that,' England,.Scotland and Weles;'64of.71 colleges
that were turveyed supported the principle of enabitng,teachers to'Acquire

training in the area of the gifted. They alto' silrveyed...the local

educational authorities and found ,that, 54 of 59 Uppnited.the'prInciple of

.enabling teachers to acouire,.skills. and understandAngVneeded-tp'work with ,.

the gifted. NAGC offers weekend, courses-, ,holidAY cOorses;. regional

conferences , and counsel ing facilities. In' addition, ft trust agency, the ..

Leonardo. Trust is serving as an information birread and provides ,workshopi

for teacher4, gifted children and 'their parents., Ih'3his'brief overview,

several 'generalizations can be 'made concerning :the , identifying and

nurturing of the gifted and talented. In general-, :,in.; countries gall over es'

the world, whether the countries are developed or less-developed there Is a,

toncern for locating and serving the gifted. , This is evidenced by the over

fifty-five countries which currently belong td,"the World Council for,Gifted °.,

and Talented, whose secretariat; is, located at the University ',of South . 0,

Florida, in Tampa. The philosophicartase and motivations. may vary, for'

example, in some cases such as the U.CS.R., .where'theref.is motivation for

developing brainpower and tpecialized telents;. ,in comparison ..,to other -:,

countries where; the motivation is a Concern for equal , educational

opportunity and self-development as well as meeting, heeds.

Therefore, it can be said that under )varidOs political, and 'eddhomical.

systems, there are provisions for gifted' and -while, . the -.underlying

philosophy- may-- differ, the 4sues-and program' efforts for gifted are quite

similar. , A , ,

for example, -*most countries' are supPorting a need to develop broader 'and

currently serving intellectual. giftedness and have added or Are Or Ord to
more liberal definitions of gifted education. -Hoiwiver,' most couri et: are ;

add creativity. In the,°early stages, most
have

nations to.- ,'focus , On ,*

intellectual oh. aeadentic -development and then move on tb 'performing arti.

Yet, in , some countries., dance, '''musiC, and drama *receive More attention,

because they are viewed 'as .les§ controversial and less elitist. ..'

4

" , ,

The basic identification' procedures around the world-'include: as1eSsMent ;of

intellectual *or., atademic aptitUde, many, .Using adaptations 4,f;:.,,Instiftments
,

I
,,,,..,,--, -, .

- .. A)
' ', .

1
' " . ''.,4 , ,



from the United States and include some awareness of'the multistep process
such as. initial screening, selection and evalUationi. Yet, evaluation and
research on identification instruments and procedures is a rarity in most
countries.

Programs for the gifted include a variety of foptitons, such a$ special
classes, enrichment:in the regular classroom and some form of acceleration.
Again, most countries recognize the need for curricular and instructional
differentiation varying the breddth, depth, tempo and nature of the
educational programs to meet the needs of the gifted. Teacher education.
for' working with the gifted consists mostly of ins rvice and is not

widespread.

Out-Of-school provisions are-provided in:a significant number'of7coUntries
and 'oftentiMet are the only provisions for gifted,' such as' the (-

extracurricular centers in South Africa* hd the activities of the NatiOhal
Association for Gifted, in the United ingdom. Mentor programs, the
relating of adult specialists to gifted students, als0' appear to be a
common practice for many countries.

In some countries, the guiding principle ppears to be one.,of the sc ools
encouraging an individual to develop his/h r potential,in areas of. nat
needs; whereas, in, other countries it is the indiVidual's interest and:

needs that are developed.
r

: rTh,

j_ast thereis a concern for identifying a d nurturing gifted students-froC
disadvantaged or' culturally different,miholty4opulations in, a number ,of7.1
countries and,this concern is Arowing.Svveralf.tbuntries are.focUsing
ways .of, identifying these different 40d/or disadyantaled.studentsl'11104bif
Israel, Venezula. and Brazil. The program fforts'for.these students

do have several .Commorr.areds, melt',: a wide and flex1010
Identification "procedure and indiAdualize .programs with an emphatison:
:career counseling and guidance. The program efforts' are also .h 'ghly
i:different,, ranging from ,summer. Oogramt, fterschool ,progradt to 14otal

:.:boarding school efforts to locitesand.serve hese .undertterved students.:

One?last observation can be made and that i that gifted educatiOnjnHmant:
couhtries'is not part of the total educational effort. it.may Well'be that
,because -the gifted and talented makeup a elOively.-small proportiOrro!
the..populationrangiriqjrOM some countrieserVing .2 percent to other

Hserving 25._perceht,'''',GIfted education may b viewed as intended for an
sarriedout,W atMa11:riumber. .of-advOcates.',:Gifted-education-toHthrive"ii-
Any'country mustbesviewedas:a3iart of the otal:program and be lniolVed
in 'total school plannfng .,pUr it of tndlAdUal talent'
identificaiton and.developMent.dridthe acquisition of excellence of 411.L

*

AgV - "
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`,GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAM,STUDY QUESTIO6AIRE:
' N ANALYSIS --;

During the late \Fall of 1983, the Bureau of Education for Exceptional
Students sea a questionnaire to 230 randomly selected schools in the State
of Florida. The questionnaire sought information pertaining to four specific

areas related' to programs for,gifted students*. The four areas were:

identification, screening, gifted program and provisions for talented.

Respondents were asked to either 'check appropriate categories or provide,

information specific 'to their own program. To facilitate ease In

interpretation, of the results, a brief descriptive narrative follows. 'The

information is provided by each of the four major areas.

1 IdenttfiCatiOn '

Of the 169 schools respondng to the survey, 113 were elementary, 34 were
junior and middle schools, and 22 were senior high schools.

Screening

Of the respondents, 65 were principals and 104 were counselor's.

One hundred twenty -six schools se standardized achievement tests as the
means for identifying candidates f r further evaluation. Sixty-three schools

use group administered tests; 9 schools use a gifted characteristics

checklist;'91 use the Slosson Intelligence Test and 37 schools use grades for

"screening. Ten schools reported the use of teacher recommendations, Wide
Range Achievementlest, t h WISC-R, Stanford- Binet, and Advanced Placement as

screening devices.

Counselors were reported most likely ,to screen students for the gifted

program (123), followed by a regular 'education teacher (46); a school

administrator (28), &school psychologist (27), a teacher of the gifted (17),

a PRT 0), a curriculum specialist (6),' a child study team (4), and a
guidance committee (3).

A classroom teacher was reported most likely to refer a student for the
gifted,program (141), followed by a parent (44), a.counselor (43), a school

administrator (18), a teacher of the gifted (7)', a PRT (6),,the student (4),

a curriculum specialist (3),, 4nd a school psychologist (1).

In 147 schools the percentage of minority students\(blacks and hispanics) who

are referred for the gifted program is less than' the percentage of whites
referred. -:,In 9 of the schools responding, the percentage of minorities
referred ii about .equal to the percentage of whites referred. In Cof the
schools the percentage of minorities referred was greater than the percentage

of whites referred. Nine schools did not respond.

Gifted Program r
Fifty-eight schools responded that most students ikc thei tract start in

the gifted program.in Kindergarten-Grade 2. In 85 sch responding, most

students start in the gifted program in.Gradet 3-5. No.school responded that

89 105



past students in their district started the gifted program "In Grades 6-12.
Twenty-one of the respondents did not know when most of their students
entered the gifted program and did not answer.

The largest, percentage of minority gifted'seudents is perceived to be in-4
Grades 3-5 (63), followed by Grades 6-8 (14), Kindergarten-Grade 2 (7), and
Grades 9-12(1). Sixty-four respondents did not kn6w in which grade the
'largest percentage of minority 'students was. located.

.Most schools responded that lifted students were served ina resouAlt center
at a different location (56), followed by A resource room one day per week
(52), a resource center at the4rschool (31),a'special class one period per
day (26), a special class two periods per daY (19)', a resource ream a half
day per .week (9), a special class most of the time every day (7),, and other
(10).

One hundred nine schools reported the availability of advanced placement
courses for their gifted students. Eighty-five provide dual enrollment in a

college or university; 68 participate in Ouke University Talent
Identification Program; 42 in the BraineBrawl Interscholastic Competition; 34
in Future Problem Solving Programs; 16 In Olympics of the Mind; and 9 in an
International Baccalaurate Degree Program. Twenty-five schools provided none
of these opportunities and 12 did not respond.

Talentect Vof

One hundred six schoolsreported that they do not have a special program for
talented saw:lents. Of the 15 that,do, 8 schools select students for the
program based on teacher recommendations. Other criteria include Scores'on
the, CTBS 8-9, SAT's, the Renzulli-Hartman, the WRAT, honor roll, and

auditions.

The'amount of time students were reported spending in the talented program A

ranges from one hour per week to all day.

Schools responded that the content of their .talented programs include
enrichment/research activities, math games and computers, musical programs,
media, guest speakers, advanced academics, perfoPming arts, and advanced

classes with enriched activities.

90
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'ATE O1' 1011,ORIDA

DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION

M E M. ORANDUM

TALLAHANIONN IMO*

December 14, 1983

TO: Solootod Principals

',FROM: Wendy M. pillar A1444", )97. 844-4(4-1,i

SUBJECT; Survpy for Gifted and Talented Program study

WO UAW. W eillAWPOWD
MOUTON

itiV414004 11114,4Cor sow,

Your school has been selected to participate in a survey
which is part of the Gifted and Talented Program Study
being conducted for the State Board of Education.and the
Legislature.

The questionnaire is to be comple d 61? the person in
your school who is most knowled ble about the screening,
referral and placement of students in gifted and/or talented
programs.' This person should be either you, an assistant
principal, or the headof counseling services.

Please complete the form immediately and return it no
later than January 6, 1984, to: ,

Gift&d and Talented 'Study
Bureau of Education.for Exceptional Students
,Florida Department of .Education
Knott Building
Tallahassee, Florida , 32301

Thank you :yr your assistance.

WMC:eea

enclosure

4
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Name of Dlntrict 4.4.4.44.4444414,4101.

FLCMIDA oonnii:INT or ErucATIoN
DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

inn= OF EDDOMION TOR EXCEPTIONAL STUMM

SURVEY FOR GIFTED AND TAUNTED PPOGRAM STUDY
1983-84

I. Identification. Chock the renponne.whidi bent dencriben your district,

school,

A. Your uchool in bout dencribed aul

Elementary
Junior High or Middle Schoo/
Senior High
Other (Explain)

B. Yoqr job in most like which of the following?

principal, administrator
counselor, ntudent service=

II. Screeninci. Screening is that process by which a rapid assessment in made

to fy candidates for further evaluation.

1. Indicate instrument(a) arid cut-off ocore(n) used to i ty students

for further evaluation for the gifted program. (Check 1 that apply.)

Standardized achievement test

Give name

Give cut-off sae

Group,administered ntelligence test

Give nom

Give cut-off more

Gifted Characteristics Checklist

Give name .

.Give cut -off score

Slosson Intelligence Test

Give cut-off score

Grades

Give cut-off score

Other - Explain:

ESE 212
Exp. 6/30/84 Voluntary
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Who screens stuzlents'for the gifted program by reviewing scoresv

to in Question #1?

classroom teacher
counsel or
teacher of the gifted
a school Strator
other - EXplain:

ef,erred

3. Who is most likely to refer a student for the gifted program

classroom teacher
counselor 8.

teacher of the gifted
,school administrator ,

parent,
other - Explain:
.

. The percentage of minority students (blacks and hispanics ) who are

referred for the gifted program is:

less than the percentage of whites referred

about equal to the percentage of whites referred

more than the percentage of whites referred

III. Gifted Program.

1. In this district most students start in the gifted program when they

are" in:

Kindergarten-Grade 2
Grades 3-5
Grades 6-8
Grades 9-12
Other --Explain:

In this district the largest percent of minority gifted students are in:

Kindergarten-Grade 2
Grades 3-5
Grades 6-8
(kades 9-12
Other'- Explain:

Gifted tudents from this school are served in the folla.ving (check all

that apply):

a resource center at this school

a resource center at another location

a resource room ;5 day per week
a resource roan 1 day per week

a spe class 1 period per day

a s class 2 periods per day
a special class most of the tim% every day

other -. Explain:



4. In this district the follawing opportunities are available for gifted
students (check, a.11. that apply):

Dual ennollnent in a college or university
Advanced 'placement courses
Interniti.onal Baccalaureate Degree-Program
Future Problem SolVing Program
Olyupics of the Mind
Duke University Talent Ident.ification Program
Brain Brawl Interscholastic Conpeti.tion
None of the above

IV. Talented

2.

(
Does your school

No (If this

1 Yes (If this

have a special program for talented students?

response is checked, you have completbd the survey.)
response is checked, please answer quetions 2-4.)

care students selected .for the talented program?

3. Describe the amount of time students spend in the talented progr

4. Describe the content/activities of the talented program.,

Please return by. January 6, 1984, to:

Gifted and Talented Study
. Bureau of Education for Exceptional Students
Florida Department of Education
Knott Building
Tallahassee, FL 32301 /

Stria of Fkreida
Deportment of Education

offt kmative action/equal opportunity employer

'lahassee. Florida
Ralph D. Turlington. Commissioner
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.APPENDIX G_

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES'
RELATED TO GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDY

4

August, 1983. The Gifted and Talented Study Plan apProved

Meeting of Oyersight Committee
Data Analysii and Organizational Meetingof
Study Panel
(see some tables of the data examined and
the listing of decisions to be made by the
panel)

Meeting of Oversight Committee
,Presentations at. Florida CEC,,

Florida Association of Gifted, and Florida
Association of Science /Teachers

Meeting with University Representatives

Meeting with Representatives,Of Governor's
Summer Programs

'Mailed Commissioner's Inv
Testimony in Gifted an

Panel iof Experts heard tes at..hearings

in Miami, Orlando, and TallahasSee
Joint meeting of Panel and Over ight CoriMittee

Meeting of Panel to organize ma
report

October, 1983

1

NOvember,'19£33

DeceMber,).983

January, 1984

February, 1984

March, 1984

Report Written
Division AnalysiS and Recommendations written

State. Steering Committee considered Perlort and
Division Analysis and,Recommendations



A

FeORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL. STUDENTS

The Gifted and Talented Program Study Plan
September, 1983 s

f 4

Authorization

396A Special Categories
Gifted and Talented Program Study.from General Revenue Fund $230000

The, legislature recognizes that minority students have pot been adequately
identified and' given opportunities to benefit from Gifted Programs. Therefore, the
Commissioner of Education shall conduct a study with -the funds provided in specific
appropriation 396A, of the membership in gifted programs,and talented programs",
Criteria, for eligibility for gifted programs and talented Programs, and the extent to
which public school program& for, the gifted and the talented haVe been successful
in increasing student achievement and broadening educational opportunities for
these students. The study shall also recommend 'a cost' factor and specific criteria
for special programs for talented students for adoption by the State Board of
Education. The results of the study shall be submitted by March I, 1984, to the
State Board and the Chairmen Of the HoUse of Representatives and Senate

'Education Committees with recommendations for changes in State Law, State Board
of Education Rules, or SChocii District Procedures.

Issues to be Addressed

The following issues are to be addressed in the Gifted and Talented Study:

A. How can minority representation in gifted andtalented programs be increased?

1. What factors currently influence the membership in gifted and talented
programs? .

. What faCtors could. increase minority membership in gifted and talented
programs?
What additional or different procedures or criteria should be considered for
eligibility of students for gifted and talented programs?

. What are the effects of the current school programs for the gifted and
talented?
1. HoW have the current gifted and talented programs been successful in

increasingistudent achievement and broadening, educational opportunities?

2. What additional or different prograrps should be. available, for gifted and
talented students?

3. inat resources are needed to supebrt the
.ri



The Study will contain i orm taine dion o from the following sources:b

papers missioned fPom experts on, topics related to the Issues to be addressed

existing daikavailable on current programs for the gifted and falented

guidanceirom the Oversight Committee

recommendations from the Panel of Experts

testimony of individuals at public hearings ,

ed citizens, teachers, and administrftors rletters from c

To implerhent the
Appr opAiot ion Ac
review existing in
produce written re
State Board'of Educ

ifted and talented programs as provided for by the 1983
commended /that a panel 'of experts We assembled to

conduct public h4arings, analyze thedinformation and
ndatio . A written report for the Legislature and-Ithe

e produced from this information.
^. 1. .

Ms. Deborah Bellflower would be the major 'staff .Person esponsible for the
organization and implementation of this study. Four, consultants would be igeritified
for the pdnel of experts'. Individual consultants' services contracts wouldJbe made ,
With each con ultant for both their on-site time in the state as well as time for
preparation °an writing recOrnmendations for the report, Staff assistance to .

research and com ile data would be Provided by an,OPS graduate student.
,

The rationale for utlizing consultants would be to utilize reognized national expeits
who have credibility within the state andiete free from a Vested interest in program'

iimplementation. Recommended consultants would represent expertise in he ,.
gclneral areas of teabher training; gifted and talented education, student assqssinertOr
and evaluation, program assessment and evaluation with specific expertise in the
education of mintdity and atypical gifted and talented students and state Pblicy for

IY fe)gifted education.

It is proposed that the consultants-would have an organizational meeting in Key
West for two days: This meeting twould coincide with the fall Administrators'
Management Conference. On day one the panel would organize to carry out the
task and receive information from DOE personnel, the second day the panel will
review data on existing programs and design the methodology for the study. The
panel would convene on two additional occasions, once to hear testimapy from
individuals and organizations such A FLAG, CEC, throughout Florida-7:3 sites
probably in Miami, Orlando, an ,Tallahaske; second to review all data collected,
and provide written recommendations for the study.

A. Oversight Committee

The purpose of the. Oversight Coi-nmittee is to advise the Bureau of Education
for ExCeptional Students regarding the focus of the study and to oversee the
planned activities. Committee members will meet on three occasions.
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V

c
erg,

Over4ht comr;iittee

Elinor A. Elfner

Jim Gr,osieje
'41k, ,

Neila Connors

Cecil,Carlton.,

(Su-sannetTardntb
#

Martha ClAni:

Marstiall,Frin s t.

'

Myrtle Bailey

Ikeqribble

a Th.,

David Ehlert

11.4.'Pinkney

Dip Darling,

Members

or, e

Bureau, of Education for Exceptional
,,Students : /`

%.° litirOau Currtculum Services

a.-

i3Oreati of Curriculum Services

(Biir u of Compensatoey Edu.tation

rikstrict Management Services

6ornm j!iP,

ComrriisSioner's Office

Go.vernor's Office'

State University System

y of,Comnlunity, Colleges

Bureau of Progeam, Suppor eriicet

CL-A 4
48841'37

4 EX 40,

488=6769

412 ..WC-ic
487-logo

COL
4884688;

"2281K
4884383,"
1702 C
487-.1630

1701 C .

4874910
, 411 CLTN..
. 487-1880

24COi.
483-7702

310 COL
48840555

.

561.:k
488-5270

563 K
488-894
CL
488

369 K
488-5142 '0

ureau of Progran-t,SuPport Services.

Deborah Bellflower

Jeanine 131Ornbe.cg,

Lynn Lavely

O'Farrel

Carla Lunette

B. Panel of Experts

, -

uteau of clucation'for Exceptional
Students 1k

Bureau of Managgtnent Stems and
Services 41

1-fous of Representatives-Speakers
Of ce t

Senatete. EducationX

House Education Co

The following

mrnirtee

inittee

36 SOB
. 488-7609.

"i
have been° identifil, as the panel of experts for the study: "

Dr. Mary Frasier, Associate Professor, gifted Education, University of Georgia

Dr. David Mealor, Direqor, Assesgment and Evaluat)6n, School Psychology
Program, University of entral Florida

Ms. Gail Smith State Ditector, Gifted Programs, North Carolina Department of
Education

, -
Dr. Willia m Durden, Director, Center for the Advaneement of Academically..

Talented Youth, The Johns HopkinskUniversiiy



The rote of the panel of experts is to review information and make
recommendations to ,;the Commissioner of Education regarding programs for
gifted and talenteci''stridents. cy. James allagher will'also review the progress'
of the study/3 To carry out this mission -th 4nel Is charged with the follOviing
responsibilities: ,

1. to review and analyze the existing data- and scholarly' literature on. each
issue identified above,

. 2. to study, current program data witkparticular reference to the impact upon
thEkenhandement of -achievement and educational opportunItiesJor*Ifted
and talented students, . ,

'
3. to examine current programs for gifted and talenfed studentw Florida

and compare and with a repreientative sample of theAitieritaies, .

.

4

IV - Timelines
,

A.

September -1983
0

Identify Ov,
Contact al
Initial meetin
Initial meetin
Review curre

review di
41' conduce review of literature pertaining to the issues to be addressed
Initiate request for topical papers from experts.

to told hearings and to receive testimony and expert adVice'pn the Issues
to be addraed,

z

,,

to iynthesize all data and lake practical recommendations tor Ction to be
taken

.p.

hi-Committee and Panel' of experts.;
Comnhittee.and Panel Members.

of Oversight COmmittee.
of Panel of Experts.

t data and scholarly literature.
rict procedures for data

tober 1983

Distribution of 8ata Collection survey.
Continue collection and organization of study data.,

lit-Review status of study 7 CEC/FLAG Conference Governor's Summer Prograin
Components meeting.

November - 1983

CoMplete review of literature, data survey.
Review of additional data; topical papers and additiOnal resources.
Review of the study - State Steering Committee for Gifted Programs.

December - 1983

Present data and revielk- of literature to the Panel of Experts for assimilation,
review and recommendations:

Conduct hearings around the state.
Begin, writing of Study Report.



)

3anuary and February. - 0841

Completeikaft,of the r
ort is' evisewed an , itiqued b
omtnittee.

Rewrite ROOrt.,
, Frepare4or yrinting,a d.iubenit.

ubmit Reimsrtto, Won of Public SChools.
Subrpittfepoit t commissioner of EducafiOn fOr

Education. 6 Legislature',



\

0
Data

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

BUREAU 'OF EDUCATION FOR 'EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

PANEL OF EXPERTS - DECISIONS
September 29 and 30, 1983

What additional data need to be collected?
How should the data be collected (meetings, surveys, etc.) and by whom?

What topics should be selected for Commissioned Papers and who should author them?

Future Meetings

What should be the timelines for the Hearings in December (start at 3 p.m. with a break and
resume in the evening)?

Contacts for the Hearings
Format,for conducting the Hearings -

role, of panel members

soliciting testimony and follow-up in writing
timelines (eXperts come in on night of 5th and work morning of 6 or stay over 8th)

Possible meeting at NAGC'

Report

Format,of report
Schedule of writing, review, editing, etc.
Responsibilities (sections, topics, etc.)



MEMBERSHIP IN GIFTED PROGRAMS FOR EXCEPTIONAL. STUDENTS
BY RACIAL/ETHNIC CATEGORIES' *,

1982-83 SCHOOL YEAR

.

Panhandle Bay
Calhoun

Eseambia'46,
Franklin
Gadsden
Gulf r

White. Non-

Hispanic

208
-

318

--
32

12

Holmes. ir
`JaCkson. 83
Jefferson ' 31

Lean-- S76,

Liberty -4'

Madison . 33
Okaloosa 1028
<Santa Rosa 340

Taylor 41

Wakulla 42

Walton 10

Washington 8
'TOT4 2762

Crown ' Alachua 827

Baker 17

Bradford. 35

Citrus 275

Clay 733

Columbia 126

Dixie 44

Duval 2050

Flagler 40

Gilchrist -

Hamilton -

Lafayette 8

Levy 134

Marion 496

Nassau .61

Putnam 104

St.' Johns 203

Suwannee 23

Union -

TOTAL 5176

East Central Brevard 1408

Indian River 170

Lake 277

'Okeechobee 65

Orange 2681

Osceola 143

St. Lucie 132

Seminole 870

SumiPr_ 22

, Volusia 800

TOTAL
\

6568

West Central Charlotte 96

DeSoto 78

Glades.
Hardee' 54

Hernando 145

Highlands 171

Hillsborough 2064

Lee . 1216

Manatee 287

Pasco . 470

Pinellas. 3095

Polk 487
Sarasota 573

TOTAL 8736

South ' Brevard.' 4229
Collier 425

Dade 2045

Henr '27

Black Non-
Hispanic

48

8

21
3
4

-

131
28

-

4

6

3

1

126

-

5

48
-

3

-

1

275
19

3

7

89

1

10

11

1

37

178

3

'2

/3
97
26

4

4

133
25

4

301
204

9

196

1
Hispanic

Asian/Pamifit
Islander

4

Aser.Indian/
Alaska Nat.

3

9 .

-

10

20
4

-

14 48
6 19-

... It

4
4

7 16

5

-

9 51

-

-
5

2

27 106

9 21

1 1

1 1

3

28 47"

1 3

I

11 22

/ 4 10

/ 55 109

2 1

3

1

3 4

$ 23' 34

13 7'

2

4 7'

6 28

9 5 ,

7 16'

70 105

76 '65

19 1

267 '61

3

TOTAL-

341

57

13

637

4
41

1 1079
347
45

42
10

3 2958

880
17

35-

283
1 763

134

- 45
2236

40

-

3

8

139

558'

61
107'

205

24

5535
1459

175

286
68

2846
14&
143`
014
23

851

6913
99

81

58

147

181

2218
1262.

293

485

3262'
526

601

9213
4574-
456
2569

31

Martin
Monroe

175
86

3
2

2

1

3

- -

183
89

1

Palm Beach 1640
8627

108
522

38

40
32

162-

4

7

1822
9724.TOTAL

STATE TOTAL 31,869 1357 572 530 15 34443

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



PERCENT OF RACIAL/ETHNIC mummy
1982-83 School Year

* Gifted Program Percentages/Minority (mandate includes K -12)

Public School Percentages/Minority (Pro K-12);

'WHITE* BLACK* HISPANIC* ASIAN-PACIFIC* AMERICAN INDIAN*

In School
Population

In Gifted In School
Program. Population

In Ofted In School

Pretrum Population

In Gifted In School
PrograM Population

In Gifted

Program
In School
Populatior

In Gifted
Program

,LACNUA 64.29 93.98 32.55 3.18 1.78 .68 1.36 2.16 .03 --

imuut 81.39 100 18.38 -- /14' -- .06 -- .03
/

MY 80.85 96.74 15.84 '1.4 1.11 -- 1.58 1.86 .61 --

MA0FoR0 77.13 100 22.17 ... .28 _. ., .41 --

IRIVARD 83.36 96.5 14.64 : 1.30. 1.02 .62 :89 1.44 .09 .14.

IROWAND 69.47 92.46 25.27 'A.46 4.21 1.66 .86 1.42. .18 --

UILHoUN... 81.80 -- 17.41 -- .05 -- , .15 -- .60 --

:HARLoTTE 93.33 96.97 4.71 -- 1.38 2.02 1.03' 1.01 .09 --

nTmus 92.93 97.17 5.54 .41 1.12 ,- .31 1.41 .09 --

CLAY 91.42 96.07 6.19 .79 .87 .-.92 1.32 2.10 .19 .13

:mum, 73.55 '93.2 '7.38 1.97 18.09 4.17 .37 .22 .62 .44

EoLUNSIA 72.59 94.03 26.63 2.24 .41 -- .34. 3.73 .03 ..--

:MOE 28.84 79.6 31.32 ,
7.63 38.80 10.39 .99 2.37 .04 --

DESOTO 71.33' 96.3 25.22 -- 2.96 -- .49 3.7 .00 --

DIXIE 87.03 97.78 12.37 2.22 .36 -- .24 -- -- --

OUVAL ti 61.60 91.68 36.12 5.64 .77 .40 1.42 2.28 .09 --

ESEAMSIA 69.39 93.26 27.78 3.23 .27 :29 2.33 2.93 .23 , .29

'CAGLE!, 75.73 100 23.47 -- .70 -- .05 -,. .05

FRANKLIN 81.15 -- 18.31 -- .18 -- .36 -- -- --

GADSDEN 17.17 56.14 82.40 43.86 .15 -- .27 -- -- --

GMCHRMT 95.12 -- 4.88 -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Gaon 65.36 -- 27.88
,

-- 5.10 -- .12 -- 1.54 --

GULF 74.66 92.31 25.20 -- -- -- .09 ... .04 7.69

HAMILTON 52.04 -- 47.82 -- .09 -- .04 -- -- --

HARDEE 68.56 93.10, 10.60 5.17 20.53 1.72 .17 -- .15 --

HENDRY 61.70 87.1 21.94 -- 14.07 9.68 .27 -- 2.02 3.23

HERNANDO 88.67 98.64 9.39
.

1.36 1.52 -- .39 -- .03 ...

HIGHLANDS 71.68 94.48 24.09 1.66 3:28 1.66 .50 2.21 .45 --

HILLSUOROUGH 73.98 93.06 20.22 4.37 4.86 1.04 .87 1.53 .07

HoLMES 97.39 -- 2.21 -- .03 -- .37 -- -- -
_INDIAN RIVER 75.79 97.14 22.63. 1,71 1.28 .57 .28 .57 .01 --

JACKSON 68.40 97.65 31.08 1.18 .29 1.18 .18 -- .04 --

JEFFERSON 34.28 81.58 65.48 -- -- -- .24 -- -- --

LAFAYETTE 90.70 100 9.20 -- .10 -- -- -- -- --

LASS 78.18 96.85 19.74 2.45 1.64 . .35 .37 .35 .07 --

LEE 78.21 96.35 16.08 2.06 5.01 1.03 .60 .55 .10 --

LCoN 63.72 90.42 34.91 '7.54 .60 .47 . .66 1.57 .11 --

LEIrf 77.94 96.4 20.86 3.6 .95 .24 -- -- --

LI '86.35 -- 13.17 -- .48 -- -- --

RAWSON 42.90 80.49 56.94 19.51 .16 -- -- -- -- --

MANATEE 79.00 97.95 17.19 1.37 3.05 .68 .65 -- .11 --,

MARION 73.55 88.89 24.36 8.6 1.66 .9 .31 1.61 .12 --

MARTIN 81.05 95.63 14.98 1.64 3.46 1.09 . .41 1.64 .09 -- .

MONROE 74.18 96.63 10.34 2.25 13.25 1.12 1.98 -- .24 --

NASSAU 82.65 100 17.24 -- .05 P..- .04 -- .01 --

OKALooSA .85.04 95.27 11.29 - -1.95 1.02 .83 2.59 1.85 .06 .09

oKctcHoorc 81.17 95.59 10.19 -- 5.89 -- .32 4.41 2.43 --

IRANEIE 70.27 94.2 23.77 3.13 4.39 .98 1;49 1.65 .08 .04

OSCIOLA 85.94 96.62 8.41. .68 . 41,59. .68 1.02 2.03 .04 --

PALM REACH 62:57 90.01 29.24 5.93 7.31 2.09 .69 1.76 .20 .22\

PASCO 92.67 96.91 4.12 '.82 2.49 .82 .49 1.44 .24 --

PIN 80.82 94.88 17.63 4.08 .40 .18 1.10- .86 .05

POLK 75.65 92.59 21.73 4.75 1.86 1.71 .63 .95 .12 --

rUTNAM 69.62 97.2 29.19 2.8 1.00 -- .16 -- .03 --

ST. JOHNS' 77.85 99.02 21.08 -- .68 -- .37 .98 .02 --

ST,LUEIE"

SANTA RoSA

58.20

93.59

92.31,

97.98

40.19

4.92

6.99

.86

1.35

.43

--

--

.21

1.03

.7

1.15

.05

.03
/

--i

AAAAA of . 85.96 95.34 ,11.60 .67 .1.46 1.16 .93 2.66 .05 .17

SEMITIOLI .82.02 95.19 14.12 1.2 2.70 1.2 1.14 2.41 --
1

SUMTER 72.27 95.65 26.30 4.35 1.19 -- 4 .07 --

og.01
.18 -- \

SUWANNEE 76 67 95.83 22.82 4,17 .17 : -- .04 -- 1

TAYLOR 74.45 91.11 25.34 8.89 .06 -- .12 .03 -- \

%moil 79.35 -- 17.91 -- 1.80 --- .79 -- .14 -- \

VOLWMA 78.00 94.91 .19.69 4.35 1.79 .47 .47 1.18 .05 -- \
WAKULLA 78.05 100 21.75 -- .16 -- .04 -- .00 ...:

WALTON 84.88 100 13.59 -- .54 -7 .64 -- .35 --

WAsHINOTON 74,12 10 25:25 -- .38 -- .23 , -- .03 --

TOTAL 48.90 92.8 , 27.81' 3.95 22.26 1.67 .88 1.54 .15 .04

.1,-. ROSE. /ISM
1%11.o... .- _

108 11g PY AVAILABLE



TABLE 1

STUDENT MEMBEASHIF, PRL-Z - 12

FALL 1982
NUMBER AND PERCENT* BP RACIAL/ETHNIC CROUP

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

White
Non -Hispanic

Number Percent

Black
Non-Hispanic

Number retcent

Hispanic
Number Percent

Asian/
Pacific Islander
Number Percent

American Indian/
Alaska Native

Number /arrant
Total Minority

limber Percent

L4%

C4itOUn

15,956

1.649
28.243

80.852
81.80
69.39

3,126
351

11,308

15.842
17.41
21.76

4k11

111

'1.11%
.05

.17,

2

948

1.582
.15

2.33

121

12

93

.612

.60

.23

3,729
367

12,460

19.15f
18.20
30.61'i

Franislin

Gadsden

hole's

1.352

1,446
1,671

3.171

5,200

81.13
17.17
74.66
97.39
68.40

303
6,938

564

72

2.363

18.31
.82,40

-25.20
2.21

11.08

3

13

1

22

.16

.15

.00

.03

.29

6,
23
2

12

14

.56
.27

.09

.37

.18

.

1

3

.00

.00

.04

.00

.04

314

-' 6,974

567
85

2,401

18.OS
8243
25.34
2.61

31.60
.!.2e.son

725 14.26 1.385 65.48 .00 .24 .00 1,390 65.72

.c, 14.13a 63.72 7,741 34.91 134 .60 146 .66 24 .11 8,045 36.24

89s 86.35 137 13.17 S .48 - .00 .00 142 13.65

'1.disor 1,351 42.90 1,833 56.94 5 .16 .00 - .00 1.838 57.10

L,..51oosa 19.241 65.04 2,554 11.29 230 587 2.59 14 .06 3,185 14.96

Sart. Rosa 11.221

2,453
93.59
74.45

590

835

4.92

25.36
52

2

.43

.06

124 1.03
.12

3

1

.03

.03

769
842

6.41
25.55

1.909 78.05 532 21.75 .16 1 .04 - .0C .537 21.95

3.161 84.08 506 13.59 20 .54 .1. 24 .64 13 .35 563 15.12

.rrnrten 7.560 972 25.25 13 .38 .23 1 .03 894 25.88

!a; :1. 37. 71,91 4. 012 .5.98 936 .52 2 219 1.3* 266 .16 45 353 28 04

13.996
2,607

2,962

64.29

81.39
77.13

7.056
634.

857

32.55
16.38

22.17

386

5

11

1.78

.14

.28

295
2

16

1.36
.06

.41

6

1

.03

.03

.00

7,775
642
884

35.71
15.61
22.87Sakes

',radfore

c us 6.031

15,699
92.53
91.42

479
1,050

5.54

6.19

97

346

1.12

.87

27
224

.31

1.32

8

32

.09
.19

611

1,454

7.07

8.58

7.elvrbla 5.152 72.59 1,890 26.63 29 .41 24 .34 2 , .03 1,945 27.41

1.156 87.03 207 12.37 6 .36 .24 .00 217 12.97

61,087 61.60 35.813 36.12 761 .77 1,412 1.42 90 .09 38,076 38.40

1,523 75.73 472 23.47 14 .70 1 .05 1 .05 488 24.27

95.12 72 - 4.88 .00 .00 .00 72 438

1,172 52.04 1,077 47.82 2 .09 1 .04 .00 1,050 47.96

:.a!tyett. 6E7 90.70 90 9.20 .10 .00 .00 91 9.30

Levy 1,7,1 77.91 855 20.86 39 .93 10 .74 .00 904 22.06

:tarton 16,786 73.55 '5.559 24.36 380 1.66 70 .31 28 .12 6,037 26.45

assaa 6,051 82.65 1,261 17.24 .05 3 .04 - 1 .01 1,270 17.35

tnar. 7.067 69.62 1,963 29.19 102 1.00 16 .16 3 .03 3.084 30.38

. Johns 6,599 77.85 1,767 21.08 58 .66 31 .37 2 .02 1,878 22.15

3.605 76.67 1,073 22.82 8 .17 14 .30/ 2 .04 1,097 23.33

1,103 79.35 240 17.91 25' I.en 11 .79 2 .14 287 20.65

u',401 7(00. 63,475 27.80 2,078 .91 2,161 .95 Ile .04 67,692 29.74

CENTRAL

trvvard 37,021 83.36 6,500 14.64 455 1.62 397 .89, 40 .09 7,392 16.64

River 6,963 75.79 2,079 22.63 118 1.28 26 .26\ 1 .01 2,224 24.21
13,645' 76.18 3,445 19.74 286 1.64 64 .37 13 .07 3,808 21.82

o..eehobee

"er('ranre

3.811
55,338

61.17
70.27

479

18.715
10.19
23.77

277

3,457
5.89
4.39

15
1,174 4,

.32

1.49
114

61

2.63
.05

885
23,407

18.83
29.73

,.sr role 8,639 85.94 845 8.41 461 4.59 103 1.02 4 1,413 14.06

5c. Lucie 8.383 58.20 5,788 40.19 195 1.3S ' 30 .21 7' .05 6,020 41.80

Settinole 30.134 82.02 5,188 14.12 993 2.70 419 1.14 4 .01 6,604 17.98

~inter 3.166 72.27 1,152 26.30 52 1.19 3 .07 8 .18 1,215 27.73
v, 1usia 26,124 MOO 7,100 19.69 647 1.79 169 .47 17 ,0S 7.933 22.00

195,226 76.22 51,291 20.03 6.941 2.71 2,400 .94 269 .11 60.901 23.76

t-,67 CENTRAL

C.:.arlotte 6,896 93.33 306 4.71 102 1.36 76 1.03 7 .09 493 6.67

..Soto. 2,60: 71.33 920 25.22 ' 108 2.96 '18 .49. .00 1,046 28.67

c.ades 551 65.36 235 27.88 43 5.10 1 .12 13 1.54 292 34.64

'riardee 2.795 68.56 432 10.60 837 f 20.53 7 .17 6 .15 1,282 31.44

Fernando 6,862 88.67 127 9.39 118 1.52 30 .39 2 .03 ' 877, 11.33

Htphlands 5.314 71.68 1,786 24.09 243 3.28 37 .50 33 .45 2,09) 26.32

41111borough 81.793 73.98 22,356 20.22 5.371 4.86 965 .87 7, .07 28,769 26.02

Lee. 23.670 78.21 4,867 16.08 1,515 5.01 183 .60 30 .10 6.595 21.79

nsnatee 16.581 79.00 3,609 17.19 640 3.05 136 .65 . 23 4,408 21.00

lasco 24,383 92.67 1,083 4.12 656 2.49 128 .49 63 .24 1,930 7.33

Rinc:1as 66,282 80.82 14,899 17.63' 341 .40 926 1.10 .05 16.209 19.18

ia1k
irasota

43,213
20,198

75.65
85.96

12,413
2,725

,21.73
11.60

1,065,
344

1.86
1.46

359
216

.63

.93

PA)
70

12

.12 13,907
3,300

24.35
14.04

:ots1 30.1,140 76.67 66,360 17.27 11,393 2.96 061 + .80 )79 .10 81,207 21.13

67,383 69.47 31,790 25.27- 1,298 4.21 1,0e4 .86. 226 .16 38,398, 30.53rro..rd
C...211er 10,270 73.55 1,031 7.38 2,526 18.09 51 . .37 .86 3,694 26.45

Lae& 64.014 18.84 69.557 31.32 86,165 38.80 2,198 .99 ...!. 94 .04; 158,014 71.16

Pendry 2.923 61.70 1,043 21.94 669 14.07 13 .77 96 2.02 1,821 38.30

'martin 7,705 81.05 1.424 14.98 320 '1.46 39 .41 9 .09 1,801 18.95

Ton
!tthCh

5.,460

64,420
74.18
62.57

(761

20,756
10.33
79.24

975,

5,193
13.25
7.31 1469489

1.98 ..4
.61 ':

18
139

.24

.20

1,900
26,577

25.82

77.43
to. 222,215 46.90 126,312 27.83 '101,155 22,26 4020 .690 666 .15 '231,205 51,10

997.359 67.12: 349,500 23.541 122,393 6.242 13,885 .96 1.780 .122 467,558 32.831

.T.ATL 996,231 67.212 348,279 23.502 122,106 8.242 13,875 1,779 .122 486,039 32.797.

.4/Dial
A11 emu.

10330'-
2,016';

3,762
./L___401

12=2"
1261211

1,060
3,119

22,426
11.190
3.775
2,446
3,724
3 04

7

3,866.
.11,6621'
16,953#
7.097V
1,673

99,163
2,011
1,476

r
2,252

971
/4096-7

22,621
0 7,321

10,121 _

8,477
4,702
1.390

226.293

44,413 e
9,187

17.453
4,701
20,742
10,052
14,403
36,735 t
4,381

211T370

7,369(
3,645,/
$43

4.077
7,739
7.413

110.562
30.265
20,90
26.313
84.491

57.120
2) 492
)14.347

125,281V
13.96q

222.0594
4,754

9,506

7,360
70.997.
04.420

1.484.917

1.482.270,

vrcints may not add Sc 1001 due to rounding.



'FILE 05.107 COUNT ALL

STATE TOTALS

GRADE GRADE1 GRADE. GRADE GRADE GRADE GRADE

PRE.4 X 01 02 03 04 05
11111.111111111$$$$$411111$$$$MISSISMMISSIMISIIIMS

.ti

FLORIDA DEPUMPEIGHARTNCHT
Fre

OF
EDUCATION

KAM OF FINANCE
1C0 BY

201 EDUCABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
274.16 , 787.34 1101.16

18046 1001,67°
202 TRAINABLE MENTALEYWOICAPPID

89.36
178.31 165088 246.03

255.66
203 ,PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

, 12948 . 106.33 ' 109.89
19648 128.15 11443

204 PHYSICAL/OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PT
3442 35.813 i 30.90

t. 41.33 40499 34.99
205 SPEECK/H64RING THERAPY PT

672.01 MO 408.29
17746 659.33 556.12

206 DEAF.
A 98.29' 83.3! 90.98

131417 7748 04851
207 VISUALLY HANDICAPPED PT

6.06 12.79
11,47

11.14
7,25 12.31

208 VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
12140 14.07 t 13.52

29.04 / 15.83 17.16 .

209 EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED PT

7103 86602
164. 78

266.21H
17.35 320.08

1.4 210 EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED

o 102.10 417.26
556.10 1194550.21 216.45

211 SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITY PT
41

53.17
3. 73

' 963125
1427,32

1528,02
/461.63

212 SPECIFIC LEARNIHG DISABILITY
76.82 661.02 1352.33

10.86 290.60 983.43
213 GIFTED PT ,

25.35 580. OS 1124458

214 HOSPITAL/HOMEBOUND PT
10.30 9.63

30,33 904
215 PROFOUNDLY HANDICAPPED

149.71 224,04
120,66 253.88

1210.53

267,29

11435

27.78

309.93

87.06

10.45'

1904

343.33

731.93

1657.70

1325.50

GRADE. GRADE GRAN GRADE

06 07 Or 09
*44444414444444**1414**441444444

1252.15 1263.30
1256.16 1307.06

372.91 364.01
29663

112.46 1696

09/00/63 PAGE 195
504301. YEAR 1911.43

IRAN GRAD! GRADE GRADE PROGRAM

10 11 12 ADULT TOTAL

111011011111111101WIMMIIIIIIMISISM

1366.05
6

197.53,
11450

37631 96749
191.14 , 31640

7629 44419

105.09 86 't7/ 49.35
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STATE SUMMARY OF SELECTED STUDENT DATA
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0,-.
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TABLE 2

STUDENTS IN 916101r.831118 NV GRADE
FALL 1982 ,.
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..aloosa
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.tr.

?.:r ?ter

/ re-; ,
2 3 4

7., 1,395 1,473 1.558 1,534 1,572 1,629
3. 162 154 162 167 150 .146

16 2,609 2,949 2,971 2.927 3.036 3.129
118 120 , 150 122 138 - 144
646 600 707 708 ' 782, 747

- 175 167 149 179 157 196
210 257 233 230 269 251

2 645 614 595 604 620 624
170 184 154 183 146 20)

134 1,456 1.643 1.671 1.837 1,755 1.765
64 69 85 79 72 83 65.
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1,436 1.791 1,726 1.612 1.740 1.808
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1: 404, 16 560 18,692 1W25 16,798 19,342 20,144
7 etnn'AL
rlOtte 6- 104 392 ' 412 427 457 441
.7:,:o 5 291 297 284 329 282 282
urs 57 66 61 70 78 67
d.ce - 286 369 -4 331 337 334 368
rondo 2 457 470 558 586 601, 610
ttlands 102 698 513 510 558 560 597
Isborough 51 6,802 8,350 7.776 8.529 8.698 9.043

119 1.983
1,550

2,195 2,146 2.222 2.423 2,449
23 1,673 1.557 1.673 1,681 1,712

co '101 1,590 1,864 1,797 1,900 2.050 2,045
ellas 60 4.805 5,609' ? '5,675 6.133 6.330 6.605

790 4,327 4.112187 3 . 4,553 4.523 4.641
rsot 1,569 1 518 1 590 1,667 1,756 1,919

r. 714 24 2E1 27 643 26 809 290144 24,773 30,779

140 9,117 7,940 8,263 8.843 9.267 9.5E2
:er . 18 955 1,087 1,029 1,011 1,045 1,099

12,871 16.727 16,352 17,165 17,415 18,382
z.r. 25 361 352 355 406 . 358 430

1 :4:1 36 667 607 639 684 680 715'

4E1 515 575 558 559 609
f..ict. It 4,725 '5,035 4,963 5,077 5,147 5,715

4y; 29,160 32.263 52,176 33,766 34.671 36,532

;074.2. 1,647 97.026 107.419 105,706 '131.596 114.327 119,116

1,710 1.812
148 181

3,565 3,458
141 161

, 720 764
211 178
249 319
620 681
177 182

1.963 1.803
. 82 90
227 254

1.866 1,983
1.036 1,050

267 271
212 197
338 356
250 2S4
762 1'I 994

1.839 1.922
315 . 286
338 304
675 794

1.564 1.608
564 606
136 167

7,799 9,105
1E3 186
131 136
let 161

77 97
342 396

1,941 1.911
663 663
860 871
723 801
418 389
111 147
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3,911 1.662
722 749

1.490 1.628
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6.363 7.0118
931 879

.1,261 1.272
3.749 3,248

359 344
3,002 3.159

21,702 22.665
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' 175 176 , 140 no 104 , 2,8114;';
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336 348 278 250 174 31066746 717 698 696 733 0, 442,::a1.486 1.432 1,394 1.302 1.089 164,53;
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161 139 130 119 95 1.473,C,8,167 7,040 8,245 6.362 5.699 , 99,163 ''i118.119 2.03.ri
130 123
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111 97 112 1,476'4,
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64 76 36 70 51 .978),`,
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16,9(g 16345 18,394 15,369+ 13,506 228,293,y

3.618 4,002 4,027 3.766 3,382,, 44.41 y
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1.354 1.474 1.251 1.184 1.141 17.459,,
399 329 321 276 209 4.101 r;

6,575 6,430 . 6.633 5.929 5.2694 78.745''
813 872 753 680 507 . 10,052

1,131 1.352 785 . 837 687 14,403 ,t.;3,220 3,273 3050 2.630 2,366 - 36.735
4360 350 349 323 , 250 ' 4.381 ..,,'...3,010 2,867 3,201 2,735 2,194 36.0591

21.343 21.701 21.110 19,080 16,839 256,150 :,7

787 740 682 666 . 677 7. .."'288 311 223 221 ,, 179 3,4441-,'
69 61 48 , 66 55 A/43:";;

351 298 293 217 200 4,077,),.
686 622 717 508 440 7.739
540 619 543 527 485 7,413

,1-'

9.031 8,711 ,9.274 8,551 7,154 110.562,
2.423 2,612 2.324. .966 1,865 .265!'4:1;692 1.647 1,465 1;331 1,247 20,9897
2.234 2,104 2,335 1.924 1.430 26,313

. 7.185 7 603 7,185 6,538 5;643 84,4191,
4,801 4,580 4,311 4.'112 3,262 52.110,'.,""
1,862 1,879 ' 1,835 1,738 2,00°. 33,498

31,449 31,793 31,235 28,465 24 665 384.347

10,410 11.887 10,874 9.851 7.962 125.781 3,

1,133 1,226 985 a 974 1.023 -13,96
18,167 17.354 18,946 16,028 12,899 . 222,054.'

381 349 361 283 243 4,754
814 910 819 r:5 566 9,506-
615 605 578 501 453 7.360 .-

5,877 6,632 5,676 4,963 4,410 70,997,
37,397 38,963 38.239 33,306 27,556 454 420 ,,'.

121.599 124,308 ' 121.122 107,291 93.109 1,484,917 ::-

10 11 12 Total.:

65 76
323 370
748 734
565 596

9,169 '9.423
2,707 2.731attt1.897 1.841
2,379 2.500
7.437 7.663
4.911 4,990
2,097 2,061

33.164 34,633

10.759 10.885
1.115 1.264
18,467 21,014

390 460
' 810 852

650 661
6 127 6,437

36,313 41_,509

125.844 132.813
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Tvr of,

State of Florida
Department of Education

Tallahassee, Florida
Ralph D. Turlington, Commissioner

Affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

This publib document was promulgated at an annual cost of 62,656.79 or 82.66per copy
to disseminate the report of the Gifted and Talented Program Study and the analysis and
recommendations of the Division of Public Schools.

FLORIDA: A STATE F EDUCATIONAL DISTINCTION. "On a statewide average, educational
achievement in the tate of Florida will equal that of the upper quartile of states within five
years, as indicated by ommoniy accepted criteria of attainment"


